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DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION OF STANDARDIZED
DOCKING SYSTEM FOR SMALL SPACECRAFT
by Lorenzo Olivieri
Since the first mating manoeuvre in space, performed in 1966, many different dock-
ing mechanisms were developed, mainly for large manned spacecraft. The few systems
recently conceived for small satellites have never been verified in space nor scaled to
CubeSat size. In the near future, small spacecraft docking procedures could acquire
great importance due to the need to share resources between clusters of low-weight
and low-cost vehicles: in fact, small spacecraft market is rapidly growing, focusing on
commercial low risk application, low budget scientific and educational missions. In this
context, this document presents a novel docking mechanism to provide small spacecraft
with the ability to join and separate in space, to realize multi-body platforms able to
rearrange, be repaired or updated, thus overcoming the actual on board limitations of
single small-scale satellites. As for now, the few proposed docking ports present (1)
simple probe-drogue interfaces, unable to dock with same-gender ports, or (2) androgy-
nous geometries, that can overcome that problem, but usually employing complex and
non-axis-symmetric latches to perform the docking manoeuvre, that would demand ro-
bust and stringent navigation and control systems. The proposed solution overcomes
the aforementioned drawbacks, using a semi-androgynous shape-shifting mechanism that
actuating one interface changes the port into a “drogue” configuration, letting the other
port penetrate it and closing around to create a solid joint. The mechanism design
through the requirement definition and a trade-off between different concepts is pre-
sented, followed by the analysis of the dynamic behaviour of the selected solution, with
particular attention to two aspects, i.e. the loads transmitted between the mating ports
and the alignment tolerances requested to perform successful docking manoeuvres. Such
analysis led to the definition of an instrumented prototype to verify the solution through
simple validation tests, which demonstrated the mechanism operations and defined the
alignment ranges, that lie in the range of ±15 mm and up to 6 degrees. Last, a com-
parison with SPHERES UDP is presented, as part of the activities performed during a
visit period at MIT Space Systems Laboratory.
Summary
The continuously growing interest in small satellites and CubeSat missions is related to
the significant potential to drastically cut the costs to access space, thus encouraging
the development of space activities for educational purposes as well as low-cost, low-risk
commercial applications and low budget scientific and technological missions. However,
important technical restrictions related to the limited on board available resources are
still preventing the employment of nanosatellites for complex and high performance mis-
sions, while the development of rendezvous and joining technologies could provide minia-
ture space vehicles with the capability to aggregate in larger structures, thus addressing
the volume and power needs for complex payloads. Giving small satellites docking abil-
ities would enable scenarios where independent vehicles like CubeSats can join together
to generate multipart space systems with the possibility to rearrange, be repaired or
updated on orbit. Large structures such as segmented mirrors telescopes or solar arrays
fields can be realized through the mechanical connection of many small satellites. These
peculiarities would allow to optimally meet any variable mission requirements and to
extend the practical duration of missions. Most noticeably, this improvement is a cru-
cial step in the direction of making nanosatellite platforms competitive with traditional
space vehicles. Deep-space exploration programs could also need the design of docking
or at least capturing systems: for example, sample and return missions from Mars or
other planets and moons would involve several spacecraft that can dock and separate.
In parallel, joining capabilities with non cooperative bodies (i.e. small asteroids, old
satellites and their fragments) or operative spacecraft without docking interfaces are
conditioned and limited by the state of the art technology of docking and capture sys-
tems. In the design of small commercial and scientific automatic spacecraft, docking
operations were not considered, thereby possible refuelling and servicing missions for
LEO and GEO satellites are subjected to compatibility problems.
The goals of this work are (1) the design of a novel docking mechanism, starting from
state of the art analysis (Chapter 1) and constraints and requirements definition (Chap-
ters 2-3), (2) the realization of an instrumented prototype (Chapter 4) and (3) its test on
a dedicated test-bed (Chapter 5). In parallel, the activities performed during a visiting
period at MIT are presented in Chapter 6.
To be more precise, Chapter 2 presents a numerical study of the loads transmitted be-
tween two mated spacecraft, defining a series of mechanical constraints that characterize
the docking interface and evaluating some possible configurations of the control strategy
of the assembled body. A simple analytical model allowed to define the docking joint
required mechanical resistance in function of estimated disturbances, parametrized on
the satellites mass: for example, two 20 kg spacecraft would require an axial resistance
of 1 N and torsional and flexional resistances of about 0.1 Nm due to the disturbances
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and the loads acting on a 700 km high orbit. As regards the stiffness, it was shown its
dependence with the assembled structure requirements in terms of relative alignment
and position of the composing vehicles: in case of optical payloads without dedicated
pointing systems, such values would be around 10−7 m, hardly satisfiable for satellites
larger than CubeSats. More complex simulations determined that damping ratios higher
of 0.001 help to reduce transmitted vibrations of about 50% respect to configurations
with ratios under 10−4.
Chapter 3 describes the preliminary design of a new concept docking system, based
on State of the Art analysis, practical considerations and requirements and constraints
definition. The description of the main requirements the mating interface had to satisfy
led to the definition of different level conflicts between them. The hardest conflicts were
related to androgyny, rotational symmetry and simplicity; information from the conflict
analysis helped to define relaxing requirements and the effect of different design solu-
tions on the docking subsystem characteristics. At the same time, small spacecraft have
restricted on-board resources, limiting the possible payload mass, volume and electrical
power, that shall be taken in account in the design process. In order to establish a good
compromise solution, three different classes of requirements were defined, weighting the
influence of these three features; on these basis, a conceptual solution has been developed
for each class, analysing and comparing characteristics and weaknesses. The first mecha-
nism is directly inspired to the standard ISS androgynous interfaces and presents a three
petals structure with an external soft docking ring. It consequently benefits from the
consolidated design aspects but also presents some minor disadvantages of power con-
sumption and mass budget. The second concept has axis-symmetric interfaces with a
“probe and drogue” configuration with new-concept totally passive latches: the capture
mechanism is designed to perform docking manoeuvres demanding only a well-defined
chaser approach velocity and to separate using only spacecraft propulsion abilities. The
mechanism main feature, the capability to do not consume electric power, may be the
source of its main drawback: well-defined approach velocities and propulsion capabilities
can be too stringent for spacecraft and may cause high impact forces and transmitted
loads. The third solution is designed to combine the advantages of an androgynous sys-
tem with the simplicity of a gender mating mechanism, using a shape-shifting structure.
Far from the existing interfaces, the presented solution does not employ active latches for
hard docking and uses only one electric motor for activation and docking: the internal
stiffness and pre-load in the docked configuration creates the solid joint. A comparison
between the three concepts and their requirements and constraints suggested that the
third solution seemed a good compromise and it was therefore selected for further de-
velopments.
In Chapter 4 the docking interface detailed design is presented, introducing three dif-
ferent topics: geometric development, dynamic analysis and components manufacturing
and procurement. The proposed solution implements an actuating disk able to open
and close eight peripheral petals, creating a semi-androgynous port capable to wrap
around a twin one and to capture it. The petals opening mechanism was investigated,
comparing two solutions, using respectively a rotational joint and a translational cam;
a trade-off between the two solutions indicated that the cam was the more simple and
reliable one. In this basis, the whole port is described and its working principle is briefly
explained. Dynamical simulations allowed to analyse the port behaviour starting from
simple models to evaluate the cams design and adding more complex characteristics
to perform more accurate and specific investigations. Results permitted to define the
amount of friction acting in the cam mechanisms and its effect on the petals opening and
closing process, and then to verify the whole interface actuation, the transmitted loads
and, last, a simplified docking procedure. At the end of the chapter,a brief risk analysis
was performed and some technical solutions to increase the mechanism reliability were
analysed, although they were not implemented in the tested prototype.
Chapter 5 introduces the test campaign performed on the developed prototype. The
test-bed is a simple open-loop 1-DoF platform, in which the target is fixed on an in-
strumented structure and the chaser can approach it moving on a rail system. A partial
freedom to rotate is also given to the chaser, thanks to suspension strings connecting it
to the frame moving on the rail. The experimental verification, in order, aimed to (1)
validate the prototype geometry and the opening-closing mechanism through functional
tests, (2) determine the loads transmitted to the framework system during nominal
docking procedures, and (3) evaluate the working range of the port, in terms of max-
imal allowable linear and angular displacements with respect to the nominal docking
operation.
Results demonstrated the mechanism operation, and verified that collected loads were
always under 3 N, never affecting the mechanism action. Last, the misalignment test
defined the interfaces mechanical ranges in terms of allowed lateral and angular mis-
alignments to perform complete docking procedures.
As depicted in Chapter 6, at the MIT Space Systems Laboratory, in the framework of the
SPHERES programme, the Universal Docking Port (UDP) is in development, consisting
of a new androgynous interface compatible with the test platforms and planned to fly
on ISS in 2015. The SPHERES ground test bed consists in a low friction glass table,
on which it is easy to test the developed hardware and control software to verify it be-
fore in-space experimental validation. A visiting period of about two months allowed to
understand the methodology behind the UDP development and management and more
generally the advantages to use a fast-available test bed for the continuous comparison
between developed numerical investigation and its verification. In this period, some con-
trol codes for the SPHERES were developed, to test the rendezvous and docking on the
low friction facility. Simulations demonstrated the goodness of the proposed manoeuvres
and the reliability of both collision avoidance and close rendezvous controllers; unfor-
tunately, some issues related to the SPHERES state determination affected the system
during the test campaign, preventing the complete verification of the developed code.
Last, a comparison between the UDP and our semi-androgynous port showed that the
latter has a larger working range in terms of accepted angular and lateral misalignments
at docking.
In Chapter 7, the whole work is summarized and some conclusions are presented. The
semi-androgynous port is evaluated to have reached a Technology Readiness Level of
3-4. Some observations are exposed, related to the test in a more relevant environ-
ment and the design of dedicated sensors for close navigation and docking. In parallel,
other activities related to docking are reported. First, an improved version of the semi-
androgynous port is presented, with rotating actuation instead of the linear motor to
reduce the interface bulk. Second, the concept of tethered soft docking is described,
consisting in employing a magnetic tether probe to perform the soft docking procedure,
significantly simplifying the spacecraft joining operations and reducing the system com-
plexity; preliminary activities on such topic included the FELDs experiment, aiming to
assess the automatic self-alignment of the probe in 0-g environment.
In conclusion, a long research work is still to be performed, aiming to reach higher TRLs;
some indications on future development are introduced, considering the continuously in-
creasing interest on small spacecraft rendezvous, docking and, more generally, proximity
operations. The run for space is at its beginning, and joining technologies are already
a fundamental and unique enabler for most of the servicing activity, with positive and
increasing opportunities for the next and far future, both in research and commercial
fields. It is only matter of time before humankind will realize fleets of small spacecraft
able to self assemble and repair each others or larger ones, or to move on interplanetary
routes, transporting fuel, resources and scientific samples.
Sommario
Negli ultimi anni si nota un crescente interesse nel campo dei piccoli satelliti e CubeSat,
grazie alla consistente riduzione dei costi d’accesso allo spazio per tali veicoli, che ha in-
coraggiato tanto lo sviluppo di missioni nel settore “Educational” quanto l’investimento
da parte di realta` commerciali e gruppi di ricerca per lo sviluppo di esperimenti scien-
tifici e dimostrazioni tecnologiche. Allo stesso tempo, vincoli tecnici legati alle limitate
risorse presenti a bordo rendono ancora marginale l’utilizzo di nanosatelliti per missioni
di elevata complessita`: lo sviluppo di tecnologie di rendez-vous e docking viene consid-
erato come possibile soluzione, in quanto darebbe ai veicoli la capacita` di aggregarsi in
strutture piu` grandi, risolvendo le limitazioni in termini di volume e potenza disponibili,
e consentendo di realizzare payload condivisi aventi elevata complessita`. La possibilita`
di eseguire operazioni di aggancio e sgancio porterebbe quindi alla realizzazione di sce-
nari di missione fino ad ora inimmaginabili, in cui veicoli indipendenti come CubeSat
potrebbero unirsi per generare sistemi eterogenei capaci di riorganizzarsi, autoripararsi
ed espandersi tramite l’aggiunta o la sostituzione di alcuni elementi. Strutture quali
specchi telescopici modulari o campi di pannelli solari potrebbero quindi essere real-
izzati tramite la connessione meccanica di piu` satelliti di piccole dimensioni. Inoltre,
queste capacita` di docking renderebbero possibile tanto l’aumento della durata delle
missioni (consentendo la sostituzione di elementi vetusti o malfunzionanti) quanto la
possibilita` di variarne gli obiettivi, grazie alla maggiore elasticita` di missione. In base
a queste considerazioni, lo sviluppo di tecnologie per il docking e` considerato come un
passo necessario verso l’obiettivo di rendere CubeSat e piccoli satelliti competitivi sul
mercato, erodendo quote normalmente riservate a piattaforme ben piu` grandi, complesse
e costose. Infine, vi sarebbe una positiva ricaduta anche nell’ambito dell’esplorazione sci-
entifica del Sistema Solare: per esempio, nelle previste missioni di “sample-and-return”
da Marte o da altri corpi celesti e` stato piu` volte considerato fondamentale l’impiego
di sistemi di docking, per consentire il trasporto ed il trasferimento dei campioni rac-
colti, cos`ı da utilizzare sonde piu` piccole e meno complesse per le differenti attivita` di
estrazione, inserimento in orbita e ritorno alla Terra.
Parallelamente, le ricerche sulle tecnologie di aggancio con corpi non cooperativi quali
asteroidi, detriti o satelliti vecchi o non piu` funzionanti, oppure privi di interfacce di
docking, sono al momento limitate e condizionate dall’attuale assenza di un solido back-
ground sperimentale. Nella progettazione di satelliti commerciali o scientifici, lo sviluppo
di meccanismi di aggancio non e` mai stato preso in considerazione, per cui al momento
vi sono insormontabili limitazioni tecniche che impediscono la realizzazione di missioni
di refuelling e manutenzione per veicoli gia` in orbita.
Gli obbiettivi del lavoro presentato in questo documento sono nell’ordine:
viii
• l’analisi dello stato dell’arte delle tecnologie di docking e cattura per piccoli satelliti
(capitolo 1);
• la definizione di una serie di requisiti per tali sistemi e un confronto tra possibili
soluzioni progettuali (capitoli 2 e 3);
• la realizzazione ed il test di un prototipo semplificato (capitoli 4 e 5).
In parallelo, nel capitolo 6 sono descritte le attivita` di ricerca eseguite durante un peri-
odo di soggiorno presso il Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Piu` precisamente, il capitolo 2 presenta lo studio numerico dei carichi trasmessi tra due
satelliti agganciati, definendo una serie di vincoli meccanici che caratterizzino l’interfaccia
di docking e valutando possibili strategie di controllo del sistema assemblato. Un sem-
plice modello analitico ha permesso di definire le rigidezze e le resistenze meccaniche del
giunto di docking, in funzione dei disturbi esterni, stimati e parametrizzati sulla massa
dei satelliti. Per esempio, due satelliti in orbita di 700 km di altitudine, aventi masse
di 20 kg, richiderebbero una resistenza ai carichi assiali di 1 N e ai carichi torsionali
e flessionali di circa 0.1 Nm. Riguardo alla rigidezza, si e` dimostrata una dipendenza
con i requisiti di allineamento e posizione propri dei singoli veicoli: nel caso di payload
ottici non autoconsistenti dal punto di vista del puntamento, tali requisiti sarebbero
nell’ordine di 10[ − 7] m, difficilmente soddisfabili per satelliti di classe maggiore dei
CubeSat. Simulazioni piu` avanzate hanno anche permesso di determinare che coeffici-
enti di smorzamento piu` alti di 0.001 consentono di ridurre le vibrazioni trasmesse dal
meccanismo di circa il 50% rispetto a configurazioni con smorzamenro pari a 10[ − 4].
Il terzo capitolo descrive la progettazione preliminare del sistema di docking, basata
sulle soluzioni attualmente esistenti, su considerazioni pratiche e sulla definizione dei
requisiti e dei vincoli. La descrizione di tali requisiti ha inoltre portato alla discussione
di possibili conflitti che possono nascere tra di essi. Per esempio, le contrapposizioni
piu` onerose sorgono tra androginia, simmetria rotazionale e semplicita`; l’analisi di tali
conflitti e` stata necessaria per definire il rilassamento di alcuni requisiti e l’effetto di
differenti soluzioni progettuali. Allo stesso tempo, le risorse diponibili a bordo di piccoli
satelliti sono usualmente limitate, con la conseguente ridotta capacita` di ospitare carichi
voluminosi, di massa elevata, o con alte richieste di potenza elettrica; tali vincoli devono
essere tenuti in considerazione durante la fase progettuale. Per queste ragioni, con lo
scopo di realizzare una soluzione ottima, sono state definite tre diverse classi di requi-
siti, dando diverso peso alle tre caratteristiche di androginia, simmetria e semplicita`;
in tale modo, per ogni gruppo e` stata sviluppata una soluzione concettuale, cos`ı da
studiarne e compararne i punti di forza e debolezza. Il primo meccanismo e` diretta-
mente ispirato alle interfacce standard installate sulla Stazione Spaziale Internazionale,
e utilizza una struttura a tre petali con un disco esterno per il soft-docking. Di con-
seguenza, beneficia di consolidate soluzioni progettuali, ma allo stesso tempo presenta
alcune problematiche legate all’elevato consumo di potenza e alla non trascurabile massa.
La seconda soluzione esposta presenta una logica “maschio-femmina”, utilizzando inter-
facce assialsimmetriche, e con un sistema di aggancio totalmente passivo: il meccanismo
di cattura e` progettato per funzionare grazie all’energia cinetica scambiata durante la
fase di docking, avendo quindi come requisiti solo una ben definita velocita` di approc-
cio per eseguire l’aggancio e capacita` propulsive per lo sgancio. Questa caratteristica,
il non consumare potenza elettrica, e` forse l’origine dei principali svantaggi di questa
interfaccia: l’intervallo di possibili velocita` e spinte propulsive per eseguire le manovre
potrebbe essere troppo stringente per i satelliti e potrebbe causare eccessivi impatti e
carichi trasmessi. Infine, il terzo meccanismo e` progettato per unire i vantaggi di sistemi
androgini con la semplicita` di quelli “maschio-femmina”, usando una struttura muta-
forma. Al contrario dalle soluzioni attualmente esistenti, questa soluzione non utilizza
sistemi di aggancio attuati ma solo un motore elettrico per l’attivazione e il docking: la
rigidezza della connessione viene realizzata solo grazie al precarico che si viene a real-
izzare durante l’aggancio. Il paragone tra le tre soluzioni e il confronto con requisiti e
vincoli individua nel terzo meccanismo le migliori possibilita` di sviluppo, presentate nel
capitolo successivo.
Nel capitolo 4 viene presentato lo sviluppo dell’interfaccia, introducendo tre differenti
argomenti: progettazione geometrica, analisi dinamiche e realizzazione di un prototipo.
Il meccanismo qui sviluppato utilizza un disco attuato da un motore elettrico, che movi-
menta otto petali periferici, aprendoli e chiudendoli; la logica di semi-androginia per-
mette quindi di avere un’interfaccia che, aprendosi, e` capace di catturare una porta
gemella ma non attuata, e di creare una connessione rigida chiudendosi attorno. Il mec-
canismo di apertura dei petali e` quindi studiato, confrontando due possibili soluzioni
baste rispettivamente su di un giunto rotativo e su di una camma lineare; dal confronto
tra le due, si vede come il meccanismo a camma sia piu` semplice ed affidabile. Su queste
premesse, l’intera interfaccia viene presentata ed il suo principio di funzionamento viene
brevemente descritto. Una sere di simulazioni dinamiche consente poi di analizzare il
comportamento della porta, partendo da un modello semplificato dedicato allo studio
del meccanismo a camma e via via aggiungendo elementi ad accrescere la complessita`
cos`ı da realizzare analisi piu` specifiche ed accurate. I principali risultati permettono
di valutare l’entita` delle forze di attrito agenti sul meccanismo a camme, ed il suo ef-
fetto sul processo di apertura e chiusura dei petali, ed infine di verificare l’attuazione
dell’intera interfaccia, i carichi trasmessi, e di simulare un’intera procedura di docking.
Infine, una breve analisi di affidabilita` viene introdotta, definendo le principali criticita`
del meccanismo e possibili soluzioni progettuali o operative a tali problematiche.
Il capitolo 5 introduce i test eseguiti sul prototipo sviluppato e precedentemente de-
scritto. Il test-bed consiste in una semplice piattaforma a 1 grado di liberta traslazionale,
nel quale il target e` montato su di una struttura strumentata, mentre il chaser puo`
muoversi su di una rotaia tramite un carrellino. Una ridotta mobilita` rotazionale e` allo
stesso tempo concessa al chaser stesso, grazie ad un sistema di supporti che lo connet-
tono al carrellino. Nell’ordine, i test hanno avuto come obiettivo (1) la validazione delle
geometrie e del meccanismo di apertura e chiusura, (2) la determinazione dei carichi
trasmessi alla struttura durante procedure nominali di docking, ed infine (3) la val-
utazione del campo di disallineamenti lineari ed angolari che le porte possono avere
rispetto alle condizioni nominali riuscendo lo stesso ad eseguire una completa procedura
di docking. I risultati hanno dimostrato la funzionalita` dell’interfaccia, determinado le
massime forze trasmesse alla struttura durante l’attuazione e l’aggancio. Infine, gli ul-
timi test hanno portato alla definizione dei sovracitati limiti massimi di disallineamento
angolare e laterale.
Come descritto nel capitolo 6, presso il Space Systems Laboratory del MIT, all’interno
del programma SPHERES, e` in sviluppo la Universal Docking Port (UDP), una nuova
interfaccia di docking compatibile con le piattaforme di test ivi sviluppate, che verra`
testata a bordo della Stazione Spaziale Internazionale nel 2015. Il test-bed dedicato a
SPHERES disponibile nei laboratori del MIT consiste in un tavolo a basso attrito, sul
quale e` facile testare tanto l’hardware quanto i codici di controllo sviluppati, prima di
passare ai test sulla ISS. Un periodo di due mesi quale “visiting student” ha permesso
di approfondire le metodologie di sviluppo della UDP e piu` in generale i vantaggi legati
all’avere a rapida disposizione un test-bed facilmente utilizzabile per il confronto tra
modelli numerici e risultati sperimentali. In tale periodo, sono stati sviluppati alcuni
codici di controllo per le SPHERES, per testare il processo di rendez-vous e docking.
Simulazioni numeriche hanno dimostrato la bonta` delle manovre proposte e l’affidabilita`
dei codici di close-rendezvous e collison-avoidance; sfortunatamente, alcune problem-
atiche legate al sistema di determinazione d’assetto e posizione di SPHERES hanno
impedito di verificare tramite test il codice sviluppato. Infine, tramite un confronto tra
la UDP e l’interfaccia semi-androgina, e` stato dimostrato che l’ultima presenta un piu`
ampio campo di funzionamento per quanto riguarda i disallineamenti lineari ed angolari
accettabili durante la procedura di docking.
Nel capitolo 7 l’intero lavoro viene riassunto e alcune conclusioni vengono brevemente
presentate. Si valuta che la porta semi-androgina abbia raggiunto un livello di sviluppo
tecnologico pari a TRL 3-4. Tanto l’utilizzo di migliori setup sperimentali in ambienti
piu` rilevanti quanto lo sviluppo di sensori dedicati sono indicati come necessari sviluppi
futuri. In parallelo, vengono riportate altre attivita` in corso d’opera o concluse. Innanzi
tutto, una versione migliorata del meccanismo descritto e` brevemente introdotta, e il
suo principio di funzionamento viene riportato, assieme ai vantaggi legati al ridotto in-
gombro. Uno studio sulla nuova tecnologia di soft-docking bastata sull’utilizzo di sistemi
“tethered” viene in seguito presentato: una sonda connessa al chaser tramite un cavo
e controllata tramite navigazione magnetica viene usata per eseguire il primo aggancio,
riducendo significamente le operazioni di docking e riducendo la complessita` del sistema;
alcune analisi preliminari sono state eseguite all’interno dell’esperimento FLEDs, che ha
consentito di valutare l’effetto di allineamento automatico della sonda in condizioni di
milligravita`.
In conclusione, il lavoro qui introdotto presenta ancora elevati margini di ricerca, con
l’obiettivo di raggiungere un piu` elevato TRL; alcune indicazioni sui possibili sviluppi
futuri sono inoltre introdotte, considerando che l’interesse sulle tecnologie di docking
e navigazione di prossimita` e` in continuo e costante aumento. La corsa per lo spazio
e` ancora al suo inizio, gia` ad oggi per la maggioranza delle operazioni di manuten-
zione queste tecnologie sono considerate insostituibili, e dimostrano ulteriori potenzialita`
d’investimento a breve e lungo termine, tanto nel settore commerciale quanto in quello
della ricerca: in un futuro non troppo remoto flotte di piccoli satelliti solcheranno gli
spazi interplanetari, consentendo il trasporto di propellenti, risorse e campioni scien-
tifici, aggregandosi e autoriparandosi, portando la razza umana ad esplorare e sfruttare
lo spazio immenso che circonda questo nostro piccolo puntino azzurro, chiamato casa.
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In recent years there has been a continuously growing interest in space missions con-
ducted with miniaturized spacecraft, down to nanosatellite and picosatellite classes.
Such spacecraft have in fact demonstrated a significant potential to drastically cut the
costs to access space, thus encouraging the development of space activities for educa-
tional purposes as well as low-cost, low-risk commercial applications. However, im-
portant technical restrictions related to the limited resources available on-board are still
preventing the employment of nanosatellites for complex and high performance missions.
One possible solution to this problem is the development of rendezvous and joining tech-
nologies that would provide miniature space vehicles with the capability to aggregate in
larger structures, thus addressing the volume and power needs for complex payloads.
A docking system could provide small and nano-satellites assemblies with the capacity
of self-expansion, reconfiguration, refurbishment through single units substitution and
consequently increased fault-tolerance. In other words, docking could enable scenarios
where small independent vehicles like CubeSats can join together to generate bigger
multipart space systems with the possibility to rearrange, be repaired or updated on
orbit. Large structures such as segmented mirrors telescopes or solar arrays fields are
only two examples of the possible applications of the mechanical connection of many
small satellites. Docking could allow to optimally merge variable mission requirements
and to extend the practical duration of missions. Most noticeably, docking is a cru-
cial step in the direction of making nanosatellite platforms competitive with traditional
space vehicles.
Deep-space exploration programs could also need the design of docking or at least cap-
turing systems: for example, a sample and return mission from Mars [1] or other planets
and moons would involve several spacecraft that can dock and separate.
Last, joining capabilities with non cooperative bodies (i.e. small asteroids, old satellites
and their fragments) or operative spacecraft without docking interfaces are conditioned
1
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and limited by the state of the art technology of docking and capture systems.
Docking mechanisms have been employed in space mission for more than 50 years: since
the Apollo project, docking ports became unavoidable subsystems to connect different
spacecraft. Unlike on the ISS, where the participation of different contractors from var-
ious countries led to the definition of common design requirements [2], in the design of
small commercial and scientific automatic spacecraft docking operations were not con-
sidered, thereby possible refuelling missions for LEO and GEO satellites (e.g. Orbital
Express [3] and Space Infrastructure Service [4]) are subjected to compatibility prob-
lems.
Starting form these considerations, the objectives of this work, more accurately presented
at the end of this chapter, can be stated as (1) the design of a novel docking mechanism,
(2) the realization of an instrumented prototype and (3) its test on a dedicated test-bed.
1.1 Spacecraft joining operations
In-space rendezvous and joining of two bodies was one of the first technological chal-
lenges that space engineers dealt with; since the first active docking of two spacecraft
during Gemini XIII mission under the command of Neil Armstrong [5], active joining
of two or more bodies radically changed and evolved in different concepts of operations.
Anyway, it is useful to introduce some common definitions; as is usual, the approaching
spacecraft is denominated chaser, and the approached body is referred as target.
A preliminary classification can introduce the three main joining operations, depend-
ing on target attributes: capture, berthing and docking, as visible in figure 1.1. If the
mission target is non cooperative (e.g.: uncooperative spacecraft, space junk or small
bodies), the chaser shall approach and capture it, usually without the presence of joining
interfaces or other useful grasping element; another common issue of this operation is
the possible target tumbling motion. In case of cooperative bodies there is an ulterior
classification between berthing (assisted joining), and docking (active mating): in the
first case, the process needs the help of a grapple interface (such as ISS robotic arms) to
bring one spacecraft and mate it to the other module; on the other hand, docking refers
to the joining of two separate free flying spacecraft through active manoeuvres [6].
1.1.1 Geometry reference frame
In order to simplify the exposition of this research, this brief paragraph is dedicated
to introduce the geometric parametrization that is employed in this thesis, as visible in
figure 1.2. Nadir-pointing coordinates are centred in the spacecraft centre of mass, and
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Figure 1.1: Joining operations classification
are based on these assumptions: the Z axis is pointed towards nadir, the X axis in the
direction of satellite velocity and the Y axis completes the left-handed frame; rotation is
parametrized through the 3-2-1 Euler Angles. Last, the direction normal to the docking
port plane is defined as docking axis.
Figure 1.2: Geometry references: on the left, the nadir-pointing coordinates chosen
in this document; on the right, the docking axis is defined as the direction normal to
the docking port
1.1.2 Joining procedure description
A brief introduction of joining procedure follows, to present the motivations and the
state of the art of capture and mating technologies.
A joining procedure for two satellites can be divided in four main parts (figure 1.3):
phasing, far range rendezvous, close range rendezvous and mating [7]. During phasing,
the objective is to reduce the phase angle between the two spacecraft rising and lowering
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Figure 1.3: Approach procedure
the chaser orbit in order to modify its orbital period. At the end of this phase, the target
is in a range of a few tens of kilometres from the chaser, and the far range rendezvous can
start. Also called “homing”, it aims to reduce the distance between target and chaser
to a few kilometres. Relative navigation between satellites is monitored by relative
measurements of distance (e.g. radar measurements) or by relative GPS positioning,
with an accuracy of a few tens of meters. The third phase leads to the final reduction of
the range to the target and to achieve chaser position and velocity conditions for a safe
approach. Close range rendezvous therefore needs a class of sensors with an accuracy
of about 1% of range or better. In the end, mating starts when the two bodies are in
contact and aims to create a mechanical join between them through an interface. This
phase can be often divided into two sub-phases: passive capture (recently developed as
“soft capture”), when the bodies are connected by temporary joints like spring-actuated
pins or electromagnets and no heavy mechanical loads can be transmitted, and hard
capture, usually realized with structural latches. Last, a fifth phase could be considered:
the separation and departure of the chaser at the end of its mission. After the opening of
the mechanical joint, the chaser has to apply an impulse to separate from the target, with
potentially dangerous effects on the target expose surfaces from the chaser propulsion
subsystem.
Next paragraphs are better introducing the capture and the mating methods, describing
the related technologies and their state of the art.
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1.2 Capture of non-cooperative targets
In this section, an overview on capture systems for non cooperative objects is briefly
presented. To date, a variety of grasping concepts have been studied (and some of them
are under development) based on different technologies like: (1) robotic arms, (2) nets,
(3) harpoons, (4) polymeric foams or (5) nozzle probes.
Nevertheless, none of the cited technologies has been flight qualified and all of them are
still characterized by a low Technology Readiness Level (TRL).
1.2.1 Robotic arms
Robotic arms have already been employed and validated for several on-orbit operations,
such as extra vehicular activities, ISS assembly and satellite servicing [8][9], and could
represent a suitable option for debris removal (Figure 1.4). To this aim, few studies have
suggested various solutions and outlined different concepts. Nishida and Kawamoto [10]
proposed a system for braking and detumbling uncontrolled objects in space, based on
a robot arm with a brush-type end-effector, although with no possibility to firmly hold
the debris for further manoeuvres. The brush is used to brake most of the target ob-
ject motion, while the arm is capable of buffering the residual movement thanks to its
structural flexibility and active joint compliance control. Ueno et al [11] proposed a sys-
tem which exploits several small-scale spacecraft equipped with robotic arms in order to
grasp satellites for operations of recovering and disposal. Another solution is provided
by the Aerospace Dual-Arm Manipulator (ADAM, [12]) that has been designed to iden-
tify and capture free-floating objects with unknown shape and position. Furthermore,
the European Space Agency funded a project called ROGER (Robotic Geostationary
orbit Restorer, [13]), for the development of a spacecraft which captures and transfers
non-operational GEO satellites to graveyard orbits; in this case, one of the proposed
configurations for the capture system comprehends a telescopic boom on which four
tentacles are mounted; these tentacles are sufficient to encircle any potential target and
Figure 1.4: ADR by means of robotic arm (left) and DEOS berthing manoeuvre
(right)
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can be operated simultaneously or independently. Another example is represented by
FREND (Front-end Robotics Enabling Near-term Demonstration, [14]), whose mission
concept exploits a robotic arm to grabble standard satellite-launcher interfaces; in this
case, autonomous rendezvous and docking operations have been successfully carried out
in a laboratory environment that allows full-scale simulations of two satellites operating
with six degrees of freedom in close proximity to each other. Finally, DEOS (Deutsche
Orbital Servicing Mission, [15]) is a German Space Agency mission that aims to capture
a client vehicle with a servicing spacecraft by means of a robotic arm that holds on
handles the target object. The main disadvantage of all the mentioned solutions is the
lack of research on appropriate end-effectors suitable to capture irregular shaped ob-
jects: robotic capture strategies typically assume that the target object offers structural
features of known geometry, capable to withstand the handling loads and compatible
with common hand grips. This approach is not general and, therefore, considerably
constraints the operative flexibility of the solution since most times the only accessible
features for grasping are delicate parts (e.g. solar panels, antennas, booms) that were
not designed to sustain significant mechanical loads nor to provide a convenient handle
for standard robotic manipulators, and not always satellite-launcher interfaces are easily
reachable. Tentacle-based technologies avoid this problem but imply large volumes and
masses to host the capture mechanism.
1.2.2 Nets
Nets appear a suitable solution since they offer a large contact surface and a good
adaptability to irregular shapes. Also, the use of such devices guarantees a low load
transmission from the captured object to the service vehicle, if a suitable deformable
element is used to connect the net to the chaser. A promising design for this technology is
the alternative configuration of ROGER capture mechanism, based on twenty deployable
nets that are able to wrap around the target which is then pulled by the service satellite to
graveyard orbits by means of a cable. Ground test were performed for the net deployment
in 2009 and a microgravity test on a sounding rocket was planned for 2012. Another
solution is provided by REDCROC (REsearch and Development for the Capture and
Removal of Orbital Clutter, [16]), developed by University of Colorado, which is an
inflatable net allowing to capture debris with minimal contact forces (figure 1.5, left).
Another mission architecture based on a net system is described by Zhai and Zang [17],
that proposed the employment of a flexible net equipped with a number of flight weights
that are ejected towards the target by preloaded springs; the weights inertial forces pull
the net out of its storage canister and let it fly to the target (figure 1.5, right). The
bottom of the net is attached to the mother spacecraft through a connecting tether.
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Figure 1.5: REDCROC system overview (left), and an example configuration of net
capture (right)
When the net wraps around the target totally, the mouth tether is tightened by the
flying weights and the net is closed behind the target.
Nets are a relatively cheap, reliable, and quite simple concept, but still have a low TRL
and further study is required. The mentioned systems are in fact limited by the actual
possibility to manage the deployment of the net and by the insufficient controllability of
the target attitude after capture; moreover, although the low rigidity of the connection is
advantageous in reducing the impulsive capture loads, it might not transmit the required
control actions necessary to keep the correct attitude during re-entry. Further concerns
are related to interaction between the debris and the net mesh, which can cause the
fragmentation of delicate appendages such as solar panels or antennas.
1.2.3 Harpoons
Space harpoons shot by a servicing satellite towards the surface of the target object
might be a solution compatible with a large amount of targets with different structures
and shapes. One concept, developed by Reed et al. [18], is based on harpoons fired
at any potentially threatening satellite from close range (Figure 1.6); after perforation,
a barbs system is opened inside the debris body in order to secure the connection and
apply a tightening force to rewind the linking cable.
In addition to concerns similar to those cited for net systems and related to the
cable dynamics and debris control during manoeuvres, further drawbacks penalize this
technique resulting in reduced employment flexibility and, possibly, even in harmful
consequences. As a matter of fact, the impact between the harpoon and the target can
generate dangerous small debris due to the fragmentation of the hit surface, setting a
threat to the service spacecraft itself. The penetration depth should also be monitored, to
avoid batteries rupture, tanks depressurization or similar hazards. Moreover, the impact
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Figure 1.6: Ground-test prototype CAD view of an harpoon system[18]
necessarily transmits large dynamical disturbances to the object causing an uncontrolled
attitude motion, that is particularly likely after off-axis impacts. Last, the target motion
must be completely known, to avoid to hit external surfaces and appendix like solar
arrays or antennas: sensors and navigation would require consistent system resources
and should be able to estimate remover and target displacements and rotations between
harpoon firing and hitting.
1.2.4 Polymeric foams
Polymeric foams as adhesive system have been proposed according to two different op-
erational concepts. On one hand, such materials can be sprayed towards the debris to
realize chemical bonding regardless of the target shape; the low rigidity of the created
link limits the contact forces, thus relaxing the attitude control requisites and reducing
the risk of debris structural damage [19]. On the other hand, these foams can also be
employed to increase the atmospheric drag acting on the target object (i.e. increasing
its ballistic coefficient) by enveloping the debris within a large volume of polymer.
In figure 1.7 the operative sequence of this de-orbiting technique is depicted: first the
rendezvous with the target object is accomplished, then the polymeric foam is sprayed
towards the debris and wraps it entirely, finally the large volume of the foam bubble
augments the atmospheric drag action lowering the object orbit. However, capture sys-
tems based on polymeric foams show some weaknesses particularly connected to the
employed material performances, in terms of solidification time/effectiveness in space,
strength of solids1 and interaction with the target surface material. This latter point is
particularly crucial when brittle features/MLI are concerned.
1the ability of solids to resist fracture (separation into parts) or an irreversible change in shape (plastic
deformation) under the action of external loads, The Great Soviet Encyclopedia, 3rd Edition (1970-1979).
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Figure 1.7: Representation of ADR by means of polymeric foam to increment debris
ballistic coefficient
1.2.5 Nozzle probe docking
Finally, capture methods based on the use of nozzle probes to fit into target object
nozzles have been studied since nozzles are common features available in most spacecraft
and furthermore they have often enough strength to considerable loads such as those
requested by orbital manoeuvres. An example of this concept is given by SMART-OLEV
(SMART - Orbital Life Extension Vehicle, [20]), that is equipped with a mechanical
probe appropriately shaped to mate with the nozzle of a GEO satellite (figure 1.8) and
successively perform control maneuvers.
Figure 1.8: SMART-OLEV docking mechanism working principle: a probe penetrates
the nozzle (left) and thanks to a shape shifting it wedges into the throat, creating a
solid joint (right)
An alternative approach is proposed by Trushlyakov et al. [21], who conceived a re-
mover composed by a mother ship and a small independent probe linked by means of a
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cable. The small probe is provided with a docking mechanism able to capture a target
securing to its nozzle. Rewinding and tightening the linking cable makes it possible to
create a rigid joint and the system is then ready for deorbiting manoeuvres. The main
disadvantage of these solutions is, once again, the lack of generality and the need of a
nozzle suitable for capture; also, interesting targets for removal are often launch vehicle
upper stages whose nozzle can be gimbaled and, therefore, not rigidly constrained to
the vehicle structure. Furthermore, in case of tumbling motion of the debris, it may be
extremely difficult to identify the target nozzle and to align with it for docking.
1.2.6 Comparison
A summary comparison between the capture devices considered so far is given in ta-
ble 1.1 As it is visible in the table, at today there is no performing solution for the
non-cooperative capture, although many research institutes and industries are funding
the robotic arm technology, in order to overcame the aforementioned limitations.
1.3 Docking and berthing: state of the art
1.3.1 Large spacecraft
From the beginning of space era, both the US and the Soviet Union developed strategies
for rendezvous and docking between spacecraft. The development of a safe procedure
for spacecraft mating allowed scientist to design space-assemblies such as space stations
through several missions of small launch vehicles, with consequent saving in money and
advantages related to the modular design. During Gemini program US managed both
to made the first space rendezvous (Gemini VI-A and Gemini VII) and the first docking
(Gemini VIII and Agena Target Vehicle, March 16, 1966, figure 1.9 on the left) [5]. Gem-
ini VIII mission, under the command of future Apollo 11 commander Neil Armstrong,
was able to mate his target only for a brief amount of time, due to the failure of one of
the spacecraft attitude control thrusters.
Less than two years later, on October 30, 1967, the Soviets carried out the first au-
tomatic docking between the two unmanned spacecraft Kosmos 186 and Kosmos 188
(figure 1.9, right, a commemorative soviet stamp). Due to a misalignment between the
two satellites, the docking was not complete, with only a mechanical join instead of a
complete connection; the following year, on April 14, Kosmos 212 and 213 realized a
complete docking procedure and flew connected for about 4 hours [22].
In the same period NASA was developing the Apollo program to reach the Moon before
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Table 1.1: Comparison between capturing devices
SYSTEM MAIN FEATURES LIMITS
Robotic
arms
• Tracking of the object motion
• Precise capture point inter-
ception
• Angular momentum manage-
ment
• Complexity
• Absence of end-effector suitable
for general object capture
• Need for a grasping feature on the
target object
Nets
• Adaptable to irregular
shaped objects
• Large contact surface
• Net deployment dynamics
• Low rigidity of the connection af-
ter capture
• Chaser/debris combined system
control
• Fragmentation of delicate ap-
pendages
Harpoons
• Compatibility with a large
variety of targets
• Debris generation
• Catastrophic damage hazard
• Strong disturbance loads onto the
target attitude (especially in case
of off-axis impact point)
• Chaser/debris combined system
control
Foams
• Adaptable to irregular
shaped objects
• Polymerization dynamics in vac-
uum
• Low rigidity of the connection af-
ter capture




• Not general solution
• Need of extremely accurate ren-
dezvous
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Figure 1.9: Gemini VIII docking Agena (left - courtesy by NASA) and Kosmos 186-
188 commemorative stamp (right)
the end of the sixties. To simplify the launch procedures, the Lunar Module (LM) was
stored under the Command and Service Module (CSM) and was docked to the CSM
only during the Lunar Transfer Orbit. Later in Lunar Orbit, it separated from the CSM
to land on the Moon, and docked again after the end of Lunar activities. As visible in
next figure, the interface on the LM (on the left) is composed by a hatch, a ring and a
drogue. On CSM side it is visible a probe, another ring with mechanical latches and the
other hatch. During mating, the probe is penetrating the drogue until it automatically
fits in the middle hole; when softly docked, the CSM ring matches the LM ring and
creates a mechanical junction with the activation of the latches. In a second time, the
empty space is filled with air, and the probe-drogue system is hand-folded and stored in
the CSM, to allow crew to move between the two crafts [23]. As all of the first docking
Figure 1.10: Apollo docking system (courtesy by NASA)
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interfaces, Apollo docking system is not androgynous: each spacecraft has a unique de-
sign and can be mated only with the other interface, in a “gender-mate” configuration
(figure 1.10).
Another milestone in docking evolution was the Apollo – Soyuz Test Project. In the
de´tente atmosphere of ‘70s, US and Soviet Leaderships decided to celebrate the end of
the Space Race with the first joint mission: the last Apollo mission and a Soyuz ren-
dezvoused, cooperated and finally docked on July 17, 1975. Due to the different docking
interfaces and the different atmospheres in the spacecraft (pure oxygen on Apollo, mix-
ture of oxygen and nitrogen on Soyuz), a docking and airlock module was launched
with the Apollo. On the Apollo side, the same “probe-drogue” system of LM was used,
while its other end showed the new-designed Androgynous Peripheral Attach System
(APAS-75) docking port. APAS was designed by Vladimir Syromyatnikov [24], a Soviet
engineer. Syromyatnikov’s docking mechanism is still used on ISS. The main feature of
APAS-75 is its androgyny: unlike previous systems, each side can be active or passive
and a spacecraft with APAS interface can mate with any other APAS port (figure 1.11,
left).
The evolution of APAS-75 are APAS-89 (figure 1.11, right) and APAS-95 (US version
Figure 1.11: APAS-75 (left) and APAS-89 (right) Syromyatnikov’s docking mecha-
nisms (courtesy by NASA)
of -89), respectively designed for MIR-Buran and MIR-Shuttle programs. The main
difference between the configurations is the position of the orienting petals: outward on
-75 model, inward on -89 and -95; this led to the reduction of the passage diameter.
Currently three ISS docking modules are designed on APAS specifications and housed the
Space Shuttles before retirement; Russian Soyuz and Progress and European ATV use
probe-drogue docking modules. Chinese Shenzhou spacecraft uses an APAS-compatible
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docking system. ISS docking requirements are defined by an international docking stan-
dard system (IDSS) document [2].
NASA is developing a new-concept androgynous docking interface (NASA Docking Sys-
tem, NDS) for both docking and berthing [25]. NASA port will not be compatible with
APAS, and a new docking module shall be added to ISS.
Returning to the Soviets space technologies, the Soyuz docking interface is still the same
since 1971. Called ”System for docking and internal transfer” (SSVP - Sistema Stykovki
i Vnutrennego Perekhoda), it shows a probe-drogue mechanism (figure 1.12) and it is
currently implemented also on the Progress and ATV supply vehicles. To perform a
docking procedure, an extended probe noise is at first passively captured by the drogue;
retracting the nose, the probe body self-aligns with the drogue thanks to guide pins,
until a solid joint can be created using mechanical latches.
Last, on the ISS the ”Common Berthing Mechanism”[26] is used for the Japanese
Figure 1.12: The Russian docking mechanism (left), still used on ATV and Progress
cargo, and the Dragon spacecraft berthing with the ISS (right, courtesy by NASA),
guided by Canadarm, showing the common berthing interface
HTV and the commercial supply spacecraft Cygnus and Dragon Cargo. It is composed
by an active interface (on the ISS) and a passive one, both ring-shaped. In this case,
petals are not implemented and the required alignment is reached using a robotic arm
(the Canadarm on the ISS) to precisely guide the chaser to the target interface. All
the aforementioned interfaces, with the exception of the Kosmos and, more recently,
the ATV, need the active assistance of crew in at least one of the mating spacecraft
to perform docking manoeuvres. Large satellites automatic rendezvous and proximity
operations are still in a development stage, with only few studies and tests, such as the
Japanese ETS-VII technology demonstrator of robotic berthing [27]; ATV technologies
advances have recently given ESA a leading rule in this field.
1.3.2 Small satellites
As far as small scale vehicles are concerned, the issue of docking was not addressed at
all since last decade; the state of the art of formation flight, relative navigation and
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docking is represented by MIT SPHERES experiment on board the ISS [28]. The ex-
periment is composed by three vehicles capable to perform precise relative navigation,
gather in formation and accomplish synchronized manoeuvres and, in the framework of
SWARM [29] and then UDP (Universal Docking Port) project, to connect to each other
or to other servicing modules [30]. The SPHERES docking system, depicted in figure
Figure 1.13: SPHERES Universal Docking Port
1.13, features an androgynous pin-hole architecture that is common to each module and
allows not only a rigid mechanical connection, but also power and data transfer. Its
main drawbacks are represented by the exploitation of moving mechanical parts and the
need for the modules to be oriented in a specific way about the roll axis in order to
accomplish docking, as the interface is androgynous but not symmetric.
In addition to SPHERES, only few other connection systems for small-scale spacecraft
Figure 1.14: AMDS mechanism and docking sequence
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have been developed to date, normally based on the probe-receptacle configuration. For
instance, the Autonomous Microsatellite Docking System (AMDS, figure 1.14)[31] of
Michigan Aerospace exploits an extendable probe which is captured by the drogue and
then retracts, causing the two vehicles to mate before a series of mechanical latches
secures the connection. AMDS underwent testing in a microgravity environment during
a parabolic flight.
Another docking system (figure 1.15) was developed by the Laboratory for Space Sys-
Figure 1.15: LSS Microgravity experiment setup of the docking system
tem (LSS) of the Tokyo Institute of Technology: a 100 kg mothership was capable to
capture or release nanosatellite-class daughter-ships. The system was prototyped and
tested in a microgravity environment [32]; main drawbacks of this solution are repre-
sented by the complexity of the grasping system and the limited dimensions and shape
of the daughter-ships.
Another interesting mechanism has been design by Aachen, Berlin and Karlsruhe Univer-
sities in the framework of DLR iBOSS project [33], presenting an androgynous interface
able to join replaceable modular components on a standard structure. It employs a
simple cam mechanism, able to lock four latches through the rotation of a drive section.
The interfaces doesn’t show probing components, because misalignments are limited by
the structure geometry and the interchangeable modules can fit on it in only one de-
fined position. The simplicity of this solution is then counterbalanced by the limited
possible operations that can be afforded: the interfaces can’t be employed for complex
rendezvous and docking procedures, but only for berthed joining.
Last, interfaces concept were designed for sample and return mission projects; an exam-
ple is the WEB mechanism [34], designed by Honeybee Robotics for the Champollion
Deep Space 4 Mission (cancelled in 1999), that implemented a net canister in order to
compensate wide misalignments between the bodies and create a soft interface.
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1.3.3 ARCADE and ARCADE-R2 experiments
At CISAS G. Colombo (University of Padova) the ARCADE and ARCADE-R2 exper-
iment were developed to test a gender-mate interface in the framework of the REXUS-
BEXUS programme [35]. The proposed mechanism is composed by a probe with a
magnetic tip which is captured by an electromagnet placed at the end of the drogue; a
linear actuator then controls the docking manoeuvre until the probe is locked by three
latches. The experiments were part of a wider research program on docking mecha-
nisms by CISAS: the results collected by ARCADE flighst together with the experience
acquired in the design phase inspired further works on both gender mate [36] and an-
drogynous [37] interfaces concepts as well as this work.
Figure 1.16: ARCADE experiment docking mechanism
1.3.3.1 Experiment description
The ESA BEXUS program [38] allows students from universities across Europe to per-
form scientific and technological experiments on research balloons, which can reach up to
35 km of altitude. Each year, two balloons are launched from ESRANGE (Sweden), car-
rying up the experiments fully designed and built by student teams. In this framework,
in 2010 a group of students of the University of Padova proposed the ARCADE experi-
ment, a technology demonstrator whose aim was to prove the feasibility of a small-scale
gender-mate docking system, including automatic attitude determination and control ca-
pabilities, and to determine its performance under different atmospheric conditions. In
more details, ARCADE, which stands for Autonomous Rendezvous, Control And Dock-
ing Experiment, was designed to perform relative proximity navigation, relative attitude
control and docking between a small aerial vehicle and the balloon gondola and to cor-
relate each subsystem performance to the disturbances due to the external environment.
The development of such technologies is fundamental for future applications exploiting
fleets of cooperative, automatic aerial unmanned vehicles, which possibly will be used
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Figure 1.17: ARCADE overview
over the next decades in various scenarios, including mapping, surveillance, inspection
and remote observation of hazardous environments that are inaccessible to ground ve-
hicles (canyons, interior of buildings, etc. . . ) As visible in figure 1.17, ARCADE was
composed by a small vehicle (SMAV) provided with relative navigation sensors, attitude
control actuators and a docking probe, mounted on a structure (STRUT) protruding
outside the BEXUS gondola. Most of the electronics was placed inside a fixed assembly
(PROXBOX), along with temperature and pressure sensors and the docking drogue.
The balloon was launched from the ESRANGE pad (figure 1.18) on a stratospheric bal-
loon on September 28th, 2011, but an internal failure caused the ground base to lost the
radio link with the experiment. An improved version of the experiment, ARCADE-R2,
Figure 1.18: ESRANGE balloon pad
was therefore proposed to ESA and was selected by the evaluation panel to participate
to the 2013 BEXUS campaign, which took place in 2013, between the 4th and the 14th
of October. ARCADE R-2 flew on BEXUS 17 on October 10th, 2013, performing two
complete docking sequences and three release sequences before loosing radio contact due
to BEXUS gondola problems.
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1.3.3.2 Arcade docking mechanism overview
The ARCADE docking mechanism [35], visible in figure 1.19, comprises two mating
interfaces to form a probe-drogue mechanism. The first interface is mounted in front
of the SMAV and is totally passive. It shows a conical shape with a ferromagnetic tip
mounted on a spring-damper to absorb contact forces during docking procedure. The
drogue is attached on the PROXBOX external wall and present a conical shape to match
the probe. To perform docking, the probe tip is softly captured by an electromagnet
and thanks to a micro linear actuator it is pulled to its final configuration where the
structural connection is achieved by means of three locking solenoids. The gondola and
the SMAV interfaces are equipped with spring-mounted disks, creating a compressive
force on the structure able both to secure the solenoids hard docking and to push away
the SMAV during separation.
Figure 1.19: ARCADE docking system
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Figure 1.20: ARCADE-R2 docking procedures during test (left) and flight (right)
1.3.3.3 Launch campaign results
The BEXUS 16/17 campaign lasted 10 days during the first half of October 2013; dur-
ing the integration on the balloon gondola, ARCADE-R2 was continuously subjected to
test. Data collected during such trials confirmed all the docking actuators and sensors
functionality and permitted to check the perfect alignment between probe and drogue.
Last, basic measurements were implemented to improve the docking automatic proce-
dure, calculating the required actuation strokes for each motor.
ARCADE-R2 was launched the 10th of October, 2013, at 18.13 local time (16.13 UTC)
and reached the maximal altitude of about 27 km. During the ascending phase, the
E-Link connection was lost at 19.46 local time, causing ARCADE-R2 to stop communi-
cating with the ground base. ARCADE-R2 softly landed at 00.01 in a forest in Finland
and the PROXBOX electronics continued to work until it was switched off by the re-
covery team around noon.
During the flight, the experiment was subjected to random disturbances from the wind.
Anemometers were dedicated to measure the relative wind speed acting on the experi-




ρ · CD ·A · v2 · d (1.1)
with A the acting area, ρ the air density, CD the drag coefficient, v the measured wind
speed and d the distance between the centre of mass and the centre of pressure. Flight
data permitted to calculate a maximal torque of about 0.035 Nm, negligible respect to
actuators friction.
Another effect of the wind was the possible gondola inclination variation. It was calcu-
lated that ARCADE-R2 actuators could work up to 3.5◦ of inclinations respect to the
horizontal direction, so an inclinometer was mounted on board the experiment; data
collected before the communication loss showed, after some wider oscillations at launch,
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Figure 1.21: Inclinometer data, the oscillations caused by launch are visible before
100 seconds.
a quasi-constant inclination of about 2◦ (figure 1.21), into the optimal band.
During the flight, ARCADE-R2 successfully performed three release operations and two
docking procedures. The experiment was launched in the mated configuration, in order
to reduce the transient loads that could affect the motors, and was released at 18:20 to
perform its programmed procedures. During the first flight test, it was observed that
the drogue actuator was not able to capture the probe, due to minimal thermal defor-
mations in ARCADE-R2 (the temperature dropped of about 1.55◦C every minute for
the first 30 minutes): it was sufficient to increase the previously implemented actuator
stroke of 1 mm to allow a better contact between probe and drogue and realize complete
docking sequences. Unfortunately, after the link loss, no other procedures were realized,
although ARCADE-R2 survived and continued to collect environmental data during the
whole flight and after landing.
In conclusion, the mechanism behaved as planned, with only a small difference on the
drogue linear actuator stroke control. Results demonstrated the mechanism intrinsic
robustness and confirmed the design process; future works may improve the docking
interfaces to reduce the mass utilization and the power budget, evaluating the imple-
mentation of passive hard docking latches.
1.4 Research motivations
In the European space technology strategy, research and development represent key is-
sues. If the realization of large projects is possible only with international collaborations
(e.g. Cassini-Huygens, EXOMARS), the technology exchange is actually subjected to
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national political and economic interests. The objective of European non-dependence
from US satellite technology increased after the US congress voted in 1998 for strin-
gent guidelines, moving space-related trades under State Department responsibility and
virtually subjecting commercial agreements to the International Traffic in Arms Regula-
tion [39], despite in 2013 such limitations were removed. The development of skills and
enabling technologies for unmanned exploration missions is therefore important in ESA
plans, as remarked in AURORA program [40] for planetary robotic exploration, as much
as the advancement in orbital assembly capabilities. Joining technologies are vital in
the future of the space exploration and exploitation. Both capture and mating systems
can improve spacecraft abilities, reduce costs and allow more flexible operations.
Main fields that would benefit from further studies (figure 1.22) involve scientific (e.g.:
exploration and sample-return missions [1]), industrial (e.g.: spacecraft refuelling / re-
pairing [3] [4], resources extraction [41], in-space assembled structures) and safety (e.g.:
ADR - Active Debris Removal) applications: joining systems are crucial for many space
tasks from interplanetary to Earth orbit missions. Unlike manned spacecraft and large
resupply vehicles (e.g.: ATV, Cygnus, Dragon), usually employing standardized dock-
ing interfaces, small spacecraft do not present standard mating interfaces; about capture
systems, at today there is no space technology with demonstrated Technology Readiness
Level above 5.
On these preliminary considerations, next sections will introduce the motivations to re-
search on both capture mechanisms and docking interfaces for small satellites, and the
advantages that could be reached developing such devices.
Figure 1.22: Fields benefiting from joining technologies
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1.4.1 Capture systems
The number of uncontrolled artificial objects orbiting around Earth has constantly in-
creased over the years and the collision threat for operative satellites is today a serious
issue that endangers the future exploitation of space, so disposing of old spacecraft is
a first task for the international community, as demonstrated by initiatives like ESA’s
CleanSpace. ADR is therefore indicated to be one of the only means to effectively pre-
serve Earth orbits from space debris growing, but difficulties primarily related to uncoop-
erative objects capture are still constraining the technical feasibility of such operations.
However, the capture of uncontrolled objects in space has never been accomplished so
far. Non-operative satellites with no active attitude control might in fact be character-
ized by random tumbling motion and orbital debris originated by collisions of satellites
could have unknown and irregular shape, thus making their location and capture very
challenging tasks. Furthermore, debris are usually not provided with any features that
can facilitate approach and grasping by the servicing vehicle, such as optical markers,
retro-reflectors and handles.
In parallel, capture technologies could also be employed for refuelling/repairing missions
to old operative spacecraft (i.e. with no grasping features). Usually, manufacturing and
launch costs are some orders of magnitude higher than orbit operation expanses. Most
of the payload sent in space is constituted by the fuel needed for orbit insertion and sta-
tion keeping, narrowly constraining the life duration to cost evaluations. For example, at
today GEO telecommunication satellites life mostly depends from their station-keeping
fuel consumption: the development of a float of servicing spacecraft, each one able
to approach, capture and refuel different units, may avoid to replace perfectly work-
ing high-value satellites because out of fuel. The convenience behind such operations
is however not merely economic: delaying spacecraft end of life lowers the number of
required launches to substitute them and improves the possibility to develop and real-
ize disposing operations before losing the vehicles, mitigating the risk of increasing the
debris population.
1.4.2 Nanosatellites and CubeSat docking
In recent years there has been a continuously growing interest in space missions con-
ducted with small spacecraft, down the nano and picosatellite class (respectively < 10
kg and < 1 kg). In such a framework, CubeSats were proposed in 2003 as small-scale
modules to offer students and young engineers valuable educational experiences with real
flight programs. In less than ten years, the CubeSat standard became rapidly a reference
in nano and picosatellites design with more than 100 modules placed into orbit as of
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October 2012 [42] [43], and now a vital miniature spacecraft community exists including
participants from universities, industries and national space agencies. The reasons be-
hind this success are related to the several perspectives provided by the use of this type of
spacecraft, e.g. (1) enable fast, low-cost, low-risk technology development programs, (2)
employ components and technologies coming from outside the traditional space industry
and (3) make use of hosted payload opportunities on institutional launches, resulting in
a consequent drastic cut of the costs to access space (down to 100,000 e for 1U or less).
However, the same nanosatellites advantages that allow universities, corporations and
small companies to easily access space are counterbalanced by important technical limita-
tions, which make miniature spacecraft unattractive for complex and high performance
missions. Such limitations are mainly related to the short life (usually less than one
year), the small payload size and mass, and the minimal resources available on board in
terms of power, attitude control and telecommunication. To date, it has been proposed
to partially cope with this nanosatellites weakness by distributing mission operations
on several miniature spacecraft forming a constellation and/or flying in tight formation
[44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49]. Even though such approach appears to be promising in some
special cases where distributed sensing is required, it does not provide a conclusive so-
lution to the problem, since the system resources available in each spacecraft remain
inadequate to the vast majority of missions.
In this context, nanosatellites projects have been recently promoted by ESA and NASA,
with the objective of supporting the development of new technologies to enhance or
expand the capabilities of small spacecraft. A particular mention is due to the NASA’s
Small Spacecraft Technology Program: in that framework three multi-million contracts
have been recently awarded to US universities and small industrial partners to develop
specific nanosatellites technologies in the fields of telecommunications, formation flight
and orbital docking [50]. This clearly proves NASA’s growing interest on nanosatellite
missions and their possible applications in the future. Among all, perspective applica-
tions are foreseen in the field of optical communications, imaging and Earth observation,
biological research and astrobiology, distributed scientific instruments, space weather
studies and astronomical observation like exo-planets transits detection.
In conclusion, the realization of a standard docking system for nanosatellites would pro-
vide such vehicles with the capability to aggregate in orbit to form larger structures.
This would enable scenarios where small spacecraft can join together to generate multi-
part systems with the possibility to rearrange, be repaired or updated, dramatically
extending the spacecraft lifetime, producing more profitable missions and reducing the
number of launched platforms required to maintain satellite constellations [51] [52] [53].
Lowering the number of launches would also mitigate the risk of space debris creation,
underlining ulterior long-term advantages to on-orbit assembly. Moreover, rearranging
and updating modular structures will improve their flexibility and fault tolerance. Most
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noticeably, this improvement is a crucial step in the direction of making nanosatellite
platforms competitive compared to traditional space vehicles.
1.5 Work logic & structure
At the end of this introductive chapter, the study logic of this work is presented. The
docking mechanism design process followed a logical flow, were every step was the basis
of the sequent work: figure 1.23 shows inch by inch the processing path.
The different colours of the packages are related to the chapter division of this document,
Figure 1.23: Study logic flux diagram
as visible in the Work Structure (figure 1.24). The preliminary work (red) consisted in
the analysis of the small satellites assembly aspect and in the definition of the state
of the art of small spacecraft docking mechanism, as introduced in this chapter; this
preliminary investigation was followed by a simplified analysis of the loads a mating
system should withstand (orange) in joint configuration. Preliminary design followed by
a trade-off between different solutions, based on requirements and constraint definitions,
led to a baseline configuration (yellow) that was analysed, simulated and manufactured,
obtaining a new-concept docking interface (green). Test-bed design and the successive
test campaign (blue) allowed to obtain important data in order to identify the mechanism
response to nominal and non-nominal rendezvous (purple) and compare it with the
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simulations. In parallel to the work, a visiting period at MIT Space System Laboratories
was capitalized to become familiar with 2-D low friction test facilities and the SPHERES
Universal Docking Port program. The possibility to learn the methodology behind the
UDP development and management helped in the organization of the investigation and
allowed to compare the collected results with the outcomes from a similar research
program.
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The goal of this second chapter is the definition of a series of mechanical constraints that
characterize the docking interface, through the evaluation of some possible configurations
of the control strategy of the assembled body. A simple analytical model allowed to define
the docking joint required mechanical resistance in function of estimated disturbances,
parametrized on the satellites mass: for example, two 20 kg spacecraft would require an
axial resistance of 1 N and torsional and flexional resistances of about 0.1 Nm due to the
disturbances and the loads acting on a 650 km high orbit. As regards the stiffness, it
was shown its dependence with the assembled structure requirements in terms of relative
alignment and position of the composing vehicles: in case of optical payloads without
dedicated pointing systems, such values would be around 10−7 m, hardly satisfiable for
satellites larger than CubeSats. More complex simulations determined that damping
ratios higher of 0.001 help to reduce transmitted vibrations of about 50% respect to
configurations with ratios under 10−4.
2.1 Definition of mechanical constraints
The docking joint acts as a mechanical connection between two spacecraft, and it should
be able to transmit loads without failure or separation, possibly reducing vibrations that
could affect the mated configuration; in parallel, it should be able to avoid excessive mis-
alignments between the two bodies, maintaining deformations in a well-defined range.
The objective of this chapter is to numerically define such constraints, evaluating the
required joint stiffness, resistance and dumping, relating them to some satellites key
parameters, in the directions of flexion, torsion and x-axis visible in figure 2.1.
Two potential failure modes of the docking mechanism were considered, the damage of
the interface structure due to material resistance limit and the presence of loads higher
29
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Figure 2.1: Flexion, torsion and x-axis directions in the joint configuration
to the mechanism actuator holding capabilities. In both of the cases, the first mechanical
constraints to be analysed and defined were axial resistance (RA) to forces and torsional
and flexional resistance (RT and RF ) to torques and non-axial forces, considering the
external loads and disturbances acting on the satellites.
In parallel, the stiffness requirements were defined evaluating the deformations that the
mechanism could reach under the effect of the same external loads. In this case, allowed
misalignments range is strictly related to the assembly mission objective: if a servicing
module could sustain a certain amount of deformation compatible to the operations it
should perform, more complex structures as multi-body telescopes and antennas must
reduce the relative misalignments between mirrors to well-defined values; for example,
in case of optical telescopes, a good value for deformations and displacements can be
fixed from the investigated wavelength at λ/10, that is 10−7 m for near infra-red optics
[54]. The result of an analytical analysis allowed to define the trend of maximal mis-
alignments in function of the joint axial, torsional and flexional stiffness (KA, KT and
KF )
Last, dynamical simulation allowed to define the effect of different damping in the re-
duction of peak loads and transmitted vibrations.
2.2 Joined bodies control strategies
In the simplest joined configuration, two satellites connected by a docking mechanism,
three different strategies can be applied to the whole body to control its position and
attitude (see figure 2.2): the spacecraft can be (1) totally autonomous, with complete
control capabilities, (2) cooperative, sharing part of the external loads through the dock-
ing link, to control them, and (3) strictly dependant, with only one module dedicated
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to the position and attitude control, and the other one dedicated to other tasks.
In the first case, the autonomous satellites are designed to bear the full loads and
Figure 2.2: Comparison between the three different control strategies of a two-bodies
assembled structure, from left to right, (1) totally autonomous satellites, in which every
one controls its disturbances, (2) vehicles sharing part of the loads, and (3) only one
spacecraft has a complete control subsystem bearing the full disturbances; external
loads are reported in blue, control forces and torques in red.
disturbances, controlling them without transmitting to the other spacecraft any residual
vibration or misalignment; this configuration requires high control capabilities and a
continuous communication with the other satellite, to avoid any residual misalignment,
but does not establish any constraint on the docking link, that could be a simple tether
or even can non exist, reducing this configuration to the case of close formation flight.
The second one could be really interesting, due to the potentiality to reduce the required
control authorities of every single satellite thanks to sharing capabilities: with the goal
to reduce costs and complexity, the possibility to limit on board actuations could be an
interesting research topic. As regards the docking mechanism, stiffness and resistance
constraints would depend on the dimension of the assembled structures and on the level
of cooperation.
Last, the utilization of only one control module is the most critical configuration for both
the control system and the docking joint. In this latter case, loads acting on the other
vehicle are transmitted to the first one, increasing the constraints in terms of transmit-
ted loads and desired actuation. On these considerations, this configuration was chosen
for further investigation, to define the required resistance and stiffness in function of
vehicle masses and joining link geometry.
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2.3 Analytical model
A simplified analytical model was realized to determine the resistance and stiffness con-
straints that a docking system should present to be able to bear loads transmitted be-
tween two satellites, with only one deputed to control the assembled structure. The most
critical configurations were determined, considering the different disturbances affecting
the two bodies; to apply the results to a wide range of different situations, a simplified
parametrization of the spacecraft and of the affecting loads was realized, introducing
a direct dependence to the vehicles mass and the distance between the two satellites
centres of mass. In first approximation, the two spacecraft were considered similar in
mass and with cubic shape, with the uncontrolled one having a large solar panel. The
satellites dimensions were directly correlated to the mass, considering a mean density of






With this relation, the satellites dimensions varied form 10 cm (CubeSats) for 1 kg
bodies to about half a meter for 100 kg (small-size) spacecraft. On this definition, the








A spacecraft solar panel was supposed to be 2 ·L long and L wide, causing an estimated
variation of the inertia ∆I on the involved axis of 0.1 · I.
2.3.1 Loads definition
The satellites were considered in a circular orbit around the Earth, with an height
of about 650 km. The main disturbances acting on them were related to the gravity
gradient, the magnetic interaction and the effect of solar pressure. The gravity gradient






· |Iz − Iy| · sin(2θ) (2.3)
with R the distance from Earth centre (defined in the spacecraft’s reference frame), µ the
Earth standard gravitational parameter Iz and Iy the values of inertia in the principal
axes and θ the maximum deviation of z-axis from the local vertical [55]. Inserting the
aforementioned mass parametrization, the chosen orbit, and considering the worst case
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' 2 · 10−7 ·m2 Nm (2.4)
The magnetic field torque is the resultant of the interaction of the spacecraft residual
dipole and the Earth magnetic field. As defined by Larson and Wertz [55], the satellite
residual dipole D lies in the range 0.1 - 20 A·m2; it was estimated that for small satellites
it could lie in the range 0.1 - 1 A·m2, and a relation with the vehicles mass was derived
as D = 0.1 · √m. The magnetic field varies with the orbit height and inclination, but
for the chosen parameters the maximum values was calculated from the simplified Earth
dipole M as:
Bmax = 2 · Mmax
R3
' 4.6 · 10−5 T (2.5)
The magnetic torque was then derived as:
TM = D ·Bmax ' 4.6 · 10−5 ·m Nm (2.6)
As regards the solar pressure, the force acting on the exposed surfaces was calculated
considering the solar constant FS , the speed of light c and a surface reflectance q of 0.6
for a solar panel of area AS [55]. Inserting the mass and size parametrization and con-
sidering a panel with the aforementioned dimensions, and with a perpendicular incident











)·(1+q) ' 1.5·10−8·m N (2.7)
Last, forces and torques caused by satellites propulsion systems were also evaluated.
Larson and Wertz [55] defined cold gas actuators and small liquid mono-propellant
motors thrust range between 0.05 and 5 N, so another simplified parametrization allowed
to define the propulsive thrust as:
FProp = 0.05 ·m N (2.8)
Considering a maximal misalignment ∆θ of about 5 degrees between the motor and the
satellite centre of mass, the torque generated by the propulsive thrust was calculated as:









' 8.3 · 10−5 ·
√
m3 Nm (2.9)
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Figure 2.3: Load configuration for case 1: the propulsive loads acts on the uncon-
trolled satellite and is transmitted to the other spacecraft through the docking link.
2.3.2 Loads envelope and critical cases
The aforementioned loads were applied to a simplified static model, in order to ana-
lytically determine the characteristics of the joint. The three most critical cases were
defined, imposing the worst possible loads for axial, flexional and torsional configura-
tions.
2.3.2.1 Case 1: axial loads
In the first case, the highest axial load is caused by the propulsion system, that was
foreseen to act in the direction of the docking joint. In this case, for every possible
satellite mass, the solar pressure force is several orders of magnitude lower than the
propulsive one. The configuration is visible in figure 2.3. In this case, the resistance was
easily evaluable as the capacity to bear the propulsive force in the highly conservative
case of considering one spacecraft as fixed. The resulting resistance constraint respect to
satellite mass is visible in figure 2.4, on the left, with a value of 1 N for a 20 kg satellite.
Stiffness directly influenced the maximal deformation at the limit axial force value: on
the right of figure 2.4 it is possible to see that with such values most of the evaluated
configurations presented deformations larger than the 10−7 m value choose from tele-
scope imaging requirements, but it must be considered that, when orbital manoeuvres
are performed, usually the scientific operations are suspended, so higher deformations
could be still acceptable.
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Figure 2.4: Resistance constraint (left) and deformation-stiffness curves at different
spacecraft masses (right) for the axial loads configuration.
2.3.2.2 Case 2: torsional loads
In this second case, the most critical load configuration is caused by the sum of gravity
gradient, magnetic, propulsive and solar pressure torque, the last one considered as the
product of solar pressure force for the length of the lever arm LS (i.e.: the distance
between the solar panel centre of pressure and the spacecraft centre of mass). The
resulting configuration is visible in figure 2.5.
Here again the resistance of the docking link was calculated as reported in figure 2.6,
Figure 2.5: Load configuration for case 2: torques from gravity gradient, magnetic
interaction, thruster misalignments and solar pressure act on the uncontrolled satellite
and are transmitted to the other spacecraft through the docking link.
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on the left, as well as the joint stiffness at different masses (on the right). In this case,
resistance constraint for a 20 kg satellites resulted to be of about 0.01 Nm, and for a
joint stiffness larger than 103 Nm the maximal deformation was well under 0.01 degrees.
















































Figure 2.6: Resistance constraint (left) and deformation-stiffness curves at different
spacecraft masses (right) for the torsional loads configuration.
2.3.2.3 Case 3: flexional loads
Last configuration analysed the flexional loads, under the effect of gravity gradient,
magnetic and propulsion torques and solar pressure force, the latter creating a larger
torque in this case, due to its longer arm, as visible in figure 2.7.
The influence of the solar pressure torque was however negligible (less than 0.01 percent
of the other torques) considering docking link lengths L∗ up to 10 times the size of the
spacecraft.
The docking link flexional resistance was then calculated for different spacecraft masses,
as reported in figure 2.8, on the left; due to the similar loads, the trend is comparable
to the previous one, with a value of about 0.01 Nm for 20 kg satellites assembly. On the
right, the angular misalignment between the two spacecraft are reported, at different
values of the joint stiffness; on these considerations, it was also possible to determine
the maximal deflection of the docking joint, in function of the joint parametrized length
L∗. In a simplified condition, defining the flexional stiffness KF of a beam as function
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In figure 2.9 the results obtained for satellites of respectively 1 kg (left) and 20 kg (right)
are reported. It is visible that for CubesSat-sized satellites docking joints having high
stiffnesses are still allowing to satisfy optical telescopes alignment requirements for the
Figure 2.7: Load configuration for case 3: torques from gravity gradient, magnetic
interaction, thruster misalignments and solar pressure act on the uncontrolled satellite
and are transmitted to the other spacecraft through the docking link (up); the applied
mechanical simplification shows the position of the solar pressure force FPS and its arm
LS + L
∗.
















































Figure 2.8: Resistance constraint (left) and deformation-stiffness curves at different
spacecraft masses (right) for the flexional loads configuration.
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different length of the docking joint, but for larger spacecraft the misalignment is in
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Figure 2.9: Maximal deformation in function of the joint stiffness, for 1 kg (left) and
20 kg (right) spacecraft
2.3.2.4 Results summary
The analytical model allowed to determine the values of the required docking link resis-
tances for different load conditions, as reported in table 2.1. About the stiffness, results
were strictly related to the level of allowable deformations that the assembled structure
payload requires. In case of multi-body optical telescopes, it was calculated that, con-
sidering the limitations of this simplified model, external loads can create misalignments
well over the imposed range; only CubeSat-size vehicles are able to limit deformation to
the desired values, but only in case of high stiffness. Such limitations could be overcome
using a separate high-precision alignment system for the telescope elements, but this
application was not analysed in this contest, being out of topic respect to the goals of
this research.
On these considerations, it was not imposed a series of parametrized values for the dock-
ing system stiffness.
Table 2.1: Resistance constraints for different mass spacecraft assemblies
Resistance 1 kg 20 kg 100 kg
Axial 0.05 N 1 N 5 N
Torsional 1.2 · 10−4 Nm 8.4 · 10−3 Nm 9.0 · 10−2 Nm
Flexional 1.2 · 10−4 Nm 8.4 · 10−3 Nm 9.0 · 10−2 Nm
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2.4 Transient simulations
A numerical model was realized to complete the evaluation of the loads transmission
between the mated spacecraft, considering the previous disturbances, that could vary
during the orbit or at different heights, and the vibration environment caused by the
satellites control system. The analytical model main limitations were to consider (1) the
control spacecraft fixed instead of an active body acting with time-dependant control
laws and (2) the load transmitted in a static case; the goal of these simulations was to
determine the effect of damping on the joined dynamics, still maintaining the previous
results in terms of resistance constraints. Matlabr programming tools were utilized to
develop this model, simulate it and monitor its behaviour in time-dependant analysis,
calculating the external torques magnitude with a reasonable approximation and using
a simple control algorithm to simulate the satellite ADCS.
Results showed that the presence of damping joints behind the docking interfaces can
be a good way to reduce transient forces and keep transmitted loads during navigation
under the resistance limits defined by the analytical model.
2.4.1 Loads and disturbances
This subsection briefly describes the loads acting on the spacecraft and their reduction
to simple models, better defines the disturbances introduced in the analytical model.
The main loads were divided in two main classes: “external”, caused by the interaction
of the satellite with space environment, and “internal”, related to the spacecraft sub-
systems (i.e. the ADCS actuations) [56]. External disturbances were further classified
in gravitational, magnetic, drag-related and solar-pressure forces and torques, all acting
at low frequencies, in the order of the orbital rate. Disturbing forces effects are usually
considered negligible in simplified models like the previous one, but the resulting torques
acting on the spacecraft can produce attitude errors, activating the ADCS. On the other
hand, the attitude control usually lies in a wide spectrum of frequencies and can interact
with satellite vibration modes.
2.4.1.1 Gravity gradient force and torque
On a distributed mass, the Earth gravitational field is not uniform and can act a gravity
gradient. Considering, as a simplified hypothesis, the Earth field as ideal (i.e. gener-
ated by a homogeneous perfect sphere), the force acting on a spacecraft’s infinitesimal
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element of mass dm was calculated as:
dF = −µdm|r|3 r (2.12)
with r the distance from Earth centre (defined in the spacecraft reference frame), and
µ the Earth standard gravitational parameter.
Defining rCM the distance between the spacecraft centre of mass and the element, the




−µdm|r|3 (rCM × r) (2.13)
Introducing Euler angles notation for the spacecraft attitude (with the 3-2-1 configu-







(Iz − Iy) sin 2φ cos2 θ
(Ix − Iz) sin 2φ cos θ
(Iy − Ix) sin 2φ sin θ
 (2.14)
In addition, the gravitational force acting on the spacecraft centre of mass was defined
in the spacecraft’s reference frame as:










with R3,2,1 the attitude Euler’s rotation matrix. The main advantage of this notation
was the expression of the orbit radius r only with scalar terms.
2.4.1.2 Magnetic field effects
Earth magnetic field B can interact with the spacecraft residual magnetic dipole D,
creating a non-negligible torque. The simple dipole model of Earth’s field previously
employed in the analytical model was used, and the resultant torque was defined in the
spacecraft’s reference frame as:
TB = D× ([R3,2,1]T ·B) (2.16)
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2.4.1.3 Drag Force and Torque




ρ · CD ·A · |v|2 · vˆ (2.17)
with A the incident area and CD the drag coefficient (in this case, CD = 2). The atmo-
sphere density value ρ was calculated with linear interpolation form COSPAR Interna-
tional Reference Atmosphere (CIRA-2012) [57] tabular data for medium solar activities.
Defining b as the vector joining the spacecraft centre of mass and centre of pressure, the
resultant torque was defined as:
TD = b× FD (2.18)
2.4.1.4 Solar Pressure
Considering the calculations form the analytical model, in first approximation the solar
pressure was considered negligible on a small-class satellite, thanks to its limited surface.
2.4.1.5 Control Algorithm
The ADCS system was modelized with a simple PD control using the attitude informa-
tion (Euler rotation matrix) and the rotation rates to calculate the angle and velocity
errors ea and ew. The control torque was written as:
TC = KP · ea +KD · ew (2.19)
The proportional gain KP was calculated from the relation with the controller frequency
domain ωn ≈
√
KPi/Ii; the proportional gain value was then calculated as KP = cost ·I.
The calibration of the constant led to a performing control. The derivative gain was
manually tuned to acceptable values. Last, a maximum control torque was chosen to
simulate limited ADCS resources, defined in function of the satellites mass.
2.4.2 Model Description
The dynamical model considered the two spacecraft as separate bodies and the docking
link as a joint capable of forces and torques transmission; this was realized using the
two-nodes model showed in figure 2.10. In the simulations, the external forces and
torques acted on the bodies centres of mass, modifying their attitude and position. The
main issue of this approach was related to the management of the gravitational forces
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applied to the two satellites: the simulations were designed to work in a relative reference
frame, centred on the assembly common centre of mass, and the orbital dynamics was
implemented only for the attitude evolution. The selected solution was to calculate
the gravitational force FCM in the common centre of mass CM , as the sum of two
components:








2 = FCM,m1 + FCM,m2 (2.20)
In this way, it was possible to apply on the two satellites centres of mass only the force
difference ∆FG,i = FG,i−FCM,mi and calculate from it the exchanged torques and the
forces, reducing the computational cost of the operation.
The docking joint acted as a spring-damper link, and every time-step the differences in
relative attitude and position were used to calculate the forces and torques caused by
misalignment respect to the unloaded state.
Figure 2.10: Two-nodes model of the assembled spacecraft with reference frames
2.4.3 Simulations results
The simulation campaign has given a wide range of results; the ones presented in this
section are related to two mated satellites both of 20 kg in a circular orbit of 700 km, but
are still representative of the whole campaign that was performed for different masses
and altitudes. The external disturbances, having low frequencies (<< 1 Hz), could be
treated as semi-steady loads due to the difference with the control pass band; on the
contrary, the joint behaviour was more intriguing, showing higher frequencies response,
and during manoeuvres it could cause a long transient phase, transmitting vibrations
at various frequencies related to its stiffness in the different directions. For a simple
rotation of the assembly of 1 degree around its docking link, the presence of damping
helped both to reduce the amplitude and the duration of such vibrations, as visible in
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figure 2.11.













































Vibration damping after 50 s
Figure 2.11: Peak load due to 1◦ manoeuvre (on the left) and effect of different
damping ratios on vibrations reduction (on the right).
to be considered, in order to reduce the induced vibrations. An easy way to implement
this solution would be to mount an independent damping joint behind the docking port,
as visible in figure 2.12. Another evaluated solution was to use deployable booms to
maintain the desired distance between the two spacecraft. In this configuration, the
booms would be mounted behind the docking ports, and deployed before or after the
mating; their intrinsic damping, caused by internal mechanisms frictions, could reduce
the vibrations as desired. A small analysis of deployable booms state of the art is
presented in Appendix A. In every case, simulations suggested that a value of at leas
0.001 for the damping ratio should be chosen to reduce vibrations of about 50% respect
to cases involving damping ratios less than 10−4.
2.5 Final considerations
The developed tool introduced in this chapter was used to simply simulate the pro-
posed port behaviour under environmental disturbances; on the defined set of results,
it was possible to start the preliminary design of the docking mechanism. Resistance
constraints were determined, as visible in table 2.1, as function of the spacecraft mass,
and discussions on the link stiffness introduced its dependence to the spacecraft pay-
load requirements in terms of relative position and alignment. Results exposed in this
chapter were based on the simple problem of only two joined bodies. Larger structures
could be analysed, considering that for example space telescopes could be composed
of tens of small mirrors [58] and studies are being performed to create long assemblies
of modular spacecraft for telecommunication antennas arrays [59]. In these cases, the
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Figure 2.12: Docking system possible configuration
problem acquires a great complexity, due to the presence of many different bodies sub-
jected to the disturbances environment, and various vibration mode can be activated.
In a preliminary evaluation, a simplified square structure composed by 100 satellites
was simulated, considering them connected by a rigid docking link: giving to the central
satellites a disturbance comparable with space environment and monitoring the oscilla-
tions of the whole structure, it was possible to evaluate the deviation from planarity, as
reported in figure 2.13, for free different satellites masses. Comparing with the optical
mirrors requirements, it is possible to see that CubeSats and in general lighter space-
craft may employ less stiff docking joint still performing the needed alignments; further

























Figure 2.13: Maximal deviation from planarity of a 100 x 100 satellites assembly,
evaluated at different satellite mass varying joint stiffness.
Chapter 3
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
This chapter describes the preliminary design of some new concept docking mechanisms.
The knowledge and capabilities acquired during ARCADE-R2 experience allowed start-
ing a new design process, based on State of the Art analysis, practical considerations and
requirements and constraints definition. The description of the main requirements led to
the definition of different level conflicts between them. The hardest conflicts were related
androgyny, rotational symmetry and simplicity (in terms of number of components and
actuators); information from the conflict analysis helped to define relaxing requirements
and the effect of different design solutions on the docking subsystem characteristics. At
the same time, small spacecraft have restricted on-board resources, limiting the possi-
ble payload mass, volume and electrical power, that shall be taken in account in the
design process. In order to establish a good compromise solution, three different classes
of requirements were defined, weighting the influence of the three mentioned features
of androgyny, rotational symmetry and simplicity; on these basis, a conceptual solu-
tion was developed for each class, analysing and comparing its strength characteristics
and weaknesses. The first one was directly inspired to the Androgynous Peripheral At-
tach System series and presents a three petals structure with an external soft docking
ring. It consequently benefits from consolidated design aspects but also presents some
minor disadvantages of high power consumption and mass budget. The second con-
cept has axis-symmetric interfaces with a “probe and drogue” logic with new-concept
totally passive latches: the capture mechanism is designed to perform docking manoeu-
vre demanding only a well-defined chaser approach velocity and to separate using only
propulsion abilities. The mechanism main feature, the capability to do not consume
electric power, may be the source of its main drawback: well-defined approach veloci-
ties and propulsion capabilities can be too stringent for spacecraft and may cause high
impact forces and transmitted loads. The third solution was designed to combine the
advantages of an androgynous system with the simplicity of a gender mating mechanism,
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using a shape-shifting structure. Far from the existing interfaces, the presented solution
does not employ active latches for hard docking and uses only one electric motor for
activation and docking: the internal stiffness and pre-load in the docked configuration
creates the solid joint. A comparison between the three concept and the requirements
and constraints suggested that the third solution was a good compromise and it was
therefore selected for further developments. A smart technology, consisting in an appli-
cation of electroactive polymers, was proposed for the port actuation; this solution was
for the moment postponed, preferring the utilization of simpler COTS motors for this
first investigation.
3.1 Requirements and constraints
The work on ARCADE-R2 returned a good experience on the development of a small
docking system; the issues showed by the experiment were the result of a novel tech-
nology development, carried out in short time, with few background experience. The
acquired knowledge and capabilities allowed starting a new design process, based on
State of the Art analysis, practical considerations and requirements and constraints def-
inition. The design of the mating interfaces is subject to a number of different factors,
from the dynamics to the mission objectives to the mechanism complexity. The State
of the Art and the History can give some of these preliminary indications: the main
qualitative requirements are listed in table 3.1. Before an appropriate analysis of these
drivers, it is noteworthy that some requirements may conflict with each other. For ex-
ample, the requirement of androgyny can be achieved only with simply non-rotational
symmetric mechanism or with more complicated symmetric interfaces; at the end of this
section a brief paragraph will discuss this issue. The definition of the possible relaxing
requirements is an important stage of the conceptual design.
3.1.1 System requirements
3.1.1.1 Androgyny
Docking subsystems can adopt androgynous or “gender-mate” configurations. The main
difference is that in androgynous interfaces each side can be active or passive and a
spacecraft with this port can mate with any other similar docking interfaces. Since Sy-
romyatnikov designed the first androgynous docking mechanism for Apollo – Soyuz Test
Project (1975), “gender-mate” ports has been used only for automatic missions and the
Russian Soyuz.
As visible in figure 3.1, non-androgynous interfaces are really simple to outline: a
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Figure 3.1: “gender-mate” configuration (left) vs. androgynous interfaces (right:
APAS-75, courtesy by NASA)
Table 3.1: Qualitative requirements list
N. Requirement Explanation
01 Androgyny
Each interface should be able to be both active or
passive so a spacecraft with androgynous mechanism




The docking port should be symmetric with respect
to a central axis, so spacecraft could dock with a free
DOF (rotation respect to the axis).
03 Simplicity
The interface should not involve complex mechanism




The mechanical connection should be able to transfer
loads, allowing separate attitude control and propul-




The two spacecraft should provide electrical connec-
tions in order to share and distribute power.
06 Fluid Exchange
The two spacecraft should provide fluid exchange,
allowing refueling procedures or thermal fluid ex-
changes.
07 Communication
The two spacecraft should provide continuous (wired





The docking mechanism should work under a certain
misalignment between the two interfaces.
09 Soft Docking





The two interfaces should maintain the docking capa-




In the separation of the chaser from target, the dock-
ing interfaces and other expose surfaces should be pro-





The docking ports and mechanisms should survive to
a long exposure to the space environment.
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probe fits the “female” interface (drogue) and a simple locking mechanism creates the
mechanical junction.
The extreme simplicity of probe-drogue systems is counterbalanced by the positive fea-
tures of androgynous ports: spacecraft with “gender-mate” interfaces can dock only with
other gender ports, reducing mission reconfiguration and flexibility options.
3.1.1.2 Rotational symmetry
The attitude determination and control in approaching and docking phases are really
stringent, depending on the docking mechanism and vehicle characteristics; for large
satellites, the maximal angular misalignment shall be less than 5◦ [7]. If the docking
ports present an axial symmetry respect their longitudinal axis, the DOF of rotation
around this direction is free, relaxing the alignment requirements to perform the joining
procedure. Examples of a partial rotational symmetry are visible in most of the docking
interfaces. The main issue is about the position of umbilical connections (e.g. electric
transmission or fluid transfer): as visible in figure 3.2, the Soyuz shows a symmetric
mechanical configuration, but the presence of the electrical connectors (four rectangles
on the external ring) makes docking possible only with the right orientation.
Figure 3.2: Soyuz docking port from ISS: note the four electrical connector on the
external ring (courtesy by NASA)
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3.1.1.3 Simplicity
Leonardo da Vinci once said: “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication”. The principle
of mechanical simplicity can be summarized with that sentence, because the only certain
way to avoid components or mechanisms failures is to avoid their installation. Since
the production of the celebrated FORD Model T (1908 - 1927), simplicity is often
associated to a lack of technology, but it is the best way to avoid failures and ensure
low costs and long lifespan. It is not easy to design simple, adding components and
complex mechanisms is often a short cut to requirements satisfaction: simplicity means
complete redesign and new solutions development. The docking system should be as
easy as possible and implement simple and reliable mechanisms, but this requirement
could conflict with the other design constraints.
In order to give a more tangible sense to the simplicity requirement, it can be established
that the docking mechanism should have the least possible number of active elements
and actuators. Usually, a standard mating mechanism employs actuators to perform the
soft docking and active latches to create the solid joint between the interfaces.
3.1.1.4 Mechanical transmission
During mating, the docking ports are subjected to the loads of both spacecraft. If the
target (or the chaser) attitude needs corrections, the actuators loads are distributed to
the other craft through the contact surfaces. Docking subsystems should be able to
transfer such loads without interrupting the mechanical and electrical contact, allowing
separate attitude control and propulsion to operate on the entire modular structure.
Tidal forces can create other loads on the interfaces, but in first approximation they
are negligible respect to attitude control forces and torques. The magnitude of the
transferred loads can be approximated with a simplified model visible in figure 3.3, but
a more accurate investigation of the mechanical characteristics of two mated bodies was
introduced in chapter 2.
To simplify the problem, the docking port is considered on the line between the two
Figure 3.3: Load transfer model: docked spacecrafts geometry (left) and loads on the
docking ports (right)
satellites centres of mass. If spacecraft n◦ 1 delivers the control torque and the control
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force , the dynamics equations for body 1 can be written as:
m1x¨1 = FAC − F
I1ω˙1 = TAC − T
(3.1)




If the two spacecraft are mated, they work as a single body and the accelerations of the
centres of mass is the same. In first approximation it is, therefore, possible to calculate
the maximal loads the docking subsystem is subjected to:
F = FAC · m2m1+m2
T = TAC · I2I1+I2
(3.3)
3.1.1.5 Electrical connection
The docking ports should provide an electrical connection between the spacecraft in order
to share and distribute power. Usually multi-pin connectors are applied on the docking
rings (see Soyuz docking port, previous picture), allowing a high number of different
connections; the main issue of this solution is the usual lack of central symmetry, using
peripheral connectors.
3.1.1.6 Fluid exchange
One of the most important requirements of a new standard docking system is the ca-
pability to transfer fluids between the two spacecraft. The interfaces should allow the
exchange of propellant or thermal control fluids without significant leakages.
3.1.1.7 Communication
Docking and undocking procedures require continuous communication between the two
spacecraft; chaser ranging also would need feedback from the target during close ren-
dezvous phase. Data transfer would also be important during scientific missions. The
docking interfaces could use different strategies for each of the previous activities or
implement a simple wireless system.
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3.1.1.8 Tolerance to misalignment
Due to the dynamical behaviour of the spacecraft, possible little errors in terms of
position, direction, inclination and speed can influence mating procedures. In state of
the art of large satellites joining systems, allowed lateral and angular misalignments
are in the range of 0.05 − 0.2 m and 1 − 5◦, while approach and lateral velocity and
angular rate shall be respectively less than 0.3 m/s, 0.05 m/s and 0.25◦/s [7]. The
docking mechanism should be able to work under a certain misalignment between the
two interfaces, usually employing shock attenuation devices. Considering the size of
small-class spacecraft, a preliminary value of tolerable misalignments can be stated of
5− 10 mm and 1− 5◦.
3.1.1.9 Soft docking
The development of new concept docking mechanisms (e.g. NASA Docking System
– NDS [25]) considers soft docking an important requirement. Usually, during passive
docking the interfaces need a minimum relative velocity to activate passive spring latches,
but this procedure also involves various impacts. New applications can present different
solutions like electromagnetic surfaces: only the proximity or the soft contact of the two
ports would activate the passive mating, without position or velocity requirements and
limiting the contact loads.
3.1.1.10 Thermal compatibility
The wide range of temperature the interfaces can reach passing from sunlight to shadow
could modify the docking interfaces geometry and deform its dimensions. The two ports
should maintain their mating capability between two predefined temperatures.
3.1.1.11 Undocking protection
After the opening of the mechanical joints between the satellites, the chaser could apply
an impulse to separate from the target, with potentially dangerous effects on the target
expose surfaces from the chaser propulsion subsystem. The implementation of passive
release devices as pre-charged springs could satisfy this requirement.
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Table 3.2: Requirements conflicts table
N. 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13
01 Androg. H H M M M M L L L L M L
02 Rot. Symm. M M L L L L L L M M L
03 Simplicity M M H M L H L H M H
04 Mech. Transmission L L L M M L M M M
05 Electrical Connection L L M M L L L M
06 Fluid Exchange L M M M L L L
07 Communication L L L L M L
08 Tolerance to Misalignment M M M L L
09 Soft Docking M M M L
10 Thermal Compatibility M L L
11 Undocking Protection M L
12 Protection from Space Environment L
13 Mission Flexibility
3.1.1.12 Protection from space environment
The docking interfaces are exposed to space environment and materials, mechanisms
and electronics should be protected and qualified to survive until the end of the mission.
3.1.2 Requirements conflicts and mission flexibility
As briefly introduced, there are particular conflicts between most of the described re-
quirements. Table 3.2 presents a list of these frictions with a colour codex to emphasize
the conflict level (H-red: Hard, conflict; M-yellow: Medium, potential conflict; L-green:
Low, potential cooperation). In addition, a 13th requirement is added to the table, defin-
ing the mission flexibility: the docking system would not influence seriously the satellite
capability to adapt to different operation conditions. This requirement is deeply cor-
related to androgyny, because spacecraft with “gender-mate” ports can dock only with
other gender interfaces, reducing mission reconfiguration options. The hardest conflicts
are related to the first three requirements, (androgyny, rotational symmetry and sim-
plicity): for example, it is difficult to design simple androgynous systems with rotational
symmetry, as much as creating simple mechanisms with soft docking or fluid exchange
capabilities.
Information from the conflict table helps to define the relaxing requirements and the
effect of different design solutions on the docking subsystem characteristics. It is also
important to underline that hard conflicts between requirements do not imply unfeasi-
bility; it only means more complicated conceptual or design solutions that can influence
the mechanism working principle and its response to other requirements. The design
phase needs to consider these aspects, in order to establish good compromise solutions.
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3.1.3 Constraints
The design of a novel docking system for small satellites can be constrained by the field
of application. Small spacecraft, and particularly CubeSats, have restricted on-board
resources, limiting the possible payload mass, volume and electrical power. About the
mass constraint, lightweight systems can be engineered using smart and thin structure
and employing composite or plastic materials. These solutions can considerably reduce
the required mass but often influence the components cost, manufacturing and integra-
tion techniques. Bulk constraints usually limit the subsystems design to the spacecraft
structure volume. On CubeSats, all the components should be adapted to a 10 cm x
10 cm frame, limiting the possible configurations for internal component; external de-
ployable structures sometimes can overcome this problem (e.g.: solar panels or large
antennas). For small spacecraft available on board power is often related to the satellite
size; at today, all the cited docking mechanisms depend on conventional moving parts,
such as mechanical latches and retractable probes, actuated by electric motors or other
active devices (e.g. electromagnets and solenoids) with elevated power requirements.
Power consumption is therefore an influential constraint and, with mass and geometry
restriction, can influence the mating interfaces definition and trade-off. Last, dock-
ing procedures involve contact between different bodies that can create high impulsive
forces. This could influence both the satellite attitude (through transmitted loads) and
the employed technologies and materials, affecting mass and volume constraints.
3.2 Requirements trade-off and concepts
As reported in section 3.1.2, table 3.2 shows that the hardest conflicts are related to the
first three requirements of androgyny, rotational symmetry and simplicity.
In order to establish a good compromise solution, three different classes of requirements
were defined, weighting the influence of these three features; on these basis, for each
class a conceptual solution has been developed, analysing and comparing characteristics
and weaknesses.
3.2.1 First class: androgyny
The first requirements class considers the androgyny as essential for the docking mecha-
nism; this would allow a satellite to dock with every interface equipped with an identical
port, with no order or preference between target and chaser. Looking at the state of the
art, androgynous solutions are often realized with petals structures that in part limit the
rotational symmetry. Another limiting design solution is however related to the form
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and position of electrical and fluid exchange connectors, that should be androgynous
themselves and can influence simplicity and symmetry. At today, these kind of ports
uses simple electromagnets to soft dock and heavier electromechanical latches to create
the solid joint, transmit loads and preload undocking spring actuators. To summarize,
in table 3.3 the requirements conflict levels with androgyny are listed, with the same
previous colour codex to emphasize the conflict level (H-red: Hard, conflict; M-yellow:
Medium; L-green: Low).
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3.2.2 Second class: rotational symmetry
As previously introduced, symmetric interfaces reduce the navigation requirements be-
tween target and chaser but are normally related to non-androgynous mechanism; this
reduce the docking opportunities only to other gender ports but simplify the satellite
attitude control requests (Table 3.4).
3.2.3 Third class: simplicity
Simplicity requirement is the most difficult to relate with androgyny (complex inter-
faces), fluid exchange (complex mechanism with gaskets and valves), soft docking and
undocking protections (complex preload and release mechanisms).
However, simple mechanisms with reliable components should be preferred to avoid
failures and ensure low costs and long lifespan. For this reason, despite the high con-
flict levels visible in table 3.5, this class of requirements was not rejected and a related
concept solution was developed.
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3.3 Alternative solutions definition & trade-off
In this section the requirement analysis evolved in three baseline configurations. For each
one a preliminary design is presented; between them, only one solution was selected for
development, manufacturing and test.
3.3.1 First class solution
This mechanism was directly inspired to Syromyatnikov’s APAS series [24] and presents
a three petals structure with an external soft docking ring, as visible in figure 3.4. The
petals shape was designed to reduce the contact forces and to self-align the interfaces
during docking. The external ring was provided of electromagnets to create an attractive
force and realize the soft docking active joint. A cam, black in figure, actuated by an
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electrical motor, was designed to rotate after soft docking to fill the grooves into petals
base and lock the mechanism. Last, a central body acted as docking interface, that
could be designed for refuelling and power transmission. There was no novelty in the
concept, that involved standard and proved technologies to small-scale systems.
Figure 3.4: Androgynous port concept with main components (left) and working
principle (right): after soft docking, the locking cams rotates to fit into the other port
petals grooves and create the hard lock.
3.3.1.1 Petals concept
A preliminary structural analysis was executed to analyse the petals geometry and chose
the material. As visible in figure 3.5, this part is a monolithic structure composed by a
mounting ring and the three petals with the locking groove at their basis. This shape al-
lows simpler mounting procedures, reducing the mechanism number of elements. PTFE
was firstly chosen as manufacturing material, thanks to its friction reduction properties,
and simple static analysis were performed to study its response to the expected loads.
The petals are subjected to three different loads: contact forces, hard docking stresses
and thermal deformation conditions. The contact forces (figure 3.6, left) act at the top
of the elements and can reach high values for large misalignments (up to 100 N and
over, from simulations); on the other hand, the hard docking is created through the
loads transmitted to the grooves at the petals basis (figure 3.6, right). Results (figure
3.7) showed that in the first case the equivalent von Mises Stress reaches 70 MPa, far
over the PTFE yeld stress (24 Mpa) and in the second case the worst value was of about
21 MPa.
These preliminary results demonstrated that, considering the simplified static simula-
tion settings and an elastic behaviour for the material, the PTFE cannot be used for this
application. The thermal analysis (figure 3.8) confirmed that, showing deformations up
to 0.5 mm for temperature gradients of 70 K: this could led to interfaces jamming and
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Figure 3.5: Petals geometry
Figure 3.6: Contact forces (left) and docking stress (right) acting on the petals
thermal incompatibility during docking.
Figure 3.7: PTFE: structural analysis results for contact (left) and docking (right)
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Repeating the analysis with aluminium petals the results were more interesting, with
thermal deformations under 0.1 mm and acceptable stresses.
Figure 3.8: PTFE: thermal analysis deformations results
3.3.1.2 Concept evaluation
The proposed androgynous mechanism was based on consolidated solutions and it was
strictly related to larger interfaces like APAS series. This solution could consequently
benefit from the consolidated design aspects reported in documents such the IDSS [2] but
also presented some minor disadvantages. First, the interfaces needed electrical power to
activate the soft docking electromagnets and the hard docking electric motor, with non-
negligible consumption compared to small satellites power budget. Furthermore, the
petals could be subjected to high impulsive forces during approach and great stresses at
docking, requiring heavy structures, strong materials and damping components, increas-
ing the mechanism mass. A minimum three-axis attitude and navigation control was
also required, in order to align the interfaces and reduce the impact-generated forces.
In conclusion, for the androgynous interfaces high power consumption and mass budget
were the main constraints that limited the design opportunities.
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3.3.2 Second class solution
The proposed system [36] had axis-symmetric interfaces with a probe-drogue logic; the
target mating interface (drogue) used five identical latches to capture the chaser probe
(figure 3.9). The capture mechanism was designed to perform docking manoeuvre de-
manding only a well-defined chaser approach velocity and to separate using only propul-
sion abilities. To satisfy this condition, the new-concept latches were totally passive:
the energy exchange between the target and the chaser activated and deactivated the
locking mechanism, allowing the probe to mate or separate.
The design of the mating interfaces was subject to a number of different factors, from
Figure 3.9: Axis-symmetric concept with probe-drogue configuration
the dynamics to the mission objectives to the mechanism complexity. In order to sim-
plify the design and to allow the spacecraft to dock with a free DOF (rotation around
the probe-drogue axis), the interfaces were not androgynous but presented an axis sym-
metry. Far from the existing mechanisms, the presented solution did not show powered
latches: only propulsion capabilities were needed to perform joining maneuvers. In fact,
the locks had bistable behaviour, they could rest in either of two states: ”engaged”,
when they secured the docking ports thanks to a system of five pins, and ”off”, with
pins retracted, not mated interfaces and the probe free to move in the x direction.
The probe shape was designed to activate and disengage the latches respectively during
docking and separation. The working principle is better explained in figure 3.10: dur-
ing docking, the chaser probe (red) engages the latches (1) (in blue, only one of five),
and the kinetic energy is stored as elastic energy (2) in the locking mechanism springs.
When the probe approach velocity goes to zero, the springs lock the chaser in mating
condition (3). To undock, an impulse from the chaser propulsion system pushes the
latches disengaging the mechanism (4) (5), allowing the probe to slide away (6). After
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separation, the mechanism is ready for another docking manoeuvre. It was also con-
sidered the issue of unwanted separation due to unexpected external or operative loads,
that could deactivate the latches: in the analysis of the mechanism dynamics such topic
was better investigated in next sections.
Figure 3.10: Mechanism working principle
3.3.2.1 Geometry model & kinematics
The capture system presented a new concept mechanism composed by five latches
mounted on the drogue and a groove on the probe. The particular behaviour of the
five latches consisted in the capability to remain in one state (active o off) unless actu-
ated by pushing the top up to the activation level. The mechanism was totally passive
and used only the movement caused by the probe sliding to block or unlock the target
to the chaser. In figure 3.11 the latches geometry model is shown with the mechanism
main components: the spring accumulates the energy transmitted from the probe to
the sliding element, which is moving into the external shell (ES); the activation and
the blockage of the lock are controlled by the different grooves on the ES, the blocking
component (BC) and the active cylinder (AC).
The ES (figure 3.12, left) has eight thick prominent grooves (dark blue); the eight spaces
between them alternate four thin grooves (light blue) and four empty sectors (white).
The AC (right) has eight thin grooves that are able to slide into both the four empty
sectors and the four thin grooves of the external shell, forcing the motion only in the
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Figure 3.11: Latch geometry and components
axial direction. The BC has four thick teeth, allowing sliding only in the empty spaces
Figure 3.12: External Shell (left) and Active Cylinder (right) section and grooves
net. In dark blue, thick grooves, in light blue, thin grooves
between the ES grooves. The shape of the upper part of the teeth and the presence of
the spring behind the BC force it to contact with both SC and ES: the orientation of
BC engages or locks the mechanism. In figure 3.14, the latch working principle is better
Figure 3.13: Blocking Component geometry and possible sliding grooves
shown. When the mechanism is off (A) the spring force acts on the BC (green) but there
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is no motion because of the contact with the ES (light blue - thin grooves). The probe
contact and sliding causes the AC to move downward (B) pushing the BC until it snap
over the thick groove (C). When the probe contact force lowers, the spring force moves
up BC and AC to the locking condition (D). The deactivation is similar: the contact
Figure 3.14: Latch working principle, in blue ES internal grooves net, in red SC
grooves, in green BC teeth. Red arrows represent probe contact force (acting on AC),
in green spring reaction (on BC)
force pushes down the AC and the BC until the BC snaps over the ES prominent groove;
at the end, the mechanism returns in the initial condition.
3.3.2.2 Analytic model
A simple analytic model (Fig.3.15) was realized to study the energy transmission between
probe and mechanism and to define the relations between the latches spring constants
and the chaser approach velocity and required propulsion capabilities. As simplifying
hypothesis the latches mass is assumed negligible with respect to the chaser mass, and
the total energy is assumed constant. The energy equation for docking procedure can be
written considering the instants before the first impact (latches off in figure), with the











Another equation can represent the equivalent kinetic energy required to perform sepa-
ration, that is the energy to reach mechanism maximal deformation and deactivate the
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where ∆v2 is the equivalent change in velocity to undock. Knowing that form the
momentum equation the impulse of a force is:
I = F ·∆t = m ·∆v (3.6)
it is possible to calculate the relations between the approach velocity v1, the spring
constant k and the separation impulse I. For a chaser of 50 kg (small satellite-class)
and precise values of ∆x1 and ∆x2 (10
−2 and 1.7 · 10−2 m, from latches geometry),
the results are shown in figure 3.16. In order to maintain the approach velocity under
1 dm/s, a value of 500 N/m for spring constant was chosen. Looking to off-the-shelf
components, in terms of geometry and characteristics the most fitting solution is a 410
N/m spring, reporting an approach velocity of 0.09 m/s and a separation impulse of 5.6
Ns. Varying the mass instead of the spring constant, the approach velocity trend can be
calculated, showing an inverse proportional relation with the mass (figure 3.17). It must
be considered that unpredicted forces with enough magnitude and duration acting in the
direction of the docking link could reach the same impulse level, causing an unwanted
deactivation of the latches; this could be a great issue to be considered in the mechanism
evaluation.
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Figure 3.16: Analytic model results: approach velocity and separation impulse in
function of latch spring stiffness k
Figure 3.17: Energy model: chaser mass and required approach velocity
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3.3.2.3 Dynamical model
Preparing and testing different models is an expensive approach during design phase;
performing dynamic simulations with engineering software like ADAMSr can reduce
development cost and dedicated resources. ADAMSr allows to simulate complex mech-
anisms and multi-body motion, calculating kinematics and dynamics. The first model
consisted in 5 latches mounted on a drogue and in a probe impacting on it; considering
the presence of at least five parts per each latch, there would be 27 solids involved in the
simulation, with different contacts and constrains. Carrying out long-time numerical
simulations on such a great number of components was not useful during this prelimi-
nary analysis, so a simplified model was realized to simulate only one latch. As visible
Figure 3.18: Simplified planar model with one latch
in figure 3.18, the probe shape was no more conical and the symmetric effect of the
other four latches were replaced constraining the probe on a single direction motion. In
order to maintain the inertial characteristics of the original model, the chaser mass was
reduced to 1/5 of the total. The first simulation analysed the latch (figure 3.19, left)
kinematics and compared it with a similar mass-spring model (right) with sliding parts
replaced by a cylindrical constraint, to remove all the internal contacts and frictions.
Two identical runs have been processed for the models, to compare the different be-
haviour of the sliding parts with respect to a monolithic latch: main results are shown
in figure 3.20. The initial conditions are 8 kg for chaser mass (equivalent to a total mass
of 40 kg) and probe approach velocity of 0.1 m/s.
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Figure 3.19: Simuated latch (left) and simplified mass-spring model (right)
Figure 3.20: Single latch and simplified model simulations result
Figure 3.21: Impacts effects on latch activation: respect to figure 3.20 the higher
energy exchange causes more intense velocity variations
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The plot represents the vertical position and speed of the latch respect to an inertial
reference frame; the mechanism position curve fits the simplified model really well, the
discontinuity at 0.12 s in mechanism data represents only the snap over BC grooves (also
visible in the velocities plot – red spike). The plot can be split in three different parts:
before 0.15 seconds the latch activation, between 0.15 and 0.6 s the sliding on the probe,
and after 0.6 s the stabilization in the locked configuration.
Next simulation analyses the behaviour of the latch mechanism with different initial
conditions. In figure 3.21 main results are visible: with an initial velocity of 0.11 m/s,
a 10 kg chaser impacts on the mechanism (A) and transfers its kinetic energy to the
spring. After latch activation (B), when the probe velocity reaches zero, the spring
latch pushes back sliding and bouncing on the probe (C) until it reaches the maximal
extension and locks the chaser (D,E). The velocity plot presents some discontinuities
directly connected to the contact-impact forces between the probe and the latch. The
position data are comparable to previous simulation, and the shape of the velocity graph
are similar: due to the higher energy exchange in this second analysis the contact forces
cause an higher magnitude of vy.
Another simulation campaign led to the definition of the minimum approach velocity to
activate the latch, varying the chaser mass and the approach directional velocity. The
final results have been compared to the analytic energy model (modified for the single
latch), as visible in figure 3.22: for mass values higher than 6 kg (equivalent to a chaser
of 30 kg) the dynamic model fits very well the energy calculation, with a maximum error
of about 15%. Lower masses led to greater errors (up to 40%) probably because of the
decays of energy conservation assumption and of hypothesis of negligible latches mass
respect to the chaser.
Figure 3.22: Comparison between analytic energy model and simulation results
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3.3.2.4 Separation dynamics analysis
Separation procedure requires the activation of the chaser propulsion system to create
the required impulse. The simplified energy model allows to calculate the value of such
impulse, but it does not answer key questions on its magnitude and duration: long
impulses would not be able to deactivate the latches due to forces lower than the spring
reaction, and would be transmitted to the target. Simulations demonstrates that the
impulse length should be shorter than 1 second to avoid this kind of problems.
In figure 3.23 the separation dynamic simulation is presented: results are comparable
to the previous docking simulation. Compared to the other plot, velocity gradients
are lower, because the probe and the latch are already in contact and slide without
separation until the latch reaches its off state; then, the probe can slide away completing
the separation phase and the latch is ready for another joining procedure.
Figure 3.23: Separation simulation
3.3.2.5 Interfaces preliminary design and results application
The preliminary design of drogue and probe shape is strictly correlated to the locking
mechanism working behavior. To reduce the misalignment between target and chaser
and improve locking capabilities, the drogue presents a cylindrical shape with a conical
end (next figure). The probe has a conical nose with a deep groove to fit the latches
and a cylindrical body to slide into the drogue: in case of translational or angular
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misalignments the conical nose would bounce and slip on drogue end, sliding into it and
straightening the chaser.
Simulations were carried on to evaluate angular and translation misalignment effects on
the mating procedure. The locking mechanism activation requires a chaser axial velocity
equal or superior to a well defined threshold value, but bouncing impacts and sliding
can reduce the chaser energy and speed. A simple analysis defined the energy loss and
estimated the demanded approach velocity to perform mating, straightening the chaser
to the target and activating the latches. As visible in table 3.6, small misalignments
causes small velocity variations (about 20 % of approach velocity for 2 cm or 5◦), but
higher values can rise this loss up to the total, with possible damages and docking
procedures failure.
All the data collected from the simulations can be applied to find the approach velocities
Table 3.6: Velocity losses due to impact
Translation Mis. (cm) vloss Angular Mis. (
◦) vloss
1 9.1 5 23.8
2 21.8 10 88.9
3 40.0
and impulse required by different mass satellites to activate and deactivate the 5-latches
mechanism. For example, a 20 kg satellite would need an approach velocity of about
0.15 m/s, as visible in figure 3.22 (the results were plotted with respect to the single
latch mass, so a 4 kg simulation is related to an approaching 20 kg spacecraft), and an
impulse of 9.2 Nm; this last value is pretty high for small class satellites, considering that
in chapter 2 the propulsion thrust was estimated to be about 1 N for same size satellites,
and the separation manoeuvre should be short enough (few seconds or less) to do not
transmit excessive loads to the other spacecraft. Another important information is found
in figure 3.24, displaying required approach velocities in function of the misalignment
between the two spacecraft: small lateral displacements are easily absorbed by the
mechanism, but angular misalignments would require high momentum exchange, due to
the losses to realign the probe to the drogue that could reach 90 % of the initial velocity
for 10 degrees misalignments, due to high impact forces.
3.3.2.6 Concept evaluation
These preliminary analyses indicated the main advantages and drawbacks of a purely
passive probe-drogue configuration. The ports are able to dock and separate using only
the satellite propulsion capabilities, thanks to a new concept passive latch with no power
consumption. The symmetric gender mate configuration allows the satellites to dock
with a free DOF (rotation around the probe-drogue axis). Some disadvantages can be
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Figure 3.24: Required velocities for a misaligned 20 kg approaching satellite: on the
left, lateral displacements are easily absorbed by the system, on the right the much
more serious effect of angular misalignments
found in the reduced mission flexibility (due to non-androgynous interfaces) and in the
complex latches geometry, that may influence the mechanism scalability and reliability.
The mechanism main feature, the capability to do not consume electric power, may
be the source of its main drawback: well-defined approach velocities and propulsion
capabilities can be too stringent for spacecraft and may cause high impact forces and
transmitted loads and low misalignment may cause system failures or at least prevent
docking.
3.3.3 Third class solution
As introduced in last section, spacecraft with gender-mate interfaces can dock only with
other gender ports, reducing mission reconfiguration and flexibility options; differently,
androgyny allows mating with every similar interface, increasing the flexibility of the
docking system and its possible applications. However, the main advantages of androg-
ynous ports are counterbalanced by the simplicity of probe-drogue configurations both
in terms of cost, realization and docking procedures (e.g. misalignment error absorp-
tion). Furthermore, another main weakness common to all the cited systems is their
dependence on conventional moving parts, such as mechanical latches, electric motors
and retractable probes, or other active devices, e.g. electromagnets. The system pro-
posed in this subsection [37] is going to overcome all these limitations by featuring a
design which combines the advantages of androgynous mechanisms and the simplicity
of the probe-drogue configurations.
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3.3.3.1 Docking mechanism concept
The innovative aspect of the solution proposed hereafter is the realization of an an-
drogynous system which does not require any complex mechanism to perform docking.
Rather, it employs (1) a special axis-symmetric structure exhibiting a slow-force transi-
tion between an undeformed configuration and a buckling state. The transition between
the two configurations is made possible by (2) a very simple actuator employing an Elec-
troactive Polymer element. The way these two components are implemented is described
in some details in the next sections. This new concept allows several advantages:
• to realize a system universal and symmetrical, that at the same time conjugates
the main features of androgynous and probe-drogue architectures;
• to allow docking between any spacecraft provided with this standard interface,
regardless of the mechanism orientation about its axis of symmetry, thus increasing
the geometries that can be obtained;
• to avoid hard docking active mechanisms such as latches controlled by linear ac-
tuators: the security and strength of the joined structure is ensured by its shape
and the consequent load on the mating interfaces;
• to ensure low power consumption, low mass and compactness thanks to the EAP
actuator;
• to reduce the impulsive loads transmitted upon contact and to lower the mat-
ing spacecraft ADCS requirements thanks to the deformable structure intrinsic
damping properties;
• finally, the proposed system is easily scalable, and it could be modified for all
small-size (micro & nano) satellites, increasing the market opportunities for the
product commercialization.
3.3.3.2 Docking mechanism overview
The concept behind the proposed docking mechanism is visible in figure 3.25. The dock-
ing interface consists of (1) a cylindrical Central Actuated Body (CAB) with the EAP
actuator in its core, supporting the contact plate and (2) a cylindrical passive Grasping
and Locking system (GLS) divided in four sectors. The actuation of the CAB results in
its translation along the axis of symmetry and allows two configurations for the GLS:
”open” during the approach phase, ”close” for docking operations and the stowing dur-
ing the launch. Each petal of the GLS is a special structure that contains a flexible
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Figure 3.25: Docking Port Concept (open configuration, left) and its working principle
outline (right)
elastic element (black in Fig. 3.25) to reach high deformation conditions in the open
configuration and a stiff part but uses it to lock the ports during docking (light grey in
figure).
The high deformation is realized through a snap-through between the undeformed and
buckled configuration; the shape of the GLS elastic elements influences the CAB activa-
tion force requested for snap-through and the joint stiffness in docked configuration. In
close configuration high loads can be transmitted through the port thanks to its working
principle: in effect, when the CAB is deactivated, it pushes the other interface contact
plate on the rigid petals, engaging them and pre-loading the flexible part (see figure
3.27). In this way, loads are transmitted through the CAB instead of the GLS, and
the mechanism can bear loads that otherwise would deform the elastic element. This
mechanism therefore allows (1) to change its shape with low actuation forces and (2) to
transmit higher loads (up to the actuator limits) in the docked configuration, avoiding
unwanted actuations.
3.3.3.3 Docking procedure
As anticipated, the system has two stable configurations, allowing a simple docking and
separation procedure. Before mating, the two interfaces are in their stowed condition,
as visible in figure 3.26, configuration (1). Once one of the ports CAB is activated, its
mechanism starts to open, the GLS reaches the buckling condition (2) and snaps on the
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open configuration (3), while the other interface is not actuated and remains in close
configuration; when the two ports plates are in contact (4) the first interface CAB is
deactivated to close the GLS around the other port contact plate (5). After the grasping
phase, the CAB actuator can be switched off, completing the closure around the docked
ports. The procedure, as required in modern docking standards, allows to soft dock to
another craft and then to create an hard mating. The docking joint present an higher
stiffness than the GLS on stowed configuration: thanks to the pushing force the contact
plates are creating on each other and on the structure after the CAB deactivation, the
GLS is subjected to a tensile stress and is no more able to reach buckling with low
load conditions. Separation is similar, with the retraction of the CAB and the return in
configuration (3) for another manoeuvre, or in stowed configuration (1). Last, during the
whole procedure the axis-symmetry is maintained: the actuated port can close around
the other one despite its orientation respect to the docking axis.
Figure 3.26: Docking Procedure with the actuation direction (white arrows)
3.3.3.4 Design and simulations
The docking port is a smart mechanism conjugating new materials and technology so-
lutions with an engineered deformable structure. Actuating and deactivating the CAB
makes it possible to change the port shape from a cylindrical object to a contact plate
with four petals. The implementation of thin elements leads to high-deformation with
small power consumption for the actuation. In this section the mechanism design and
preliminary validation through numerical simulations is presented including 3-D model-
ing, kinematic and dynamic analysis. First, the EAP actuator of the CAB is presented;
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then, the port shape shifting capability through the thin elements buckling is reported
with the related structural analysis.
Central Actuated Body EAP Actuator As reported, once activated the CAB
slides along the axis of symmetry of the docking interface modifying the GLS shape in
”open” and ”closed” configurations; in stowed configuration, the ”closed” shape returns
an unloaded state, but during docking the presence of the other port contact plate
thickness causes the CAB to have a residual pushing force acting on the GLS, creating
a stiffened joint (figure 3.27).
Figure 3.27: CAB residual pushing force stiffening the docked configuration: the
geometrical interference does not allow the actuator to reach the non-actuated configu-
ration, and a pre-load is created by the equilibrium between the actuator residual force
and GLS tensile stress.
The CAB is controlled by an EAP actuator; such technology was chosen because thanks
to the structure instability the mechanism actuation requires relatively low forces, that
can be provided by electro-active materials. Polymers and composite materials subjected
to an electric field can show a change in size or shape: large deformations (up to 300%
[60]) can be achieved applying a voltage. EAPs are often referred as artificial muscles
and they are widely employed in robotic applications. Active polymers can be classified
in two main classes: ionic (driven by ion mobility or diffusion and usually employable
only in controlled or wet environments due to out-gassing hazards) and electronic (driven
by Coulomb forces). Electronic Active Polymers (EAP) require high activation fields (
> 100 V/µm) but can deliver relatively strong mechanical forces with respect to their
dimensions and fast displacements without the need of protective coating, allowing an
extensive use in hard environments. If an high voltage power supply could be provided,
the EAP actuators would gain interest thanks to their small sizes, low consumption and
easiness of operation. Linear EAP actuators, realized wrapping polymer layers around
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a spring core, have been already studied in various laboratories [61][62], showing forces
of about 0.2 N/mm2 in an experimental set-up, and variable deformations in the range
of 10-40% (depending on the actuator length, pre-strain and voltage supply). Thanks
to its core spring, switching off the power the actuator returns to its original shape.
The implementation of EAPs on the developed port led to a preliminary design of the
Central Actuated Body as a single actuator, with its main components acting both as
active parts and structural elements. The CAB is composed by two concentric cylinders
with the internal one actuated by a roll-spring EAP and able to slide into the external
part. The mechanism force can be defined through a careful design of the spring roll
element and the cylinders length and diameter.
Grasping and Locking System The Grasping and Locking System (GLS) is com-
posed by four petals (figure 3.25) each one made by one thin elastic element with high
deformation capabilities and a rigid part for locking the mechanism in a docking config-
uration. It can reach large deformations in its open configuration but it has to sustain
and transmit the joining state loads; only the utilization of innovative solutions and
multiple materials in a special structure can satisfy such design constraints maintaining
low masses and power consumption. At today, new concept structures are gaining in-
terest for their advantages in terms of mass and actuation: in space technology they are
employed in deployable booms and structures [63][64], thermal louvres [65], solar and
drag sails [66]. They can be able to carry mechanical loads, weaken vibration, monitor
their status and the environment, or change shape on command, usually thanks to em-
bedded sensors and actuators or smart design and material choices. The GLS design
concept is based upon the buckling conditions reached by the thin elastic element under
low compression forces, maintaining a relatively high resistance with other load config-
urations. After the thin elastic element exceeds the critical buckling load, its stiffness
dramatically lowers, allowing high deformations without increasing the load. The great
advantages of this behaviour are (1) the limitation of the maximal required actuation
force and (2) the need of smaller forces to control the return to the undeformed configu-
ration [67]. The design of the GLS followed the logical steps visible in figure 3.28; after
the concept definition, a preliminary numerical model of a thin beam was validated with
Euler buckling equation, allowing to simulate more complex configurations (thin plates
and curved shells) until the definition of the GLS components and their interfacing with
the other elements of the docking port.
Euler defined the critical load for a thin beam [68] as:
F =
pi2E · I
(K · L)2 (3.7)
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Figure 3.28: GLS design logic process
where L is the length of the beam, E the Young modulus and I the minimum momentum
of Inertia of the beam section. K represents a coefficient related to the beam support
configuration (i.e.: both end fixed, one fixed and one pinned, ...). The comparison be-
tween Euler model critical load and the result of the linear buckling numerical simulation
in ANSYSr environment pointed out a difference of about 0.5 %. These results vali-
dated the method, allowing to use the simulations to calculate more complex geometries
(i.e. different form the thin beam) with enough confidence. Varying the model into a
square thin plate and then in a curve plate, Euler hypothesis are no more satisfied and
the stiffness increase causes the activation of the secondary buckling, usually higher than
Euler’s on thin beams; knowing the critical load Lp of the planar plate, the buckling
force Lc of the equivalent arc configuration can be defined with the equation:
Lc = α · Lp (3.8)
with α an empirical coefficient related to the different geometry and buckling mechanism,
and calculated from the numerical analysis. Results led to the definition of α = 9.1±0.1.
The increase of the critical load can be avoided through the reduction of the structure
stiffness, without modifying the element arc shape but only with cuttings on the curved
shell. With only two small cuttings it is possible to reach values of α = 6.75. Main
drawback of this method is the stress concentration near the cuts edges, that shall be
evaluated to avoid to reach the material yield strength.
At this point, a preliminary element was created and further simulations were realized
to develop the geometry (figure 3.29). A new loading condition defined by the presence
of a distributed force on the wider face of the inclined part of the model gave a final
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Figure 3.29: Elastic element final configuration
value of α=1.13. In figure 3.30 it is visible a comparison between the element linear
elastic behaviour and the buckling effect: the critical condition allows a wide range of
deformations with a low load. With a simplified simulation, the model showed a critical
load of 0.45 N for each element, equivalent to a required actuation load of 1.8 N.
Figure 3.30: Force - displacement curves for the linear elastic model and the buckling
3.3.3.5 Concept evaluation
The docking system is designed to combine the advantages of an androgynous system
with the simplicity of a gender mating mechanism, using a buckling structure and actu-
ated by a compact ElectroActive Polymer element. Far from the existing interfaces, the
presented solution does not employ active latches for hard docking and electric motors
for deployment: the internal stiffness and pre-load in the docked configuration creates
the solid joint. The proposed docking interfaces show interesting capabilities: this tech-
nology could be adopted in different mission profiles: with little or no changes, the
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Table 3.7: Comparison between the three concepts and requirements conflict; for each
solution, Y and N respectively indicate satisfied and non-satisfied requirements
Requirement Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3
Conflict Y/N Conflict Y/N Conflict Y/N
Androgyny / Y H N H Y
Rotational
Symmetry
H N / Y M Y
Simplicity H N H Y / Y
Mechanical
Transmission
M Y M Y M Y
Electrical
Connection
M Y M Y M Y
Fluid Exchange M Y M Y H Y
Communication M Y M Y M Y
Tolerance to
Misalignment
L Y L Y L Y
Soft Docking L Y L N H Y
Thermal
Compatibility
L Y L Y L Y
Undocking
Protection
L Y L Y H Y
Protection from
Space Env.
M Y M Y M Y
Mission
Flexibility
L Y L N H Y
docking system could be scaled and arranged to create modular structures of different
sizes.
3.3.4 Solution trade-off
A brief section is dedicated to the comparison between the three concept and to the
selection of the most interesting. As visible in table 3.7, at the different conflict levels
the three solutions respond with different conditions: if the androgynous concept sat-
isfies all but the two high (in red) requirements and confirms the design process, the
symmetric probe-drogue configuration has three non-satisfied cells (one high, two low)
and the third mechanism seems to satisfy all the requests.
The constraints table (3.8) also confirms this result: the first concept has great lim-
itations in mass and power consumption and the probe-drogue mechanism shows high
impact forces. On the contrary, the third solution can be realized in low weight materi-
als, has a low power consumption and do not imply high impact forces.
In conclusion, solution 3 seems a good compromise between all the requirements and
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Table 3.8: Constraints table: for each solution, Y and N respectively indicate satisfied
and non-satisfied
Constraints Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3
Volume Y N Y
Mass N Y Y
Power Consumption N Y Y
Impacts & Loads N N Y
satisfies all the constraints: the concept was therefore selected as baseline for a complete
design, realization and test process.
3.3.4.1 EAP actuator evaluation
As resulted from preliminary analysis, EAP actuators showed relatively low forces with
respect to standard components. The considerable realization and application issues
related to the EAPs led to choose COTS electric motors, with higher power consumption
but less stringent working limits. In case of ulterior investigations, the EAPs actuation
(as good as the piezoelectric technology) will be considered, but for the proof of concept
of the docking mechanism standard motors were employed. For this reason, the interface
preliminary design was modified, to better behave with the actuator.
3.3.5 Selected solution
At the end of this chapter, the solution selected for further investigation is here re-
ported. It is based on the third concept, but employing COTS actuators instead of
EAPs. The proposed solution implements an actuating disk able to open and close eight
peripheral petals, creating a semi-androgynous port (from now SAM, Semi-Androgynous
Mechanism) capable to wrap around a twin one and to capture it. The innovation of
the proposed solution is related to its extreme simplicity: the system employs only a
linear actuator to perform docking and separation, still conjugating the advantages of
an androgynous system with the simplicity of a probe-drogue interface. Chapter 4 will
present the detailed design of the docking port, defining the opening-closing mechanism
and evaluating its behaviour through numerical simulations.
3.3.5.1 Requirements update for the proof of concept
The requirement table reported in section 3.1 is here presented updated from the out-
comes of the previous analysis: table 3.9 list them indicating in the second column if the
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Table 3.9: Updated requirements table: from left to right, desired requirement name,
their state for the proof of concept (Y - yes, to be satisfied, N - no, to be developed/-
considered in future) and a quantitative description
Requirement Y/N Quantitative description
Androgyny Y





The mechanism shall always maintain its rotational
symmetry around the docking axis




The mechanism shall have the mechanical character-
istics defined in chapter 2
Electrical
connection
N Proof of concept - to be developed in future
Fluid exchange N Proof of concept - to be developed in future




Test shall tolerate misalignments of at least 5 degrees
and 5 mm
Soft docking Y
The ports shall be able to realize a complete docking
procedure with null residual approach velocity
Thermal
compatibility
N Proof of concept - to be considered in future
Undocking
protection
N Proof of concept - to be considered in future
Protection from
space environment
N Proof of concept - to be considered in future
proof of concept was designed to satisfy them or they were considered for later develop-
ment and test, and a more quantitative description. Mechanical transmission was related
to the constraining values obtained in chapter 2, while the soft docking definition and tol-
erance to misalignment values were obtained respectively from bibliographic references
[25] and from a scaling of tolerate displacements of larger spacecraft mechanisms. The
other ”frozen” requirements can be divided in ”technological” and ”environmental”, the
firsts (mechanical transmission, electrical connection, fluid exchange, communication)
that will be satisfy by further technology investigation (and were not considered for the
proof of concept), the other three (thermal compatibility, undocking protection, protec-
tion from space environment) that are related to the future space application and were
partially postponed for the first technology development.
Chapter 4
DETAILED DESIGN
In this chapter, the docking interface detailed design is presented, introducing three dif-
ferent topics: geometric development, dynamic analysis and components manufacturing
and procurement.
The proposed solution implements an actuating disk able to open and close eight pe-
ripheral petals, creating a semi-androgynous port capable to wrap around a twin one
and to capture it. The petals opening mechanism was firstly investigated, comparing
two solutions, using respectively a rotational joint and a translational cam; a trade-off
between the two solutions indicated that the cam was the more simple and reliable one.
On this basis, the whole port is described and its working principle is briefly explained.
Dynamical simulations allowed to analyse the port behaviour starting from simple mod-
els to evaluate the cams design and adding more complex characteristics to perform
more accurate and specific investigations. Results permitted to define the amount of
friction acting in the cam mechanisms and its effect on the petals opening and closing
process, and then to verify the whole interface actuation, the transmitted loads and,
last, a simplified docking procedure.
The calculation of the mechanical characteristics of the mated ports allowed to define
the joint stiffness and maximal transmittable loads (i.e. its resistance), and a compari-
son with simulation results defined the wide safety margins to failure of the mechanism;
anyway, a brief analysis of reliability issues, related to the failure of one of the petal
cams or of the motor, is introduced and relative actions are described.
Last, most of the interface components were realized with 3D printing, allowing fast
prototyping; the linear motors actuating the interfaces were off-the-shelf components,
selected for the previous experience acquired on similar actuator employed in ARCADE
and ARCADE-R2 docking mechanism.
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4.1 Concept evolution
In chapter 3, a preliminary design of the semi-androgynous mechanism (SAM) was
proposed, consisting in a four-petals interface able to change its shape in order to open
and capture a twin one. The first concept implemented a EAP actuator, that was
substituted with a linear motor, considering off-the-shelf components more reliable in this
design phase. After this evaluation, some other modifications affected the concept design.
First of all, the number of petals had increased from four to eight: some preliminary
calculations showed that it easier to close around the non-actuated port with eight petals
than with four, thanks to the reduced required opening, as visible in figure 4.1. Calling
N the number of petals, and ∆ the thickness of the petal normalized by the radius of
the petal external circumference, the minimum opening requirement (again normalized





· (1−∆)2 − cos pi
N
(4.1)
With ∆ = 10% the value of L decreases form 6.4% for 4 petals to 2.7% and 1.5% re-
spectively for six and eight petals.
On these basis, the whole mechanism was redesigned, evaluating different opening ac-
tuations instead of the buckling joint. Next section is addressing this issue, in order to
introduce the port detailed design.
Figure 4.1: Petals number and different opening: from left to right, increasing the
number of petals the opening actuation is reduced.
4.2 Geometric design
The semi-androgynous port consists in a central body (AD - Actuated Disc), able to
slide forward and backward thanks to a linear actuator, opening and closing peripheral
petals.
Further investigation was required on the petals opening mechanism: before carry on
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with the geometrical design, a comparison between rotative or translational solutions
was performed.
4.2.1 Petals opening mechanism trade-off
The docking mechanism petals are actuated by the AD, to open and close as required
during the mating manoeuvre. As visible in figure 4.2, the petals-base mechanism could
be a rotational joint (allowing the petal to move rotating around a fixed point, left in
figure 4.2) or a translational cam (right in figure 4.2), resulting in a pure translation of
the petal.
Both the two solutions had their advantages and drawbacks; next sections will address
Figure 4.2: Comparison between petals opening solutions: both rotational joints (left)
or translational cams (right) can be used to allow the actuator (blue arrows) to move
the Actuation Disc (AD) to open and close the peripheral petals (red arrows)
them, focusing on technical and manufacturing aspects to determine the best choice.
4.2.1.1 Rotational Joint
In this first case, the petals were designed as visible in figure 4.3, with two hook-shaped
parts, in order to wedge into the other interface petals. The preliminary concept was
to use a simple rotational joint, on the petal base (orange) to allow the rotation. The
opening actuation was given by the AD pushing on the petal internal side, the close one
is realized thanks to a rotational spring inserted into the joint.
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Figure 4.3: Petals shape and working principle (first concept): in the open configu-
ration (up) the active interface petal is rotated around a joint, and can wedge into the
other interface one (down), thanks to its two-hook shape
This first concept was rejected due to the complexity and vulnerability of a rotational
joint; a good compromise was the utilization of an elastic element (EE) connecting the
petal to the main structure (4.4), able to deform when pushed by the AD and then to
return to its original shape during closure.
The petal shape had to present an optimal sliding shape, with a smooth profile to the
Figure 4.4: Petals shape and working principle (second concept): the rotational joint
is substituted with an elastic element, deformed by the AD sliding on the petal cam
central actuator (see figure 4.5). The AD was designed in order to slide on the petal
with an angle of 45 ◦ respect to the actuation direction. Starting from this value, the
petal cam shape was geometrically calculated as the locus of the points for which during
the actuation the tangent is parallel to the AD (i.e. it had the same angle of 45 ◦ with
respect to the actuation direction). The idea was to have the smoothest force profile on
the actuator in order to reduce vibrations and possible mechanism damages; this could
be reached working on the cam profiles.
The petal shape was then geometrically calculated. As first approximation, the defor-
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Figure 4.5: Cam profile design, the contact point lies on a horizontal line and the
contact point angle is always 45 ◦
mation of the EE followed the theory of thin beams, considering M the bending moment,
E the Young modulus and I the beam section moment of inertia (using the reference
frame introduced in figure 4.4).




Considering that the central actuator created a load on the petal end of the EE, the
moment could be rewritten as:
M = F · (L− x) (4.3)
with L the EE length and x the distance from the EE origin. Solving the differential
equation gave the different shapes of the deformed element increasing the load (figure 4.6,
left). With large deformations, in first approximation the cubic shape was maintained,
Figure 4.6: Deformed EE, classic solution (left) and (right) the same solution with
length conservation
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but it had to be considered that the length of the EE could not increase, in order to
sustain the hypothesis of non-deformability along the x direction; as a good compromise
the deformed element length (i.e. the curvilinear) was considered equal to the non-
deformed length (figure, right 4.6). The calculation of the different curves was based on





E · I = −
F
E · I · (xL − x) = const · (x− xL) (4.4)








)2dx ≡ L (4.5)




(x3 − 3x2xL) = F
6 · E · I (x
3 − 3x2xL) (4.6)




(x2 − 2x · xL) = F
2 · E · I (x
2 − 2x · xL) (4.7)
To find the xL value a numerical integration code was employed, with a “brute-force”
small increments evaluation. Over the 500 increments, the relative error integration
between lowers to 0.1% for every value of the F/EI ratio, so the solution was considered
enough correct (see figure 4.7). Once the deformed shape was defined, the cam was
Figure 4.7: Integration error reduction at different conditions and increments numbers
designed with the needed characteristics (i.e.: the profile tangent value) and a parametric
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curve was extrapolated from the geometry constraints. The equation for each of the
contact points in the non-deformed and in the deformed configuration is here reported,
















x(V,i) + ri cos(βi − θi)
y(V,i) + ri sin(βi − θi) = h0
)
(4.9)
Figure 4.8: Geometry entities for the cam points definition
A recursive program calculated the coordinates of the contact points starting from C0;
every step, the calculator hypothesized an increment di, calculated the point C coor-









Such parameters allowed to calculate the coordinates of the contact point in the de-
formed configuration CD,i: the value of the ordinate y(cD,i) was compared with h0, and
a new di was chosen, repeating the process until the difference y(cD,i) − h0 was negligi-
ble. In table 4.1, the values of the profile contact points were reported; an interpolating
curve can be used to create the petal profile, for example a cubic spline, in order to have
a profile continuously differentiable to the 2nd order that should avoid impulsive force
transmissions during actuation.
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Table 4.1: Calculated profile points
































The second solution consisted in a linear cam on the petal-base interface, allowing the
petal to move radially with respect to the AD actuation direction (figure 4.9); in this
case, the opening motion consisted in a perfect translation.
In the preliminary concept, the petal-AD cam presented again a sliding contact at
45 ◦ respect the actuation direction, and the base-petal cam was orthogonal to it. From
this draft, some improvements were implemented, as visible in figure 4.11. The first
modification was based on the consideration that in this case the petal did not return
to its original position autonomously thanks to an elastic element, so the AD-petal cam
had to perform both the opening and closing phases. This could be realized working on
the mechanism geometry, in particular on the interface shape, as visible in figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: Linear cam concept
The petal cam section had a rectangular shape (in red) and it was able to slide into the
AD, that presented a similar hole; in this way, the AD could push on the petal during
every manoeuvre, actuating the structure.
The initial configuration, implementing the two cams respectively at 45 ◦ and 90 ◦,
Figure 4.10: AD-petal cam particular, lateral view (left) and section (right)
was then modified to reduce the risk of jamming during actuation (figure 4.11, second
drawing). In this case, the AD-petal cam showed an inclination of 30 ◦ respect to the
actuation direction, reducing the normal force transmitted to the petal but increasing
the actuation length to obtain the same peripheral movement. The base cam was also
modified, from an orthogonal direction to 80 ◦, again to reduce normal forces acting
on the petal and improve the sliding. The advantages of this approach were easy to
understand: considering the AD acting with a force F on the petal, and defining α and
β the aforementioned angles of the AD cam and the base cam, the normal force NAD
transmitted to the petal from the AD is:
NAD = F · sin(α) (4.11)
and then, the force NB acting orthogonally on the base cam can be calculated as:
NB = NAD · sin(α− (90− β)) = F · sin(α) · sin(α− (90− β)) (4.12)
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In the two different configuration, NB value was respectively 0.5F and 0.171F , with a
reduction of about 66 %.
Last modification (figure 4.11, bottom) was the insertion of a flat section on the petal
Figure 4.11: Concept evolution: from up to down, the simplest petal with the two
cams respectively at 45 ◦ and 90 ◦, the improvement with inclinations of 30 ◦ and 80 ◦,
and the final one with the zigzag petal-AD cam
profile, realizing a zigzag cam. In this way, the petal movement could be divided in
three different phases: as visible in figure 4.12, the petal moved only when the AD is
actuated in the two external sections, and there was no motion as the AD slides in the
flat section. This stages actuation could be useful to control the petal closing process,
allowing an intermediate stable position in the docking process.
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Figure 4.12: Different petal movement phases: as the AD moves in the flat section,
the petal is not actuated
4.2.1.3 Trade-off
This section compares the two aforementioned solutions, the rotational joint with the
elastic element and the base-cam mechanism.
About the first one, the absence of sliding elements on the base interface reduced the
friction effects and the jamming risk, with the direct consequence that the required
actuation force was directly correlated to the EE stiffness. There were also important
drawbacks, first of all the EE design and realization process: the deformable element
should have a low bending stiffness to flex when pushed by the AD but at the same
time it should be enough rigid to transmit loads in the docking configuration. Another
problem was related to the manufacturing of the complex petal profile.
The translational cam avoided all these issues, thanks to an easier geometry and the
absence of deformable elements. In this case, the actuation force was correlated only to
the friction the two cam mechanisms can create.
In conclusion, the base-cam mechanism seemed to be the easier solution; a brief analysis
of its reliability is presented at the end of the chapter.
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4.2.2 Final design
After the trade-off between the aforementioned solutions, the base-cam mechanism was
chosen and consequentially the whole interface was designed.
The port, visible in figure 4.13, is composed by eight petals, able to open and close to
shape-shift the interface between two different configurations. They are mounted on a
base structure, where they are able to move radially thanks to a system of linear slid-
ing cams (base cam mechanism); the movement of an actuated disk, which is able to
slide back and forth opening and closing the structure, controls their positions (disc cam
mechanism).
More accurate mechanical drawings are visible in Appendix C.
Figure 4.13: 3D model of the interface
In figure 4.14 (simplified sketch) it is possible to see the working principle: after the
approach phase (A) one of the interfaces shifts its shape to the drogue configuration, in
order to receive the other port, through the movement of the blue actuated disk (B).
After the opening of the petals (in red) the two mechanisms can move to contact (C)
and the movement of the actuated disk closes the left port petals around the right port
ones, while the docking interfaces (in yellow) push each other, stiffening the joint with
a pre-load (D).
This solution allowed to conjugate the shape shifting and the locking actuations, us-
ing only one actuator for both the operations. It is also important to underline that
in the docking configuration this interface creates a solid joint depending only by the
actuator pushing force: the transmitted loads propagates only in the actuator direction,
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Figure 4.14: Simplified model working principle
giving the possibility to use the linear cams instead of elastic components for the shape
shifting mechanism. This can be better explained with figure 4.15: axial loads, Fa, are
transmitted through the interfaces to the spring system connecting them to the actuated
disk and then to the actuator. At the same time, peripheral loads, Fp, are (1) partially
transmitted between the interfaces thank to the friction created by the pre-loading and
(2) partially unloaded on the petals, and then again through the actuated disk on the
actuator.
Figure 4.15: Axial load transmission stiffens the joint
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4.3 Simulations and dynamic verification
This section is dedicated to the docking mechanism dynamical analysis, employing the
multi-body dynamics simulation solver ADAMSr by MSC Software Corporation. The
study followed a logic path described in figure 4.16, starting from simple models to
validate the cams design and adding more complex characteristics to study the interface
actuations and, at last, docking procedures. The first model consisted in only 1/8th of
Figure 4.16: Logic diagram of the simulations process, starting from a simple model
to more complex analysis. The last task, misaligned docking, is performed by test due
to its extreme complexity
the whole interface, aiming to monitor the effect of friction on the two cams between the
petals and respectively the base and the actuating disk. Data collected was employed
to analyse the maximal deformation the petal could be subjected to, and the effect on
the shape-shifting performance. A second model studied the whole interface actuation,
considering the loads exchange between the port and its mounting structure and the
actuation force. The last analysis focused on the simulation of a whole docking procedure
in case of nominal alignment between two ports and with two different conditions on the
approach velocity. The possibility of simulate the effect of non perfect alignment and
the allowable range of angular and lateral misalignments that still allow to successfully
perform docking was evaluated; due the model complexity and the necessity to simulate
an high number of different misalignment conditions to obtain substantial results, such
analysis were directly performed by experimental test.
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Figure 4.18: Analysis results for the cam mechanism: from top to bottom, (1) the
representation of the simulated movement, (2) the graph of the imposed disc movement
and related petals opening and closing, (3) the velocities plot and (4) the loads graphic.
Maximal loads originated by the actuation are located at the same time of major
velocities gradients, but are quite negligible in the simulation
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4.3.1 Cam mechanism
A preliminary model was implemented with a simplified geometry to study only a wedge
of the mechanism as visible in figure 4.17, in order to simplify the preparation and the
simulation complexity. The actuated disc was forced at constant speed, opening and
closing the petal through the cam mechanism. Two contacts were simulated, between
the petal and respectively the disc (actuated disc cam) and the base (base cam), using
ADAMSr modified Hertz contact model and static and dynamic friction values respec-
tively of 0.3 and 0.1 for Coulomb friction.
Figure 4.17: simplified single-petal model for cam mechanism analysis




























Figure 4.19: Effect of friction on simulated peak force: results show the variation
respect to peak force due to different friction static and dynamic coefficients CS (x
axis) and CD (different lines)
The friction values were selected after a simple sensibility analysis, as reported in fig-
ure 4.19: a campaign of simulations was performed on the simplified model, applying
a constant velocity of 15 mm/s, varying both the dynamic and the static coefficients.
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Results were normalized on a mean value, to show the variation of dynamic response
due to the different friction. It is visible that small variations of the selected values
do not extremely influence the simulation results, with the exception of lower dynamic
friction; respect to this particular case, the selected values show an extra-estimation of
peak forces of about 15 %.
In figure 4.18, main results are visible: in the first graph the imposed actuated disc
Figure 4.20: Maximal contact forces (up) and torques (down) on the disc and the
base cams varying actuation velocities. The error band are calculated from the results
of multiple simulations, varying the time-steps.
movement is shown, forcing the petals to open and, after 30 seconds, to close, with a
constant speed of 2 mm/s. Between 13 and 21 seconds and between 39 and 46 second
the petal has an insignificant displacement, due to the disc cam flat part: in the petal
velocities graph the X and Y velocity components are negligible in such ranges and the
small variations are related to temporary contacts. The base element has a conical shape
with an inclination of 10 ◦, causing the petal to present a X component for the velocity;
this solution was chosen in order to reduce possible jamming during the actuation. The
maximal loads originated by the actuation are located at the same time of major veloc-
ities gradients, but are quite negligible in this simulation; the cams were designed with
a play of about 0.1 mm, to reduce every possible slack. In order to better understand
the cams dynamics, a campaign of simulations analysed the loads variations at differ-
ent actuation velocities up to 15 mm/s. Results demonstrated a dependence with the
simulations time-steps, with increasing results dispersion for the highest velocities. As
visible in figure 4.20, the Base Cam shows the minimum and negligible loads, but for
actuation velocities exceeding 10 mm/s the Disc Cam could be subjected to loads up to
0.6 N and 0.05 Nm.
This could significantly influence the petal geometry, causing possible deformations that
the simple rigid body simulation cannot consider; in order to avoid jamming, such de-
formations had to be minor of the cam play. Structural simulations (figure 4.21) of the
petal were then performed, with static loads acting on the surfaces of the disc cam,
giving a maximal deformation of 0.003 mm with 0.7 N acting at the base of the petal,
which was about the 3% of the mechanism play; therefore, it was possible to consider
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the petal as a rigid body in all the aforementioned case.
Figure 4.21: Petal deformation with the calculated maximal loads acting on the
petal-disc cam; the deformations are quite negligible, about the 3% of the designed
mechanism play (simulated material: ABS)
4.3.2 Complete mechanism
The simulation was realized to simulate the whole eight-petal mechanism (figure 4.22)
and to evaluate the loads transmitted to the structure through the actuation. Consid-
ering the base cams as ideal (i.e.: a sliding contact) but applying friction on the central
actuated shaft sliding into the base, such loads are usually negligible (less than 10-2 N
and 10-5 Nm), with spikes of about 0.2 N and 2 ×10-4 Nm, as visible in figure 4.23. The
Figure 4.22: Complete eight-petals model
results were totally compatible with those collected by the simplified cam mechanism:
forces and torques were always quite negligible, with only spikes located at the same time
of the major velocities gradients, created by the presence of corners in the petals-disk
cams.
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Figure 4.23: Analysis results for the whole mechanism: the graph of the imposed disc
movement and related petals opening and closing (top), and the loads graphic (bottom).
Maximal loads are again located at the same time of major velocities gradients; as for
the simplified model, they are quite negligible




















Figure 4.24: Required peak actuator force to open and close the complete mechanism
Simulations were performed to define also the maximal force the actuator should gen-
erate to open and close the docking interface; such force is directly correlated to cam
mechanism friction. Results are visible in figure 4.24: the actuation force, for an open-
ing velocity of 2 mm/s, was about 0.02 N, increasing with a linear trend to 0.1 N at 10
mm/s.
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4.3.3 Docking procedure
Last simulation campaign analysed a complete docking procedure, considering the base
cam and the actuation ideal (i.e. with negligible friction, as attested by previous simula-
tions). Loads transmitted to the structure were related to the contacts between the two
interfaces and show an impulse shape (i.e. duration less than 0.05 s). The docking proce-
dure results are presented in figure 4.25: after the approach phase, the chaser impacted
on the target, that closes around it. The target actuation allowed stiffening the joint,
loading a spring system up to about 3 N. The preload magnitude depended only from
the springs stiffness and the actuator features; future analysis could further investigate
on the most performing stiffness to realize an adequate preloading. The simulation was
realized with an approach velocity of about 20 mm/s, with a perfect alignment between
the two interfaces. Misalignments and different approach velocities simulations would
have required further investigation and a long dedicated campaign of simulations; the
misalignment conditions were therefore more simply obtained by test.
Figure 4.25: Docking procedure simulation. The chaser (pink) approaches the target
(blue) that is actuated to close around it; after a transient phase (at about the 45th
second) the target captures the chaser and creates the solid joint by preloading the
spring system.
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4.4 Manufacturing and procurement
Most of the components were realized with a SharebotTM 3D-printer (figure 4.26),
through ABS filament extrusion, in order to reduce the machining cost and time main-
taining a good surface finish and geometry tolerances. The petals, part of the base and
the disk cams were 3D-printed, allowing to produce two interfaces. Different colours
were employed (red for the target port and green for the chaser), mostly to improve the
identification in case of image analysis.
Figure 4.26: SharebotTM 3D-printer
Off-the-shelf linear motors FIRGELLITM L16-100-63-12-P actuate the interfaces (fig-
ure 4.27). They are low-cost accurate actuators, usually employed in biomedicine and
robotics; this particular model has a stroke of 100 mm with peak velocity and force
respectively of 20 mm/s and 100 N, and position accuracy of 0.4 mm. After a trade-off
between different suppliers, FIRGELLITM was chosen for the cost and the previous expe-
rience acquired on a similar actuator employed in ARCADE and ARCADE-R2 docking
mechanism.
Figure 4.27: FIRGELLITM Actuator
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4.5 Joint mechanical characteristics
The definition of the docked mechanism mechanical characteristics is a fundamental
information that must satisfy the requirements of mechanical transmission that were
defined in the first chapters. Due to the particular geometry of SAM, as visible in 4.15,
the resistance and the stiffness of the port are related to both the characteristics of the
petals and the docking interface. In the simulations the latter one was considered as
a plane plate connected with a spring link to the Actuated Disk, but to determine its
behaviour in different load conditions a better description is required.
4.5.1 Docking interface disk spring system
The docking interface disk is connected to the Actuated Disc with four identical spring
guides, as visible in figure 4.28, equally spaced respect to the centre of the interface.
During the docking procedure, the two plates are in contact, and the petals closing
preloads them thanks to a geometrical interference; the amount of such preload is directly
proportional to the spring guides stiffness kS with the relation:
Fp = 2 · keq ·∆ = 2 · ks
4
·∆ (4.13)
where ∆ is the geometrical interference. It is therefore possible to modify the joint
mechanical characteristics and this preload, varying the spring guides stiffness; for the
simulations and the tests reported in this document, springs with a stiffness of 1300 N/m
were employed, with an equivalent stiffness of 650 N/m causing a preload force FPR of
3 N. With this information, the different load case can be introduced.
4.5.2 Case 1: axial compression loads
Axial loads can act as compression or tensile forces: the mechanism response is different
due to the preload acting on the docking interfaces. In the first configuration, the force
acts against the preload, so two different cases shall be considered. If the compression
load is under the preload, the interface stiffness is related to the petals one, as:
keq,1 = 2 · kPetal
8
·∆ (4.14)
where kPetal is the stiffness of the single petal, calculated as about 6.3 · 106 N/m, and
the two numerical coefficients indicate the presence of 8 petals for each interface. In
these condition, the structure stiffness keq,1 is about 1.6 · 106 N/m.
Over 3 N loads, the compressive force is able to act on the docking interface springs, so
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Figure 4.28: Docking interface spring guides
the equivalent stiffness is again keq = 650 N/m. About the maximal transmissible loads,
for forces up to 10 N the maximal loads acting on the petals is 0.18 % of the ABS yield
strength, well under failure limits, as verified through structural analysis; the selected
motor is also able to bear this load. It must be underlined that the 10 N value was well
over the constraints defined in chapter 2.
4.5.3 Case 2: axial tensile loads
In this case, the force acts in the direction of the preload, so the mechanism stiffness is
the petals equivalent stiffness keq,1 = 1.6 · 106 N/m. Here again the maximal load is well
over 10 N.
4.5.4 Case 3: torsional loads
The definition of the maximal torsional torque was more complex: in first approximation
it is equivalent to the load required to exceed the friction between the two interfaces
realized by the preload force. Considering an infinitesimal area dA of the docking in-
terface disk, with dimensions dr and r · dθ, the static friction force can be calculated as
function of the static friction coefficient Cs and pressure p =
FPR
A :
dFF = Cs · p · dA = Cs · p · rdθ · dr (4.15)
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Considering that the torque dTF = dFF · r, the resultant static friction torque (i.e.: the






r2Cs · p · dθ · dr = 2pi · Cs · p
R∫
0








Cs · FPR ·R (4.17)
that for a static coefficient Cs of 0.8 for the interfaces realized in PMMA [69], gives a
maximal torque of 0.13 Nm.
About the torsional stiffness, no preliminary calculation was performed due to the com-
plexity of any analytical model.
4.5.5 Case 4: flexional loads
Last, the flexional case was considered. Under the condition that the petals stiffness
is several orders of magnitude higher than the springs’, it is possible to consider the
they would remain undeformed and the flexional torque would act only on the docking
interface as a couple acting on the springs (see figure 4.29). Only in this configuration
the SAM port shows a non symmetrical behaviour, because the docking interface is
constrained by the petals of the capturing interface and cannot translate outwards from
them, but can move only inward: the rotation θ is visible on the left in figure 4.29. For
Figure 4.29: Schematics of forces and rotations from flexional loads: considering the
petals as non deformable, due to their higher stiffness respect to the springs, the docking
interface can only rotate respect to the constraining petal (red circle)
couple forces under 3 N, caused by flexional torques under 0.64 Nm , the preload avoids
any movement of the interfaces, and the mechanism stiffness is only related to axial
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loads acting on the constraining petal. Its value is then related in first approximation
from the axial stiffness of the petal kPetal, with this relation considering the effect of the
couple caused by the flexional torque:
kF = kPetal/Lp
2 = 2.8 · 108 Nm/rad (4.18)
with Lp the distance between two opposite petals (i.e. the diameter of SAM during
docking).
In case of higher torques, causing couple forces exceeding the preload, considering Lk the
distance between springs reported in figure, a simple calculation evaluates the stiffness
kF = ks/Lk
2 = 58.5 Nm/rad.
For the interface resistance, some analysis have been performed: calculating the force
couple acting on the petals, and adding the effect of the preload, for a flexional torque
of 1 Nm (well over limit values calculated in chapter 2) the maximal stress is 0.07 % of
the yield stress of ABS, so the structure would not fail; such loads would also not affect
SAM actuator.
4.5.6 Summary
Here the main results presented in last sections are briefly summarized. In table 4.2
the different resistance constraints calculated in chapter 2 are reported (second column)
for the different load conditions, and the maximal loads (third column) and equivalent
stiffness (fourth column) are introduced; the torsional stiffness was not calculated due
to the complexity of any preliminary model.
It is important to note that the SAM has different behaviour depending to the magnitude
of the loads acting on the interface, due to the particular shape of the mechanisms, that
is able to create a preload stiffening the joint.
In conclusion, the calculation of the mechanical characteristics of the mated ports









5 N >10 N
1.6 · 106 N/m (F < 3 N)
1300 N/m (F > 3 N)
Axial (Tensile) 5 N >10 N 1.6 · 106 N/m
Torsional 0.09 Nm 0.13 Nm /
Flexional 0.09 Nm >1 Nm
2.8 · 108 Nm/rad (T < 0.64 Nm)
58.5 Nm/rad (F > 0.64 Nm)
allowed to define the joint stiffness and maximal transmittable loads (i.e. its resistance);
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a comparison with the constraining values calculated in chapter 2 indicates SAM’s wide
safety margins to mechanical failure. Anyway, for completeness sake a brief analysis of
reliability issues is reported in next section.
4.6 Mechanism reliability issues and risk table
One of the key features of the proposed mechanism is the utilization of a single linear
motor to simultaneously actuate the eight petals; however, the advantages of simplicity
and low mass are counterbalanced by a reliability issue, because the failure of one of the
petal cams or of the motor could result in the jamming of the whole mechanism.
On these considerations, a brief risk analysis was performed and some technical solutions
to increase the mechanism reliability were analysed, although they were not implemented
in the first prototype. Main results are summarised in table 4.3, structured following
the guidelines of ESA Risk Management [70], defining a likelihood of occurrence, scoring
from A (lower probability) to E (higher probability), and the severity of consequences,
from 1 (negligible) to 5 (most severe). The product of likelihood of occurrence and
severity gave the risk index, represented with a colour code (green-low, yellow-medium,
red-high).
The possible failure causes are listed in the Risk column. First, the petals could
Table 4.3: Risk Table
Number Risk Risk Index Action
1 Petals Structure Failure A5 Material selection & test
2 Actuator Failure A5 Motor selection & test
3 Jamming in closed
configuration
C2 No action, the port acts as
probe
4 Jamming in open
configuration
C5 Cam separation, 7 petals still
working
5 Jamming during operations A5 Recover to case 4 or 5
have a structural failure, causing the mechanism to jam; mechanical analysis, material
selection and load test are the most important foreseen actions. The same issue was
considered for the actuator: in case of failure of the linear motor, the whole port would
be useless. To avoid such problem, robust and well-tested actuators should be selected.
In parallel, for both the first two risks, safe values of allowable loads should be respected,
avoiding to reach the petals yield point or the motor limits in terms of holding forces
and maximal actuation loads. Jamming in closed configuration was the third risk to be
evaluated. In this case, the safest approach is to use the stuck port as probe, thanks
to the androgyny of the mechanism, and to actuate the other involved interface to the
drogue configuration. On the contrary, the fourth case was the worst, because and open
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configuration would be totally useless; the evaluated technical solution was to add to
the actuation disk a single shot actuator for every petal, able to separate the jammed
petal to the rest of the mechanism, to leave it in the open state. In this case, the other
petals would be still able to perform the docking manoeuvre, because for up to three
consecutive damaged petals the port is able to capture its twin one and close around it
(see figure 4.30). Last risk was related to a failure during the opening-closing operations.
Figure 4.30: Petal failures and docking success: for less than four consecutive failed
petals, the docking procedure could be successful, as the remaining petals (in red) are
still able to close around the other port (in blue)
Due to the low likelihood of occurrence, the proposed action was to try to recover to the




This chapter discusses the test campaign performed on the developed prototype, follow-
ing a logical path correlated with the numerical simulations plan.
The test-bed is a simple open-loop 1-DoF platform, in which the target is fixed on an in-
strumented structure and the chaser can approach it moving on a rail system. A partial
freedom to rotate is also given to the chaser, thanks to suspension strings connecting it
to the frame moving on the rail. A preliminary investigation determined both the rail
friction coefficient and the effect of frame moving actuation on the measurement system,
in terms of vibrations transmitted to the framework.
The experimental verification, in order, aimed to (1) validate the prototype geometry
and the opening-closing mechanism through functional tests, (2) determine the loads
transmitted to the framework system during nominal docking procedures, and (3) eval-
uate the working range of the SAM, in terms of maximal allowable linear and angular
displacements with respect to the nominal docking operation.
Results demonstrated the mechanism operation, and verified that collected loads were
always under 3 N, never affecting the mechanism action. Last, the misalignment test
defined the interfaces mechanical ranges in terms of allowed lateral and angular mis-
alignments to perform complete docking procedures.
5.1 Test definition and goals
As visible in the work plan presented in the first chapter, the docking mechanism testing
is a fundamental part of this research: the developed prototype shall be tested to better
investigate its behaviour and validate its geometries. This phase is planned similarly
to the simulation one, as reported in figure 5.1, with every step depending from the
previous, with increasing complexity.
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Figure 5.1: Logic diagram of the test process, compared to simulations
The testing activity has the first goal to verify the prototype geometry and actuation,
validating the dynamical simulations of a single interface and calculating loads acting
on the interface base; a second task is related to the evaluation of nominal docking
manoeuvres, in which there are no linear or angular misalignments between the interface
acting as probe and the drogue one. Last, the working range of the docking interface,
in terms of linear and angular displacements respect to the nominal operations that still
allow to complete a docking procedure, is evaluated through a dedicated campaign.
The test bed is designed to give to one interface a degree of freedom in the direction of
its docking axis thanks to a rail system and the possibility to partially rotate about a
vertical axis passing through its centre of mass with the utilization of suspension strings.
The test set-up design and preliminary verification is introduced in next section, with a
simple test to determine the rail friction coefficient and how this could affect the interface
docking.
5.2 Test-bed design
A dedicated and instrumented test bed was designed to test the developed prototype
in the laboratory facilities. Different solutions were evaluated, considering the number
of free DoF, the availability and the simplicity of realization or access. Next section
will briefly introduce the main typologies of test-bed for docking technologies and the
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constraints that conditioned the trade-off to the selected one, followed by some simple
preliminary test to determine its behaviour.
5.2.1 Test-bed options comparison and concept
Facilities for ground test of navigation, rendezvous and docking of spacecraft have been
used from virtually the beginning of the space era, varying from small university test-
bed to large government and industries laboratories. The oldest technology is surely
related to air-bearing simulators [71], that gives payloads some level of translational or
rotational freedom. Some examples are the Stanford Aerospace Robotics Laboratory
test-bed for space robotics, consisting in a robotic arm, fixed on a solid base, floating on
a low friction table and sustaining two smaller arms able to manipulate target objects
[72], and the Tokyo Institute of Technology facility employing two floating robotic arms
[73], but at today most of the space research centres are furnished with air-bearing
facilities. The utilization of low-friction tables is therefore well investigated and other
technologies are employed (such as magnetic suspension), but the state of the art for
small satellites test is surely represented by MIT SPHERES ground facility (see Chapter
6); it is composed by a small glass table and one to three independent vehicles mounted
on air carriages, giving them one rotational and two translational close-loop controlled
DoF.
A completely different approach is based on the utilization of robotic arms to simulate
the dynamics of free floating objects, with 3 directional and 3 rotational controlled DoF:
the main example is surely DLR’s European Proximity Operations Simulator (EPOS)
[74], composed by two anthropomorphic industrial manipulators, with the target fixed
on the ground and the chaser mounted on a 25 m rail for extra mobility. A similar
robotic-arm test-bed has been recently developed by GMV [75].
All the aforementioned facility could give important information on SAM behaviour and
the utilization of such advanced test-bed was considered as an important option, but,
mainly due to time constraints, it was preferred to utilize a simpler, open-loop system,
to perform all the preliminary tests and validate the concept. The developed platform
consists in a fixed instrumented base for the target and a rail on which the chaser
is mounted with a system of stripes, giving it one free linear and three partially free
rotational degrees of freedom. The advantage of this solution was the fast availability
respect to the others; the absence of a closed-loop control was counterbalanced by the
simplicity of the concept, that allowed a fast collection of experimental information on
the SAM behave. In any case, it is planned to perform more accurate tests on more
relevant platforms, such as a robotic-arm based simulator [76] and a low-friction-table
based vehicle [77], both in development at CISAS.
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5.2.2 Test-bed description
The test bed, visible in figure 5.2, is designed to give to one interface a degree of freedom
in the direction of its docking axis thanks to a rail system and the possibility to partially
rotate about a vertical axis passing through its centre of mass with the utilization of
suspension strings.
More specifically, the test-bed holds the target (in red) with its actuation linear motor,
Figure 5.2: Test-bed used in the test campaign: the target (red) is fixed and mounted
on load cells, the chaser is hung to a frame mounted on a rail and propelled by a spring
system
on a rigid structure instrumented with load cells, to measure loads transmitted by the
actuation and the docking procedure. The chaser (green) is suspended to a frame, giving
it a reduced rotation freedom; the frame is able to move on a rail toward the target. A
spring system is mounted behind the chaser and its frame, to give them the required
approach velocity.
Both the target orientation and lateral displacement are easily adjustable, in order to
test the mechanism in non nominal conditions (i.e.: rotational and translational mis-
alignments.
The load cells are off-the-shelf components, Phidgets RB-Phi-118, working in the range
0− 5 kg (figure 5.3); they are directional sensors, based on shear measurement instead
of more usual bending detection, with the result of accurate readings regardless of the
position of the load respect to the detection area (in red). The cells are mounted sym-
metrically and with a relative angle of 45 ◦ with respect to the port axis, as visible in
figure 5.4. From the two measured signals (F1 and F2), it is possible to reconstruct the
forces acting in the docking axis direction and in the lateral one. Before defining the test
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Figure 5.3: Selected load cell and mounting instruction
Figure 5.4: Load cells mounting geometry, top view: the two cells are mounted with
an inclination of 45 ◦ respect to the docking axis
procedure and perform the test campaign, a preliminary investigation was performed,
to determine (1) the friction coefficient of the rail system and its effect on the chaser
approach velocity to the target, and (2) the effect of the spring system thrust in terms of
vibrations transmitted to the framework and detected as disturbances by the load cells.
Last, a group of four fork-led IR sensors were mounted on one side of the rail, to detect
the time of frame passage at different fixed position. They have an IR LED and a pho-
todiode calibrated on the same frequency, separated by a slit: the passage of an opaque
body between them shades the emitter, with a fast time response (over 1 kHz) and a
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precision of detection of 0.002 mm at 25 ◦C.
5.2.2.1 Friction coefficient determination and rail dynamics investigation
This preliminary test was designed to (1) determine the friction coefficient of the rail-
gear system, and (2) evaluate the chaser velocity at the contact with the target.
A simplified sketch of the chaser support is visible in figure 5.5: the spring system is
designed to push both the chaser and the frame to an initial velocity v0, and then they
are free to move on the rail. A monodimensional model can be deduced, considering in
first approximation only one external force acting on the system, the friction between
the rail and the frame. Internal forces are exchanged due to the presence of the support
cables acting as a spring; chaser and frame are considered as lumped masses.
If the parallel push avoids oscillations between the frame and the chaser during the
Figure 5.5: Simplified sketch (left) and monodimensional model (right): the frame
and the chaser are considered lumped masses connected with an elastic element.
initial shifting, when they are free to move the friction slows the frame: this causes the
chaser and the frame to exchange forces between the strings, starting an oscillation. A
simple numerical model is designed to simulate this behaviour and calculate the chaser
and the frame motion solving these differential equations:
mcx¨c = −K · (xc − xf )
mf x¨f = +K · (xc − xf )− FF
(5.1)
where K is the stiffness of the strings and FF is the friction between frame and rail,
function of the friction coefficient cF :
FF = cF · (mc +mf )g (5.2)
Data collected by the IR sensors allowed to measure the frame passage time at differ-
ent positions, with an estimated time error of 2 ms and a position error of 0.1 mm;
this information was compared with the developed model and the values of both the
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friction and the chaser approach velocity to the target were calculated, resulting in
cF = 0.0151 ± 0.0017 and vc = 0.158 ± 0.0075 m/s. Comparison between simulation
results and collected data demonstrated the validity of this approach, as visible in figure
5.6.
The results uncertainties were numerically derived from data uncertainty; the pro-
Figure 5.6: Comparison between numerical model and collected position information:
experimental data is perfectly overlapping the calculated path
cess is here briefly explained. First, a normally random distribution assigned to the
experimental data a certain amount of error into the uncertainty limits, and simulations
permitted to calculate the desired outcomes. Repeating this process for a large number
of times (up to 15000 simulations) permitted to collect a large population of results, on
which perform statistical analysis: uncertainties were reported with a confidence of 2σ,
assuming a Gaussian statistical distribution. In figure 5.7 the simulation outcomes and
their distribution are shown.
5.2.2.2 Disturbances from impulsive loads
The measurement system, consisting in load cells, and the joining elements connecting it
to the structure and the interface present a finite stiffness, influencing the data collection
with a load effect; to determine such influence and its effect on the measurement, a
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Figure 5.7: Simulation outcomes (up) and their distribution (down): on the left, the
chaser approach velocity to the target, on the right the friction coefficient, both showing
a standard normal distribution
dedicated test was performed, analysing (1) the effects of the chaser push from the
spring system and (2) the impact on the target.
Part of the release load is transmitted to the load cells through the framework base, ss
visible in figure 5.8: the thrust creates a dumped oscillation, with a peak force of about
3 N and a damping time of about 0.5 s.
At the following impact, no residual oscillation can be found. and the chaser impact on
the target is measured at about 1.2 s; the transmitted peak load is of about 1.5 N, with
about 0.2 seconds of duration.
The setup measurement system, composed by the two load cells connected to the base
Figure 5.8: Data collected in the disturbances test: axial and lateral loads detected
from the measurement system due to the spring systems and the chaser-target impact
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and the target, has a natural frequency related to cells and joints stiffness and target
mass. Analysing the signal in the frequency domain, this first vibration frequency can
be easily recognized at 15 Hz. The analysis was realized by MatlabTM Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) algorithm, applied on a sample of the collected signal corresponding
to the damping phase (figure 5.9).
This value was utilized to calculate the load effect of the structure joints on the
Figure 5.9: FFT of the collected data: the 15 Hz natural frequency of the system is
easily recognizable
measurements. Respect to the ideal case of a perfectly rigid structure (KS = ∞), in
which only the load cells have a finite stiffness KLC , in the real case the measurement




Both the values were not known (the load cell stiffness value was guiltily missing from
datasheet), but KLC was evaluated knowing the load cell material (LY12CZ Aluminium
Alloy) and geometry; from the natural frequency m of the system, knowing the mass of
the whole structure, it was possible to find the value of the equivalent stiffness:
Keq = 4 · pi2 · f2 ·m (5.4)





it was possible to calculate the maximal error affecting the measurement system, as
reported in equation 5.6
|ε| = 1− Keq
KLC
= 0.11 = 11% (5.6)
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5.3 Test organization
The test campaign was organised following a well defined and strictly binding proce-
dure, based on the concepts of repeatability (the variation of experiment results under
repetition under the same conditions) and reproducibility (the ability of an entire ex-
periment to be independently reproduced). For this reason, a test table was introduced
(see Appendix D), aiming to define the different tests to be performed, to give them a
unique and unmistakable name, and to repeat each single test three times.
Three test types were planned, as shown in figure 5.1.
5.3.1 Test 1: single interface test
The first test aimed (1) to verify the port opening-closing actuation and (2) to detect
the loads created during the process. Only one interface was involved in this test, the
target one, mounted on the load cells and actuated by the linear motor. The test was
planned at three different actuation velocities, 2.5 mm/s (opening in 20 s), 10 mm/s
(opening in 5 s) and 20 mm/s (opening in 2.5 s).
5.3.2 Test 2: nominal docking test
The second test was dedicated to the determination of the mechanism behaviour in
case of a nominal conditions complete docking procedure. In such case, the chaser and
the target were in contact with no residual relative speed and perfect alignment; the
docking procedure was again tested at the three different actuation velocities of 2, 10
and 20 mm/s. The actuated port was again the target one.
5.3.3 Test 3: misalignments test
For the third test, the objective was to define the mechanism requirements in terms of
maximal lateral and angular misalignments.
In this test, the mechanism alignment requirements to perform a complete joining were
defined, considering (1) relative velocity equal to 0 and (2) a residual relative velocity
of about 0.1 m/s in the axial direction. Complete docking procedures were realized at
different alignment conditions, varying both lateral and angular misalignments.
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5.4 Test campaign and results
5.4.1 Test 1: single interface test
The first performed test demonstrated the validity of the petals geometry and the whole
mechanism design. As described in the last section, three different actuation velocities
were tested, respectively 2.5, 10 and 20 mm/s: the axial loads produced by the actuation
are reported in figure 5.11. It was expected that peak forces should increase with the
actuator speed; at the three different conditions, the measurement system detected
respectively 0.15 N at 2.5 mm/s and about 0.3 N at 10 and 20 mm/s in the actuation
direction; for the lower actuation velocity, the signal to noise ratio was too low to find
significant information except for the first peaks for opening and closure: the other points
were localized through geometric evaluations. After the impulsive loads measured by
the load cells, damped oscillations can be detected, and are partially recognizable on
the 10 mm/s and 20 mm/s plots; a FFT signal analysis shows that the first detected
frequency is the previously determined system natural frequency of 15 Hz.
Comparing with the simulations, as visible in figure 5.10, it is possible to define the
origin of the peaks in the cam passages at petals corner points. The maximal force is
visible at the beginning of the procedure, with a simulated peak of 0.3 N and a collected
measurement of 0.2 N. This test also showed that the actuation could cause a vibrating
environment, not related to the peak forces collected on the passages in the petals
corners, probably due to the motor internal mechanics, that in the experimental set-up
was marked by oscillations at the system natural frequency of 15 Hz. Future prototype
shall foresee solutions to reduce such possible source of disturbances, evaluating different
actuators or dumping mounting joints.
Figure 5.10: Axial forces trend in a closing actuation: peaks are directly related to
the passages in the petals cams corners
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Figure 5.11: Measured axial loads during the actuation(left): from top to down,
results at 2, 10 and 20 mm/s; for the 2mm/s case, the signal to noise ratio was too
low to apply an efficacious filter. On the right, FFT of the collected signal: the 15 Hz
natural frequency of the system is again visible.
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5.4.2 Test 2: nominal docking test
In the second test, dedicated to the verification of nominal docking, the target captured
the chaser closing around it, with again three different actuation velocities (2.5, 10 and
20 mm/s).
Results from the test are visible in figure 5.13: in all the different cases, two phases are
easily detectable, the main one being the closing and inside it the capture of the chaser
within the target petals. More specifically, three main event can be detected: (1) at the
beginning of the closing process a small spike shows the first contact between the chaser
and the target; then, (2 - yellow in figure) the actuator pushes back the chaser while
closing around it until (3 - light blue in figure) the target petals capture it and create the
solid joint. The highest spikes are measured in this phase, when the actuator preloads
the mated mechanism stiffening the joint. Axial loads are always below 1.5 N, non axial
forces can rise in all the three cases up to about 3 N, with no evident correlation to the
actuation velocity.
Collected data shows another interesting outcome in the frequencies analysis: as visible
in next figure, the FFTs of the 10 mm/s (left) and 20 mm/s (right) actuation docking
procedures show an interesting peak at about 4 Hz, instead of the 15 Hz frequency
measured in the previous test. This result is correlated to the increased mass of the joint
ports and to the chaser strings supporting system, that constrain the mated mechanism
to such lower natural frequency vibration.
The results from this test were compared with the mechanical constraints defined in
Figure 5.12: First natural frequency of the mated system: in both the 10 mm/s (left)
and 20 mm/s (right) actuation velocity cases, the mated mechanisms shows a lower
natural frequency (4 Hz) respect to the single interface (15 Hz)
chapter 2 (table 2.1) and the mechanical characteristics calculated in chapter 4, section
4.5. The maximal transmitted loads are comparable to the evaluated values: during the
docking operation the prototype does not transmit disturbances higher than the external
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Figure 5.13: Measured forces in test 2: from top to down, 2, 10 and 20 mm/s of
closing actuation velocity.
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ones it should bear (up to 5 N for 100 kg satellites). Future analysis and prototype tests
shall evaluate the existence of a relation between the port size and the maximal load:
for smaller spacecraft (under 20 kg) the level of transmitted loads must be lowered to 1
N or less.
5.4.3 Test 3: misalignments test
In the last test the mechanical alignment ranges to perform a complete docking proce-
dure were defined, considering (1) a relative velocity equal to 0 and (2) a residual relative
velocity of about 0.15 m/s in the axial direction. Complete docking procedures were re-
alized at different alignment conditions, varying both lateral and angular misalignments;
figure 5.14 shows collected results. In both the evaluated cases, the maximal admissible
lateral misalignment is correlated to the open mechanism dimensions: at 20 mm the
chaser petals hit target ones, preventing the docking procedure. It is also interesting to
notice that the nominal docking can be performed with maximal misalignment angles
of about 5 ◦, but with higher angles the target interface is similarly able to close and
capture the chaser (yellow area), still creating a solid joint but without perfectly aligning
the two ports.
Figure 5.14: Alignment ranges to perform a complete docking procedure with null
relative velocity (left) and residual relative velocity (right) in the axial direction be-
tween chaser and target. Dots indicate performed tests, coloured areas the interpolated
results. In green, performed tests lead to nominal docking; yellow areas indicate the
creation of a solid joint but with residual misalignments and non-perfect interface mat-
ing.
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5.5 Comments
The laboratory test campaign demonstrated the proposed docking mechanism working
principle and validated the design process. Comparing with simulations, collected data
demonstrate that the axial loads acting on the mechanism were well defined; about lat-
eral loads, higher spikes are always under 3 N and do not affect the interfaces action.
Last, misalignment test gives important information on the ports working ranges, indi-
cating that further investigation could be afforded to improve the interfaces performance
and broaden the current allowed limits.
Chapter 6
SPHERES UDP Ground test
At the MIT Space Systems Laboratories, in the framework of the SPHERES programme,
the Universal Docking Port (UDP) is in development, consisting of a new androgynous
interface compatible with the test platforms and planned to fly on ISS in 2015. The
SPHERES ground test bed consists in a low friction glass table, on which it is easy to
test the developed hardware and control software to verify it before in-space experimen-
tal validation.
A visiting period of about two months allowed to understand the methodology behind
the UDP development and management and more generally the advantages to use a
fast-available test bed for the continuous comparison between developed numerical in-
vestigation and its verification. In this period, some control codes for the SPHERES
were developed, to test the rendezvous and docking on the low friction facility. Simula-
tions demonstrated the goodness of the proposed manoeuvres and the reliability of both
collision avoidance and close rendezvous controllers; unfortunately, some issues related
to the SPHERES state determination affected the system during the test campaign,
preventing the complete verification of the developed code.
Last, a comparison between the UDP and the semi-androgynous port demonstrates that
the latter has a larger working range in terms of accepted angular and lateral misalign-
ments at docking.
6.1 SPHERES, the UDP and the Guest Scientist Program
SPHERES (Synchronized Position Hold Engage and Reorient Experimental Satellite)
system consists is a safe and reusable zero-g platform, to test a wide number of tech-
nologies related to relative navigation and space rendezvous on board the International
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Space Station (figure 6.1). The program is developed by the MIT Space Systems Labo-
ratory in collaboration with NASA, DARPA and Aurora Flight Sciences, and at today
more than 60 experiments were carried on the ISS, thanks to the three SPHERES on
board since 2006 and other components added in the next years.
Typically, space-operating test platforms are directly exposed to the harsh space en-
Figure 6.1: SPHERES on board the ISS (courtesy by NASA)
vironment, risking unrecoverable failures and not allowing a continuous monitoring and
maintenance. By operating inside the ISS, SPHERES merges the advantages of space
microgravity with safer test conditions. In this way, SPHERES can perform test unsuit-
able for autonomous spacecraft, from simulating GN&C failures that otherwise would
be too risky to represent, to test algorithms up to their physical limits in relevant con-
ditions with live monitoring. Last, the possibility to set tests in a relatively short time
makes SPHERES a cost-effective platform for microgravity testing.
In parallel, on ground, other facilities (i.e. parabolic flight planes and low friction tables)
are used for the preliminary verification of the experiments developed in the framework
of the SPHERES program. In MIT laboratories a small glass table (about 2 m x 1.4 m)
is available for test; one or more SPHERES are mounted on air carriages, giving them
one rotational and two translational degrees of freedom. The facility can work both with
a simplified software or with the same GUI used by astronauts on ISS, allowing scientist
not only to get preliminary experimental data, but also to evaluate and improve the test
procedures in order to fully define every detail and optimize the utilization of the space
facility.
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6.1.1 SPHERES platform description
Each SPHERES is an autonomous spacecraft with propulsion capabilities, absolute and
relative navigation sensors and telecommunication links (figure 6.2) [78][79]. Position
and Attitude control is allowed by twelve cold gas actuators, delivering a thrust of about
0.01 N. The propellant, carbon dioxide, is stored in a tank at about 60 bar, and then it
is distributed through a low-pressure circuit (at about 2.5 bar). Being the thrusters not
throttle-able nor adjustable, they are commanded in pulse-width modulation (PWM),
allowing to control the SPHERES in all the degrees of freedom. Satellites position
and attitude are determined both with internal sensors (accelerometers and gyroscopes)
and 24 microphones detecting the ultrasound emission from up to nine external fixed
beacons. Power is provided by 16 rechargeable AA batteries, giving SPHERES the
autonomy of usually more than one hour. Communication is performed through two
channels respectively of 916.5 and 868.35 MHz, allowing downlink and uplink with a
standard laptop and relative communication between SPHERES.
To perform preliminary rendezvous and docking tests, SPHERES were furnished with
Figure 6.2: SPHERES main components and parts (courtesy by MIT SSL)
a Velcro interface, giving them the capacity to perform mating operations, but still
requiring external intervention to separate.
6.1.2 SPHERES projects and expansion
Since the first tests on board the ISS, the SPHERES program continued to grow, explor-
ing new technologies in the fields of relative navigation, servicing and flight formation.
Among all, the most important projects developed in these years are RINGS, aiming to
demonstrate electromagnet relative navigation [80], SIMO, studying precision spacecraft
formations for telescope systems [81], SWARM, investigating the use of reconfigurable
modular satellites [29][82], VERTIGO, developing computer vision based navigation and
non-cooperative target detection [83], Halo, consisting in an expansion of the SPHERES
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single port allowing to connect and monitor up to six different elements, and INSPECT,
conjugating thermal cameras, optical range finder and control moment gyroscopes to
improve SPHERES capabilities and as first step to realize satellites able to work outside
the ISS [84].
In this framework, the Universal Docking Port is in development, in order to substitute
the original Velcro interface with a more reliable mechanism that would not need the
assistance of an astronaut to separate.
6.1.2.1 The Universal Docking Port
As introduced in section 1.3.2, each Universal Docking Port [85] (figure 6.3) is an an-
drogynous non-symmetric interface, composed by a lance acting as a probe and a cavity
behaving as drogue during the joining procedure. As the mating is accomplished and
the lances enter the other port opening, a photosensor sense their presence and activate
a linear motor, closing two metal cams around each lance and creating a rigid joint.
On UDP side, a small camera is mounted to allow vision guidance (right in figure,
Figure 6.3: SPHERES Universal Docking Port, geometric draws on the left and flight
model on the right (courtesy by MIT SSL)
covered by a protective black cap). Algorithms are in development, to use the marks
present on the ports (left in figure, the four circles) to autonomously determine the rel-
ative distance and attitude during the rendezvous and docking operations.
The UDP should be sent on board the ISS in spring 2015, to be assembled to SPHERES
an to be subjected to test, evaluating its behaviour and the developed navigation, ren-
dezvous and docking algorithms. As part of its development, pre-launch tests on both
the camera and the docking mechanism are scheduled on ground facilities. A first mat-
ing manoeuvre was tested on the MIT SSL glass table, with a chaser SPHERES able to
reach the target and dock with it; in this simplified case, this target was fixed, and the
chaser did use absolute navigation sensors instead of relative measurements.
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6.1.3 SPHERES GN&C algorithms for rendezvous and docking
Algorithms for Guidance, Navigation and Control for rendezvous and docking have been
developed since the first years of space exploration: as a good example, back in 1963
Buzz Aldrin’s PhD thesis [86] dealt with manual line-of-sight guidance. As the space
technology advanced, all GN&C changed and evolved, both implementing solutions from
other engineering branches and developing brand new architectures.
As reviewed by Nolet [78], rendezvous and docking algorithms can be classified in four
main groups: estimation, control, path planning and FDIR (Failure Detection, Isolation
and Recovery). Estimators uses raw data from all the sensors to define the absolute
and/or relative position of the spacecraft; on SPHERES, a Kalman estimator propa-
gates the vehicle state associating sensors data when available. The advantages of such
solution are a good time of convergence and its ease of implementation, but in case of
non linear systems the Kalman estimator did not behave as desired and could diverge.
About control, the available hardware on board of SPHERES (twelve thrusters) limits
the suitable algorithms to Phase Plane, Linear Quadratic Regulator or PID/PWM (Pro-
portional, Integrative, Derivative and Pulse Wave Modulation). The first one is only a
sort of look-up table defining different commands at several initial conditions, while the
second is a minimum cost function (optimizing, for example, propellant consumption).
The latter one is implemented on SPHERES: PID/PWM is both the simplest solution
and the more stable, but in terms of fuel consumption, it remains the most expensive.
Path planning usually requires many computational resources to provide trajectories for
satellite position and attitude: often it involves the solution of optimization problems.
For this reason, often on SPHERES path planning cannot be used for real-time naviga-
tion: trajectories shall be evaluated off-line and then uploaded for test. One of the few
exception is the glide-slope algorithm, commonly used on Apollo and Shuttle docking
manoeuvres as a straight line approach is available: it prescribes a velocity pattern the
chaser shall follow, using a pre-determined number of thruster pulse and reaching the
target with zero relative velocity [87].
Last, at today FDIR algorithm for rendezvous and docking are still in development for
implementation on board of SPHERES; usually they have high requirements in terms
of computational resources or many different failure options, making them not always
reliable for docking procedures, in which many non-linear events may happen (e.g.:
contact/impact dynamics).
6.1.4 The Guest Scientist Program
The Guest Scientist Program (GSP) allows researchers from the whole world to develop
their own projects in the framework of the SPHERES programme [88]. This is possible
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thanks to a software interface that can be provided from the MIT, that gives the access
to a complete simulation suite and to all the standard library functions for direct access
to SPHERES sensors and actuators.
As visible in the logic diagram in figure 6.4, the Guest Scientist can develop its own
Figure 6.4: Guest Scientist Program logic: the code developed by the guest scientist
is evaluated on SPHERES ground facility and then sent to ISS for test
project and simulate it without leaving its local facility. Pre-flight test can be performed
by SPHERES team at MIT, on the low friction glass table at the Space Systems Lab-
oratory. Last, test on board the ISS will close the loop, with the experimental results
delivered to the investigator.
The GSP software provides real-time simulations, and, thanks to a graphic interface
developed in Matlabr Simulinkr environment, it can show geometric models of the
SPHERES as they behave in real environment. This simulation engine can be used to
evaluate the developed code in both the ground and microgravity conditions.
From the user point of view, the main element of the GSP software is a single file (gsp.c)
in which the Guest Scientist can develop its code in C++ language. This file contains
all the headers to access the SPHERES libraries (called SPHERES Core) and it is used
both in the simulations and in the laboratory test, to be compiled and become part
of on-board SPHERES software. In this way, the investigator is able to start to pro-
gram and to develop its own research without advanced learning of SPHERES core and
working principle, allowing to access the test phase as soon as the code is working in
simulations. At the same time, many basic and advanced thrusters control, attitude and
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position determination, navigation and telecommunication libraries are already available
in the GSP software and the user can implement them as well as develop new ones.
6.2 Motivation and objectives
The possibility to collaborate with MIT Space Systems Laboratory was evoked from the
beginning of this work, being the unique institute with a well developed investigation
on docking technologies for small spacecraft. Unfortunately, only in the second half of
the last year this opportunity realized in a two-months visiting period.
The research exposed in this document presented in some ways the same path that the
UDP development has followed: for both the studies preliminary studies led to the def-
inition of a first concept (for UDP as part of the SWARM project) and further progress
allowed to realize a working prototype to be tested in a simplified laboratory facility. In
this visiting period, I had the possibility to understand and observe the next steps in
such development, from the realization and the assembly of flight-approved components,
to their preliminary test to assess the interfaces behaviour in a controlled environment.
Learning the methodology and the process behind the SPHERES management will be
useful in the further development of the semiandrogynous docking port.
Tests performed in CISAS laboratories were able to furnish important data on the
Figure 6.5: Modification respect to a standard GSP activity (see figure 6.4): the test
loop is closed on data collected on the ground test bed
ports mechanisms behaviour, but at the same time their validity was limited due to the
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reduced DoF of the test bed. Another drawback was that the interfaces were tested
in open-loop, due to the absence of docking sensors and actuation on the test-bed. In
reverse testing the UDP on SPHERES allows to work in a (2+1)-D close loop environ-
ment, with the possibility to program them as needed and collect experimental data as
soon as the simulations are developed, reducing the delays usually correlated with test
implementation.
This methodology also allows to organize the work on engineering process cycles, with a
continuous feedback between theory and experimental data. Developed research can be
tested as soon as the facility is available, and results can clarify and direct investigation
to a continuous optimization.
Due to the limited amount of time spent collaborating with MIT, the GSP study logic
presented in figure 6.4 was excessive, so a simplified work was developed, as shown in
figure 6.5.
6.3 First code: close-loop navigation and rendezvous algo-
rithm
The developed algorithm is based on previous models tested both on 2-D facilities and the
International Space Station. The main script consist in a series of functions recursively
called, commanding both chaser and target SPHERES, defining these manoeuvres:
1. estimator initialization: chaser and target determine their absolute position in the
operative space;
2. far-rendezvous: chaser navigates to a way-point positioned in front of the target
port;
3. alignment: chaser rotates to align its port with target’s, maintaining the position;
4. approach: chaser gets closer to target, until the two interfaces are in contact;
5. docking: the two ports are actuated, creating a solid joint between spacecraft.
Respect to the first 2-D test, the main innovations presented are (1) the implementation
of real-time communication to estimate the target position, (2) the utilization of a simple
collision avoidance algorithm during the rendezvous phase and (3) the development of
an extremely simple control law based on the glide-slope concept for the approach.
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6.3.1 Real time communication
The utilization of the communication link between target and chaser allows to create a
close-loop navigation algorithm. Before far-rendezvous (phase 2) the target communi-
cates its position to the chaser, allowing to implement the collision avoidance manoeuvre
in case of necessity. From phase 3 to 5 the target state is communicated once a second
to chaser, allowing all the proximity operations.
6.3.2 Simplified collision avoidance algorithm
During the far-rendezvous, the chaser knows both position and attitude of the other
vehicle, and it has to calculate the trajectory to reach the way-point in front of target
port. The fastest trajectory consist in a straight line from chaser position to way-point,
but it can happen that the calculated path could cross the other SPHERES volume. In
this case, a simple collision avoidance algorithm calculates intermediate way-points until
the straight-line approach becomes allowable.
In more details (see figure 6.6), the chaser, located in point 1(x1, y1) first of all calculates
the straight-line approach to way-point W (xw, yw). Defining a1 = yw − y1 and b1 =
xw − x1, the line connecting point 1 and W can be described as:
1W : a1(x− x1) + b1(y − y1) = 0 (6.1)
The target position 0(x0, y0) is used to define the line connecting target and way-point
W :
0W : a0(x− x0) + b0(y − y0) = 0 (6.2)
where a0 = yw− y0 and b0 = xw−x0. First, the chaser shall define if it is located in the
part of X − Y plane in front of target docking port (in white in figure 6.6), that can be
calculated as:
b0(x1 − x0)− a0(y1 − y0) > 0 (6.3)
being b0(x− x0)− a0(y − y0) = 0 the line orthogonal to 0W.
In case the chaser is not in the safe zone (blank in figure 6.6), it is defined a circular
exclusion area around the target that cannot be crossed (figure 6.7). Defining ρ the
radius of such area, it can be compared with the minimum distance d between the
approach line and target centre (x0, y0):
d =
(a1(x0 − x1) + b1(y0 − y1))√
(a2 + b2)
(6.4)
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Figure 6.6: Geometry references and main lines
To simplify computation avoiding square roots, the comparison is calculated between
the squares of d and ρ:
[a1(x0 − x1) + b1(y0 − y1)]2 > ρ2 · (a2 + b2) (6.5)
If this condition is not fulfilled, a safe way-point W1 is calculated. The W1 way-point
lies on a line orthogonal to 1W and passing in target centre. The distance between
the target centre and point W1 is 1.5 · ρ, the safe zone radius, if the chaser is far from
target, and increases as chaser is getting close, avoiding possible intersections with the
exception area. This is made possible calculating the square of the distance between
target and chaser L01 and defining a gain factor (tuned by simulations):
L01 = (x0 − x1)2 + (y0 − y1)2 (6.6)
gain = 1.5 +
0.03
ρ · L01 − ρ3 (6.7)
With this informations, it is possible to calculate the way-point W1 coordinates:







· (yW1 − y0) + x0; (6.9)
The equations return two possible solutions, representing two points on each side of the
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Figure 6.7: Exclusion area definition: way-point W1 is calculated if the straight-line
path between chaser and way-point W is not allowed
target centre, so a simple comparison leads to the definition of W1 as the nearest to the
chaser.
This whole procedure is executed every one second, recalculating the way-point respect
to the chaser updated position, until the straight-line approach becomes allowable. The
algorithm is simple and fast, consisting in only elementary operations like sums and
products. The only square root, present in the way point calculation, is solved by a
recursive sub-algorithm, further reducing the computation time.
Before implementing in SPHERES simulation tool, the algorithm has been widely tested
through Matlab simulations. As visible in figure 6.8, the chaser calculates intermediate
way-points W1 at every simulated step, avoiding the target exclusion zone until it can
reach by a straight-line trajectory the way point W . Simulations also demonstrate
that for small target movements (e.g. velocities less than one tenth of chaser maximal
velocity) the algorithm is able to avoid collisions.
6.3.3 Approach control law
At today, most of path-planning and navigation algorithms for target approach are based
on the glide-slope concept, that is both a velocity control and a trajectory planner. The
idea is to approach to the target with velocity decreasing with distance. Defining ρ the
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Figure 6.8: Chaser elaboration of intermediate way-point W1 (green to brown) during
the collision avoidance manoeuvre (blue), three different examples
distance between target and chaser and ρ′ the chaser velocity, the glide-slope equation
can be defined as:
ρ′ = a · ρ+ ρ′T (6.10)
where ρ′T is the target speed and a < 0 is the glide-slope. In the simple 2-D test, ρ
′
T can
be considered negligible, so the equation can be rewritten as:
ρ′ = a · ρ (6.11)







The approach manoeuvre is then defined in three different stages:
1. the approach velocity is commanded to a value v0 for the first 10 seconds;
2. the system evaluates both the real values of ρ′0 and ρ0, allowing to calculate the
glide-slope a;
3. the velocity is commanded with the glide-slope law ρ′ = a · ρ.
The utilization of this kind of control allows the chaser to approach with a decreasing
velocity and at the closest ranges reduces the thrusters plumes respect to other control
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laws. Simultaneously a derivative control is implemented to avoid lateral misalignment
due to the non ideal thrusters behaviour and numerical errors. In this case, a velocity
control acts in the direction of the misalignment. The port axis is defined by its rotation
ψ respect to the inertial frame, so the axis equation is:
r : (x− x0) sinψ − (y − y0) cosψ = 0 (6.13)
with (x0, y0) the target coordinates; sinψ and− cosψ are respectively the two coefficients
a and b in the implicit line equation ax+ by + c = 0. First, d is defined as the distance





(x1 − x0) sinψ − (y1 − y0) cosψ√
sin2 ψ + cos2 ψ
(6.14)
= (x1 − x0) sinψ − (y1 − y0) cosψ (6.15)
The main advantage of this formulation is that the sign of d can determine the position of
the chaser respect of the docking port axis. The control is again applied to the velocities,
in this case in the direction normal to the axis, defining:
vc = −d · gain (6.16)
vcx = vc · (− sinψ) (6.17)
vcy = vc · (cosψ) (6.18)
with a gain tuned to avoid excessive oscillations around the axis.
6.3.4 Simulations and test
During the simulation campaign, the developed code was tested to study its behaviour
at different initial condition. The simulation tool allowed a real-time observation of
SPHERES virtual environment, permitting rapid tuning and fast modifications.
In figure 6.9 is visible the output of one complete simulation, in terms of attitude and
position. For both the SPHERES, the z coordinate is constant at about 0.8 m (being
all the developed code designed for verification on the low-friction table) as well as the
pitch and roll angles values, with negligible oscillations caused by sensors noise; being
the target not moving, all of its coordinates are fixed. To better explain the chaser
movements, it is useful to plot its position in a Cartesian reference, as reported in figure
6.12: here the chaser position is plotted with a chromatic scale (from blue to yellow
to red) to indicate time advancement. The position estimation (number 1 in figure)
process last 10 seconds and initialize in both the SPHERES the attitude and position
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Figure 6.9: Complete approach manoeuvre simulation: the chaser (position and at-
titude data on the left) is commanded to avoid the fixed target (right), perform far
rendezvous, and then dock to target
estimation algorithm; after that, the chaser is ready to receive target state information
and move to the far rendezvous way-point (manoeuvre 2), in this case calculating the
collision avoid path beforehand introduced. The third phase consists in the alignment
of the chaser docking port with target’s (visible in figure 6.9 between 110 and 120 s as
a rotation around the Z axis); in the end, the glide-slope approach (4) permits to reach
the docking position (5).
Manoeuvre 4 is shown in figure 6.11: the relative distance trend shows, as expected
from the glide-slope, an exponential evolution, resulting in a safer close approach; the
oscillations visible in the velocity plot are related not only to the thrusters modulation,
but also to the lateral misalignment control law.
Another simulation analyses a simpler case, without the need of the collision avoidance
manoeuvre (figure 6.12). Here again the target is fixed, and the chaser follows the five-
phases rendezvous and docking. This case was chosen for the first test on the low friction
table.
Figure 6.13 shows results from the test (solid line) and compare them to the previous
simulation (dotted line). As visible, the test was not successful, with the target not able
to reach the required position nor to align with the other docking port. More remarkable,
the target coordinates values showed an excessive oscillation, probably caused by an
hardware bug to be fixed.
In conclusion, results from both simulations and test demonstrated that the algorithm
is working under standard conditions (e.g. reduced noise) but did not allow to perform a
complete docking manoeuvre on the low friction table. On these basis, a novel algorithm
was defined, as visible in next section, implementing a longer initialization time, deleting
the collision avoidance manoeuvre (as useless in simple tests), and last defining a docking
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failure detection, to determine if the two SPHERES have excessive misalignment and,
in case, reinitialize the docking procedure without restarting the whole test. Further
simulations and test were also planned as well as an investigation of the SPHERES
navigation hardware.
6.4 Second code: simplified approach and failure detection
On the results form the first test, a second algorithm has been developed to afford the
detected issues; the proposed code consist in 5 manoeuvres:
• estimator initialization.
• far rendezvous: the chaser aligns orientates the docking port to target.
• approach: the chaser reaches the docking position.
• holding: the chaser maintains its docked position for a fixed time.
• separation: the chaser returns to the far rendezvous way-point.
Figure 6.10: 2-D representation of previous manoeuvre: after estimator convergence
(1) the chaser is commanded to reach the far rendezvous way-point avoiding collision
with the target(2); docking ports alignment follows (3) to allow final approach (4) and
docking (5)
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Figure 6.11: Chaser-target relative position and velocity: in manoeuvre 4 the chaser
approaches the target with velocity decreasing with the distance































































Figure 6.12: Simple approach manoeuvre simulation: in this case, the chaser does
not need collision avoidance manoeuvres to perform the far rendezvous
Considering that the docking port is not symmetric, the docking approach does not
follow the docking axis but presents a misalignment of about 4 ◦ opposite to the port
lance, as visible in figure 6.14.
6.4.1 Docking failure avoidance
In parallel to the main algorithm, a simple code controls the docking phase, monitoring
excessive misalignments between the two ports: if the chaser moves out of the approach
cone (the triangle visible in figure 6.14), it returns to the far rendezvous way-point and
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Figure 6.13: Comparison between simulation and test results: the position and at-
titude signal presents much more noise than expected, comporting in the failure of
docking procedure
Figure 6.14: Geometry of approach line respect to docking axis
retries the approach for at most two times, before aborting. The safe zone is in the
range of ±11.5 ◦ from the approach line, and it is defined as follows. Defining (x1, y1)
and (x2, y2) the position of chaser and target centres of mass, R the distance between
the centre of mass and the port, and α1 and α2 their attitude respect the X axis, the
docking port centre coordinates can be defined respectively:
P1 = (x1 +R · cosα1; y1 +R · sinα1) (6.19)
P2 = (x2 +R · cosα2; y2 +R · sinα2) (6.20)
and the target docking port axis as:
r : (x− P2x) sinα2 − (y − P2y) cosα2 (6.21)
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The approach direction line passes for P2, but it has an angular misalignment of +θ, so
its equation can be written as:
r1 : (x− P2x) sinα2 + θ − (y − P2y) cosα2 + θ (6.22)
with θ close enough to zero, such simplifications can be accepted:
cos θ = 1 (6.23)
sin θ = 1 (6.24)
and then:
r1 : (x− P2x) · (sinα2 + θ · cosα2)− (y − P2y) · (cosα2 − θ · sinα2) (6.25)
Now, defining d as the distance between r1 and P1 and L as the distance between P1





and if φ is in the range [−11.5 ◦; +11.5 ◦], the point P1 is in the safe area.
6.4.2 Simulation and test
Before testing the developed algorithm, some minor modifications on both the atti-
tude/position determination code and SPHERES hardware were performed, allowing
to improve the signal as visible in figure 6.15. The position coordinates oscillation is
reduced to about 1 cm, into the SPHERES design limits; about attitude, the oscillation
amplitude is again well reduced, but collected data are still too noisy respect the ex-
pected values, that should bye less than 1 degree.
Nevertheless, thanks to these improvements, some test were performed to validate the
new code. In figure 6.17 a comparison with simulation data and results collected from
laboratory test is visible. Again, the numerical evaluation demonstrated the algorithm
robustness, but the experimental verification was not similarly satisfying: the trajec-
tory shows continuous oscillations and the chaser was not able to dock with the target.
Furthermore, the z coordinate (red in figure), that should be constant during the whole
test, shows an unexpected change during the test, indicating an error in the position
estimation; a similar behaviour is visible in the attitude data, as the roll angle variation
indicates.
In conclusion, results confirmed that some issues, probably related to the SPHERES
hardware or the state estimator, are affecting the facility; further investigation should
be dedicated to solve such problems. Due to the conclusion of the visiting period, the
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Figure 6.15: Variation on data oscillation between first test and updated set-up:
working on both the code and the SPHERES hardware, the position coordinates oscil-
lation is reduced to the expected level, although results are still not satisfactory for the
attitude
experimental activity ended with this test; the UDP ground test was postponed to the
first months of 2015.
6.5 Results discussion
The visiting period, although only two months long, gave the unique opportunity to
work in collaboration with a research group investigating rendezvous and docking tech-
nologies, allowing to understand the methodology behind SPHERES development and
management. The fast availability of SPHERES test bed is surely a great advantage
in the organization and evolution of a research project, allowing accurate comparison
between simulations and test during the whole design and development. Unfortunately
some issues related to the SPHERES state determination affected the system during the
test campaign, preventing the complete verification of the developed code.
A brief comparison between the UDP and the semi-androgynous docking port can be
introduced, to better comprehend the different design logic that led to the two solutions.
The UDP was developed to work on SPHERES, so it presents both the mechanical in-
terface and the required electronics and sensors to be integrated on such support. On
the contrary, the semi-androgynous interface was tested on a simpler test-bed, and did
not employ any navigation or docking sensor; in the conclusive chapter this topic will
be better introduced.
Another feature of the UDP, directly correlated to the SPHERES characteristics in terms

































































































































Figure 6.17: Comparison between simulation (left) and test results (right): experi-
mental data shows higher noise, affecting the manoeuvres. From top to down: position,
attitude, and 2-D trajectory reconstruction
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of navigation precision, is its reduced tolerance to misalignment: the solid joint between
two ports is created through the mutual capture of the long lance penetrating a hole
acting as drogue, required a precise alignment. There are no indications on UDP docu-
ments on the allowed misalignment range, so a first estimation was performed comparing
the geometrical shape of lance and hole. First of all, the axial limit was evaluated as
the external diameter of the hole countersink, considering that the hole shape could act
as redirecting drogue; later, during some test on the glass table it was noted that the
probe bounced off instead of realign, probably due to the inclination of the countersink.
On this consideration, it was evaluated that the maximal allowable misalignment for the
lance is equivalent to the hole diameter, minus the radius of the curved part on the lance
nose tip, resulting on about 5 mm. The allowable angle is again estimated from the lab
experience, but further investigation would be required; the operative range was then
calculated as the area limited by these values. About the semi-androgynous port, test
results in terms of allowable lateral misalignment were scaled, due to the minor dimen-
sions of the UDP, while angular values were maintained. Results are visible in figure
6.16: the semi-androgynous port (in green) shows larger limits respect to the MIT port,
thanks to the different geometry and capture logic.
Figure 6.16: On the left, comparison between semi-androgynous port (scaled, in





The design and test process depicted in this work are here briefly summarized, present-
ing the advantages of the semi-androgynous configuration and the results collected in
the laboratory analysis, that allowed to reach a Technology Readiness Level of 3-4. On
the experience acquired during both the research and a visiting period at MIT Space
Systems Laboratory, some observations are presented, related to the test in a more rele-
vant environment and the design of dedicated sensors for close navigation and docking.
In parallel, other activities on docking are reported. First, an improved version of the
SAM is presented, with rotating actuation instead of the linear motor to reduce the
interface bulk. Second, the concept of tethered soft docking is described, consisting in
employing a magnetic tether probe to perform the soft docking procedure, significantly
simplifying the spacecraft joining operations and reducing the system complexity; pre-
liminary activities on such topic included the FELDs experiment, aiming to assess the
automatic self-alignment of the probe in 0-g environment.
In conclusion, a long research work is still to be performed, aiming to reach higher TRLs;
some indications on future development are introduced, considering the continuously in-
creasing interest on small spacecraft rendezvous, docking and, more generally, proximity
operations.
7.1 Results and Discussion
In this document the design and test of a novel docking system for small satellites was
presented. A trade-off between requirements and constraints led to the definition of
the semi-androgynous architecture as the most promising solution for spacecraft joining
mechanisms: it merges the advantages of both gender-mate and androgynous solutions,
allowing a simple geometry and the capability to dock with every similar interface,
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thanks to its shifting from a close configuration to a drogue shape, that allows to enclose
and capture another non actuated port to create the solid joint. The proposed solution
uses only one actuator, capable to open and close eight petals thanks to sliding cam
mechanisms, and can create a pre-load on the contact interface to increase the stiffen of
the joint.
The utilization of a single linear motor to simultaneously actuate the eight petals is then
one of the key features of the proposed mechanism; however, the advantages of simplicity
and low mass were counterbalanced by a reliability issue, because the failure of one of
the petal cams or of the motor could result in the hamming of the whole mechanism. On
these considerations, a brief risk analysis was performed and some technical solutions to
increase the mechanism reliability were analysed, although they were not implemented
in the tested prototype.
Numerical simulations were developed to evaluate the effect of cam frictions on the
actuation dynamics, analysing rigid bodies kinematics and defining low required forces
(always under 1 N). Tests on a simplified test-bed demonstrate that simulations results
were comparable with collected forces output, and allowed to define the mechanism
working range in terms of maximal allowable angular and lateral misalignments that
can still lead to a nominal docking, as reported in section 5.4.3 and in figure 7.1. It is
visible that the docking ports can manage up to 5 ◦ or 15 mm of misalignment.
In parallel, a visiting period at MIT Space Systems Laboratory allowed to study the
Figure 7.1: Alignment ranges to perform a complete docking procedure with null
relative velocity (left) and residual relative velocity (right) in the axial direction between
chaser and target, as reported in section 5.4.3
SPHERES test-bed, developing and simulating control codes for the Universal Docking
Port ground test. The experience allowed to understand the UDP development and
management strategy in the wider framework of SSL activities. At the end, a comparison
between the SAM and the UDP demonstrates that the latter, due to the different working
logic, has a smaller range in terms of accepted angular and lateral misalignments at
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docking.
The developed port has reached a TRL of about 3-4, with the demonstration of a
prototype on a simple test-bed in laboratory environment; this work produced other
interesting outcomes, indicating the direction future investigation shall follow. First of
all, a more relevant test environment is required, to increase the interface TRL and
demonstrate its capabilities, and in parallel studies on rendezvous and docking sensors
for small spacecraft shall be performed, to create a more complete system suitable for
close navigation and joining.
7.2 Future works
Next steps in the development of the SAM are related to the test in a more relevant
environment and the design of dedicated sensors for close navigation and docking; in this
section, such task are briefly introduced, indicating the preliminary activities performed
at the end of the research period and the foreseen following steps.
7.2.1 Test-bed
As reported in section 5.2.1, different test-beds can be used to perform docking sim-
ulations, with distinct outcomes in terms of collected data. The SAM was tested in
controlled environment, in the lab, on a simple one-plus test-bed, allowing to measure
involved forces during the actuation and docking procedure, but still being subject to
gravity acceleration. Further test shall be performed in more performing test-bed, for
example the 3-D robotic arm in development at CISAS, [76], in order to better anal-
yse the contact dynamics between the two ports and simulate 0-g behaviour; similarly,
parabolic flight tests could be the only milligravity facility in which flight duration (up
to 30 seconds of low gravity, more than three times ZARM drop tower [89] despite higher
residual gravity) and repeatability (usually several parabolas are performed in a single
flight) should allow a complete verification of the docking mechanism.
Last, respect to the performed work, an important improvement to implement is the
utilization of a closed-loop test facility, instead of the open loop one; advantages lies
in the possibility to study the performance of the mechanism through navigation and
control techniques, improving the accuracy of the collected results. This development
would also require the study and the realization of dedicated sensors for close rendezvous
and docking.
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7.2.2 Close navigation Sensors
As previously introduced, sensors should be developed for the navigation and rendezvous
of small satellites. At today, state-of-the-art technology consist in European ATV’s nav-
igation sensors suite, composed by GPS receivers for absolute and relative position
determination in far rendezvous, and an optical sensor for close manoeuvres, called
Videometer [90]; last, on ATV-5 some test were performed, to study the possible uti-
lization of lidar technologies [91].
Thanks to the increasing miniaturization of Global Navigation Systems (GNS) antennas
and electronics, CubeSat-based boards are being realized to determine absolute posi-
tion [92]; the relative position estimation through GNS is also in development [93]. In
parallel, at CISAS studies are being performed to include absolute GNS attitude de-
termination for small satellites; preliminary results demonstrate that such technology
has a promising future, and could be implemented for proximity operations and more
generally CubeSat position and attitude determination.
In the optical navigation, preliminary studies were performed on ARCADE experiment
[94], testing an optical sensor composed by an infrared LED transmitter mounted on the
target, and two photodiode receivers mounted on the chaser. Laboratory tests assessed
the sensor performance and range of application, showing an accuracy of less than 2 mm
and 1◦ in the range of 0.2− 0.4 m.
In parallel, navigation based on visual imaging is under development by different re-
search groups; for example, at MIT Space Systems Laboratory in the framework of the
SPHERES program the Vertigo project aims to develop computer vision based naviga-
tion [83]. More interesting, the UDP port implements a navigation camera, to perform
vision guidance in docking operations [85]: as visible in figure 6.3, each port camera uses
four circular marks presents on the twin port to autonomously determine the relative
distance and attitude.
In the framework of the SAM port development, it is planned to investigate navigation
sensors following two different lines: GPS navigation for rendezvous and visual naviga-
tion for close manoeuvre. About the first one, a test board will be realized, to asses
the real performance of absolute GNS attitude and position determination and compare
results with of-the-shelf sensors for CubeSat and small spacecraft. Studies will be also
performed to implement a hybrid system consisting in LED emitters and visual navi-
gation: the preliminary concept is composed by four LEDs positioned on one interface
to form a L shape, and a camera on the other port; using a simple filtering algorithm
to elaborate the captured image it is possible to determine the relative distance and
angular misalignment.
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7.2.3 Docking sensors
Another investigation to be performed is related to the development of a suite of sensors
that would be able to determine if a docking manoeuvre is correctly performed and
the solid joint is created. In SPHERES UDP, an infra-red fork sensor positioned in the
interface hole is used to verify that the lance penetrates the port, creating the solid joint.
Being a peripheral mechanism with axis-symmetry, the SAM cannot implement a similar
sensor, so different solutions shall be investigated; during the test campaign, only a visual
check was performed to evaluate the manoeuvre results. Two different solutions should
be investigated, to realize a good reliable sensor: the implementation of a peripheral
system able to detect the contact between petals, consisting in a series of electric contacts
that create a close circuit only if the docking procedure is positively concluded, or the
measurement of the pre-load acting on the docking interface. Last solution could be
implemented both on the current prototype (measuring the distance variation between
the Actuating Disck and the docking interface) or in case of substitution of the spring
system with an elastic interface (mounting embedded force or deformation sensors into
it).
7.2.4 Refuelling interface
Last, one of the most critical operations in servicing missions is surely the refuelling [3]
[4], due to the elevated involved pressure and the consequent need of watertight joints;
at today, there is no standard refuelling interface nor it is planned to realize one common
servicing valve, easy to access for fluids exchange. In this framework, studies should be
performed to add a dedicated and independent refuelling mechanism to the SAM, that
in the docking phase would be able to create the required sealed connection. In order
to maintain the semi-androgyny concept, this system should be realized as a movable
probe, that could be extracted from one interface to penetrate the other one, as visible
in figure 7.2: in the non actuated configuration (left) the two refuelling interfaces are
not active, and they are not involved in the docking procedure; after mating, one of
them is moved, in order to penetrate the other port interface. Two seals are designed to
create the watertight joint, allowing the fluid exchange. The most critical aspects that
the design and the tests should evaluate are related to the actuating mechanism and to
the maximal allowable pressure the interface could maintain without leaks.
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Figure 7.2: Preliminary concept of the refuelling mechanism: in the non actuated
configuration (left) the two refuelling interfaces are not active; after mating (right), one
of them is actuated to penetrate the other port interface, creating a watertight joint
thanks to seals.
7.3 Related works
In parallel with the presented work, some other investigations are in development in
the framework of small satellite docking. In this section, two different concepts will be
introduced,(1) a more compact semi-androgynous port based on two rotative elements
instead of a linear motor, and (2) the new idea of tethered soft-docking.
7.3.1 New semi-androgynous port
In the development of the semi-androgynous port, the utilization of a linear actuation
was chosen to give the interface the shape-shifting capacity; to simplify the design, an
off-the-shelf motor was implemented instead of a custom smart materials actuator. In
this section, a different approach is proposed: considering that linear actuations usually
require longer and bulker drivers than rotative ones, a new interface design was realized,
using rotative cams to perform the petals opening and closing. In figure 7.3 a preliminary
sketch of the actuation mechanism is showed: the two counter-rotative disks, actuated
by independent motors (not showed), are able to open and close the petals, transforming
the rotational movement into a translational one thanks to cam mechanisms.
The development of this concept into a testing model should pass through a complete
dynamical simulation of the cam mechanisms, that would led to a optimized geometric
design. The realization of the main elements could be again performed with 3-D printing,
allowing fast prototyping to perform the preliminary test as soon as the geometries are
defined.
The resulting mechanism should maintain the advantages of the already developed semi-
androgynous interface, adding reduced bulk and mass thanks to the simpler design,
simplifying its implementation in scaled versions for both CubeSat and larger spacecraft.
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Figure 7.3: Rotative semi-androgynous port concept: the actuation to open and
close the petals is given by two counter-rotative disks, actuated by independent motors
(not showed), that transform the rotation into a linear movement thanks to a cam
mechanism; petals heads are not inserted in figure.
7.3.2 Magnetic tethered soft-docking
An innovative approach to docking consists in employing a magnetic tether probe to
perform the soft docking procedure, significantly simplifying the spacecraft joining op-
erations and reducing the system complexity[95]. The concept, visible in figure 7.4, aims
at reducing the proximity navigation and guidance requirements between chaser and tar-
get spacecraft, thanks to the use of a tethered probe that is ejected by the chaser and
employs magnetic forces for automatic self-alignment and soft docking with the receiving
interface on the target. After the achievement of soft docking, the tether provides a low
stiffness connection between the two spacecraft, thus greatly reducing forces transfer.
The tether finally allows to safely mate chaser and target simply by rewinding it, after
the two-bodies dynamics has been stabilized. The advantages of the new concept will
contribute to enable a large number of future on-orbit servicing missions; in particular,
it will be possible to execute joining operations even between small satellites, despite of
their limited resources.
In the past, the use of electromagnetic devices for docking has been poorly investigated.
In addition, a great interest on tethered systems exists and has been recently focused
on their application to space debris capture [96], as well as LEO spacecraft deorbiting
at end-of-life [97]. This has brought to significant studies on tethers dynamics [98], al-
though extensive research on the use of tethers to stabilize and pull space vehicles is
still not available. More relevant for this project, the microgravity FELDs Experiment
[99] on electromagnetic tethered docking has been performed to preliminarily evaluate
the self-alignment concept using magnetic forces. Tests were conducted in ZARM drop
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Figure 7.4: Artist’s impression of the main steps of a tethered docking manoeuvre
tower, where a passive probe was shot towards an electromagnet to analyse its trajectory
and to measure transmitted forces during free fall.
In details, the proposed technology to be developed during the project is innovative
under two main aspects: (1) first, the use of tethered systems for cooperative docking
has never been extensively studied, although the advantages of such techniques are well
known and proven by the interest on tethered debris-capture systems. Several studies
proposed the use of tethered devices for the capture of inoperative satellites, although
only preliminary analysis have been conducted so far on the tether dynamics during the
unreel phase, on the probe-to-target contact event and on the two-body leashed flight.
(2) Second, the magnetic docking is an innovative concept that implies significant ad-
vantages due to the passive self-alignment, which can be successful in the low-forces
orbital environment, determining a simplification of mission operations. The probe
ejected from the chaser approaches the target with a controlled motion depending on
the unreel time law and, in the final part, is passively guided towards the target interface
by the magnetic field, which generates the self-alignment effect. These solutions imply
reduction of chaser-to-target relative navigation and guidance requirements during ren-
dezvous. Moreover, the extreme flexibility of the tether and the possibility to control its
tensile force with the reel system null out the transmitted forces between the vehicles
when connected, thus reducing the attitude disturbances on the chaser satellite and the
loads on its structure. Once the tethered joining is obtained, the final approach toward
hard connection can be performed easily and safely by reeling the wire with a controlled
motion: a slightly modified version of the SAM can be designed to realize the solid joint.
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7.4 Conclusions
As reported in this last chapter, the research performed in the framework of this PhD
course permitted to design and realize a simple mechanical model of a docking interface
for small satellites, and perform dynamical analysis and laboratory tests on a manufac-
tured prototype, reaching a TRL of 3-4.
The experience acquired both in the development of the mating interfaces and in the
visiting period at MIT allowed to foresee the next steps in the realization and test of a
model with an higher TRL, from the improvement of laboratory facilities to the utiliza-
tion of more relevant test-beds, to the design of a dedicated suite of sensors.
In parallel, some related activities were completed during the research period (i.e.:
ARCADE-R2 - as team member - and FLEDs - as supporting scientist -) and oth-
ers are still in development, for example the design of the refuelling interface and the
further investigation of tethered docking.
With the main goal to develop and realize an in-space technological demonstrator of
small satellites docking, a long research work is still to be performed, with most of it not
already planned; in this work some advices on possible evolutions were introduced, with
the aim to indicate a path to be followed for the next years. The run for space is at its
beginning, and joining technologies are already a fundamental and unique enabler for
most of the servicing activities, with positive and increasing opportunities for the next
and far future, both in research and commercial fields. It is only matter of time before
humankind will realize fleets of small spacecraft able to self assemble and repair each




Large Space Structures and
Booms
The high cost of space access led the technology research to adapt and develop new
concept structures, in order to reduce the total mass and volume of space vehicles. De-
ployable systems can solve these requirements and improve the satellite storage in the
launcher. Telecommunication antennas, solar panels, solar sails and beams are the main
applications of packaging structures: different storage solutions can be implemented in
order to obtain refolding [63] or only one-time deployment capability [64]. High precision
structures like telescopes can also be realized with deployable structure, demonstrating
all the potential of this technology. Industrial applications of deployable structures may
also find in many sectors from truck mounted cranes to scaffolding; main differences be-
tween space and terrestrial systems are the different load conditions and the deployment
power constraints, leading to unusual design solutions for on orbit operations. Deploy-
able beams can be classified in three main categories: telescopic arms, folding trusses
and winding bi-stable structures. Usually packaged beams (except telescopic ones) can
reach 5% or less of their deployed dimensions [100]; the deployment can be realized with
actuated mechanism or pre-loaded spring devices. A fourth class can include inflatable
structures, with new concept solutions to deploy and actuate modular structures [101].
In next section some state-of-the-art technologies for space are briefly discussed.
A.1 Telescopic Arms
Telescopic structures in all their different forms work with the same deployment princi-
ple: concentric parts slides out till the boom is totally extended A.1. Usually a spindle
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and nut mechanism control and actuate the boom, and latches lock it in order to main-
tain a sizeable stiffness.
Figure A.1: Telescopic boom, stored (left) and deployed (right), in red the latches
Developed arms like ATK telescopic booms [102] have already been used in space. Main
drawback of this system is its small storage ratio, due to the length of the larger con-
centric beam.
A.2 Folding Trusses
In this group various technology solution are collected. Different folding solutions al-
lowed the storage of large structures like solar arrays mounted on beams. Usually a
cable system is employed to actively deploy or refolding rod structures. Many exam-
ples of this kind of systems can be find in literature, from the Fast Auroral SnapshoT
(FAST) satellite (1996) [64] to STS 99 radar topography mission (figure A.2). Recently,
tensegrity structures as ADAMS mast [63] as well as STS-99 truss evolutions [100] are
still used and investigated. Usually spring mechanisms at the joints between the rods,
loaded folding the truss for storage, allow a totally passive deployment. High package
ratio can be reached with this kind of beams. Innovative design solutions and material
selection led to a considerable reduction of the truss mass.
A.3 Winding Bi-stable Structures
Bi-stable structures exploit the ability of thin walled shells to deform elastically between
two stable conditions through a certain load. This condition allows to wind the beam
like a flexible tape in a preloaded situation, and to deploy it in a three-dimensional rigid
structure (see figure A.3), with the same principle of the measuring tape. Deployed
beams present many different shapes and sections, from circular (created by one or two
overlapping tapes [103]), to symmetric collapsible [104] [105]. Novel solutions present
interlocking latches through the contact walls, improving torsional stiffness.
The main drawback of these beams is the dimension of the deployment-storage system,
but in terms of storage ratio and specific weight the winding bi-stable structure is the
best solution for extensible beams.
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Figure A.2: STS-99 deployable truss (courtesy by NASA)
Figure A.3: Bi-stable structures: working principle (left) and different beam section
configurations (right)
A.4 Inflatable Structures
In the last years inflatable structures are gaining interest thanks to their light mass
in deployed configuration and small package volume: thin film materials can be used
for these applications, with a calculated mass reduction of 50% over best competing
technologies and a package volume reduction to 25% [101]. Thanks to their easiness of
deployment, inflatable structures have a high reliability and simple mechanics. Main
drawbacks of this technology are related to the internal pressure need: micro meteorites
impacts or material ageing due to space environment can lead to structure failures and





Minor modifications were performed on ARCADE docking mechanism, as visible in fig-
ure B.1, in order to improve the possibility to perform successful procedures.
First, tests on ARCADE showed a small misalignment between SMAV and the drogue,
due to the mounting process. To solve this issue, the SMAV front plate supporting the
probe was modified (1), in order to allow alignment regulation.
To improve the magnetic force between the probe noise and the drogue, two more mod-
ifications were implemented: the drogue bottom was flatten (2), enhancing a better
contact, and the probe iron tip was substituted with a magnetic one (3).
In parallel, three IR sensors, used to detect the actuation of the locking solenoids creat-
ing the solid joint, were replaced with off-the-shelf components, more reliable and easier
to interface with ARCADE-R2 data acquisition system.
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Figure B.1: ARCADE-R2 docking mechanism main modifications
Appendix C
Mechanical Drawings
List of inserted mechanical drawings:
Table C.1: Attached mechanical drawings
Part Part Name Part Number
Petal Body PETAL01 Docking001
Petal Head PETAL02 Docking002
Actuated Disc Actuated Disc Docking003
Actuated Disc Cam AD CAM Docking004
Base BASE Docking005
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TEST first level TEST second  level TEST third  level # CODEX Y/N 
Open-close mechanism Slow closing: step by step / 1 01t1ss_01  
  / 2 02t1ss_02  
  / 3 03t1ss_03  
 Slow continuous closing / 1 04t1sc_01  
  / 2 05t1sc_02  
  / 3 06t1sc_03  
 Medium continuous closing / 1 07t1mc_01  
  / 2 08t1mc_02  
  / 3 09t1mc_03  
 Fast continuous closing / 1 10t1fc_01  
  / 2 11t1fc_02  
  / 3 12t1fc_03  
Aligned docking loads Slow closing: step by step / 1 13t2ss_01  
  / 2 14t2ss_02  
  / 3 15t2ss_03  
 Slow continuous closing / 1 16t2sc_01  
  / 2 17t2sc_02  
  / 3 18t2sc_03  
 Medium continuous closing / 1 19t2mc_01  
  / 2 20t2mc_02  
  / 3 21t2mc_03  
 Fast continuous closing / 1 22t2fc_01  
  / 2 23t2fc_02  
  / 3 24t2fc_03  
Misaligned docking success 5° v=0 / 25t305xx_00  
 5° v=v1 / 26t305xx_v1  
 10° v=0 / 27t310xx_00  
 10° v=v1 / 28t310xx_v1  
 15° v=0 / 29t315xx_00  
 15° v=v1 / 30t315xx_v1  
 20° v=0 / 31t320xx_00  
 20° v=v1 / 32t320xx_v1  
 5 mm v=0 / 33t3xx05_00  
 5 mm v=v1 / 34t3xx05_v1  
 10 mm v=0 / 35t3xx10_00  
 10 mm v=v1 / 36t3xx10_v1  
 15 mm v=0 / 37t3xx15_00  
 15 mm v=v1 / 38t3xx15_v1  
 20 mm v=0 / 39t3xx20_00  
 20 mm v=v1 / 40t3xx20_v1  
 5° and 5 mm v=0 / 41t30505_00  
 5° and 5 mm v=v1 / 42t30505_v1  
 10° and 5 mm v=0 / 43t31005_00  
 10° and 5 mm v=v1 / 44t31005_v1  
 5° and 10 mm v=0 / 45t30510_00  
 5° and 10 mm v=v1 / 46t30510_v1  
 10° and 10 mm v=0 / 47t31010_00  
 10° and 10 mm v=v1 / 48t31010_v1  
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